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Abstract
Dynamics of Ultracold Lithium in Modulated Optical Lattices
by
Coraline Junko Fujiwara
The extreme tunability and control that atomic physics provides makes quantum gases
ideal platforms for experimentally realizing novel synthetic materials beyond what is
traditionally realizable in condensed matter experiments. In particular, the ability to
control interparticle interactions allows for the realization of long lived nonequilibrium
states, and strong periodic modulation of lattice potentials realizes novel Floquet matter.
In this thesis I shall present a series of experiments studying the dynamics of ultracold
lithium in modulated and static one-dimensional optical lattices. First, I present an
overview of the experimental apparatus which includes a description of the generation of
our Bose-Einstein condensate and optical lattices. Then I step through four experiments
which we conducted. The first two involve studying spatial dynamics in static optical
lattices in the ground and the excited bands which realize position-space Bloch oscillations
and a relativistic harmonic oscillator respectively. The third experiment studies transport
in Floquet hybridized optical lattice Bloch bands, and the fourth experiment investigates
prethermalization in strongly modulated lattices with tunable interactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atoms are one of the fundamental building blocks of our universe, and the field of atomic
physics has made tremendous contributions not only to our fundamental understanding
of the universe but also to the explosive development of modern technologies. Such
a tradition stems from such philosophers as Democritus in the 5th century BCE and
extends to this very day. In some sense, the success of the field is owed to the simplicity
of atoms and their identical nature throughout the universe.
Of particular relevance to me is the realization of novel states of quantum matter using
ultracold gases of neutral atoms in optical lattices. The extreme precision and control that
laser physics affords over atomic systems has enabled the generation and manipulation
of quantum matter inaccessible in traditional laboratory settings. Such advances have
enabled near ideal experimental realization of theoretical models of exotic materials,
offering a complementary window on the fields of materials science and condensed matter
physics. This concept has been dubbed “quantum simulation” or “quantum emulation”.
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices can also create states of matter beyond traditional
definitions of materials, and the contents of this thesis represent advances in this vein. In
particular, the ability to control particle interactions allows creation and study of highly
1
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excited states of matter that would typically lead to decay and destruction in normal
materials. Periodic modulation of lattice potentials can generate excitations to higher
bands or hybridize bands into novel excited states. Such modulation can even be many
times stronger than typical binding energies and still create long lived states that only
exist in the presence of strong driving.
In our lab, I have had the privilege to participate in the design, construction, and
implementation of two cold atom machines using lithium and strontium, and I have
focused on experiments conducted using ultracold lithium in driven optical lattices. It is
difficult to express the feeling of starting with an empty laboratory space and ending with
a machine studying quantum matter on the edge of scientific understanding. Moreover,
I have had the opportunity to guide the direction of scientific exploration of our group
and realize a satisfyingly complete scientific narrative.
The four experiments detailed in this thesis are organized to demonstrate such a nar-
rative. The first involves studying position space Bloch oscillations in the ground band
of an optical lattice when a force is applied. The second studies transport properties in
the second excited band and realizes for the first time a relativistic harmonic oscillator.
The third experiment connects these two experiments via continuous periodic modula-
tion of the lattice amplitude which hybridizes the ground and excited bands. And the
fourth experiment studies the stability of interacting samples in the presence of such
periodic modulation. Conducted in the strongly driven regime, this experiment probes
the question of thermalization and stability of driven many-body quantum systems.
2
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1.1 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation discusses some of the work I performed in the process of designing,
constructing, and operating the lithium BEC machine in conjunction with many others
in the group. And it is intentionally written to complement the other theses published by
this group on this BEC machine. As such, many specifics of the design and construction
of the machine are omitted for the sake of brevity. This particular dissertation focuses
on providing a holistic perspective on the most relevant physics in our experiments.
Chapter 1 contains a brief discussion on the atomic physics required to understand
the rest of the thesis. Chapter 2 contains an overview of the experimental sequence
to generate a Bose-Einstein condensate and load it into optical lattices. Chapter 3
describes the theory underpinning our one-dimensional optical lattice experiment with
a focus on providing a theoretical framework for understanding Floquet optical lattices.
Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 are reproductions of the papers I coauthored studying lithium
condensates in optical lattices. The appendices contain a collection of notes on some
important technical details which is mostly relevant to graduate students in our group.
1.2 Permissions and Attributions
1. Most of the theory in this dissertation is adapted from Atomic Physics by Christo-
pher Foot [1], Bose-Einstein Condensation in Dilute Gases by C.J. Pethick and
H. Smith [2], and Floquet engineering with quasienergy bands of periodically driven
optical lattices by Martin Holthaus [3].
2. Many experimental details came from the theses of Zachary Geiger [4], Ruwan
Senaratne [5], Kevin Singh [6], and Shankari Rajagopal [7].
3. The thesis of Florian Schreck [8] served as a guide for designing the machine. It
3
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also provided a helpful roadmap towards condensation.
4. The content of Chapter 5 is the result of collaboration with Zachary Geiger, Kevin
Singh, Ruwan Senaratne, Shankari Rajagopal, Mikhail Lipatov, Toshihiko Shi-
masaki, Rodislav Driben, Vladimir Konotop, Torsten Meier, and David Weld, and
has previously appeared in Physical Review Letters.
It is reproduced here with the permission of the American Physical Society :
https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html
5. The content of Chapter 6 is the result of collaboration with Zachary Geiger, Kevin
Singh, Ruwan Senaratne, Shankari Rajagopal, Mikhail Lipatov, Toshihiko Shi-
masaki, and David Weld, and has previously appeared in New Journal of Physics.
It is reproduced here with the permission of the IOP Publishing :
https://iopscience.iop.org/journal/1367-2630/page/Copyright%20and%20permissions
6. The content of Chapter 7 is the result of collaboration with Kevin Singh, Zachary
Geiger, Ruwan Senaratne, Shankari Rajagopal, Mikhail Lipatov, and David Weld,
and has previously appeared in Physical Review Letters.
It is reproduced here with the permission of the American Physical Society :
https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html
7. The content of Chapter 8 is the result of collaboration with Kevin Singh, Zachary
Geiger, Ethan Simmons, Mikhail Lipatov, Alec Cao, Peter Dotti, Shankari Ra-
jagopal, Ruwan Senaratne, Toshihiko Shimasaki, Markus Heyl, Andre Eckhardt,
and David Weld.
8. The content of Appendix A is the result of collaboration with David Weld.
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Background
This chapter briefly introduces some important concepts that are critical to understand-
ing many of the phenomena covered in this thesis. The goal is to provide a qualitative
understanding of the most relevant physics concerning cold atomic gases. Detailed theo-
retical derivations and calculations are intentionally omitted in exchange for brevity and
emphasis on understanding how measurements are conducted in the laboratory.
5
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2.1 Lithium
Figure 2.1: Lithium is the canonical atom.
All the experiments in this thesis are conducted with cold samples of gaseous atomic
lithium, specifically 7Li whose nucleus is composed of three protons and four neutrons
as shown in Fig. 2.1. As an alkali metal, lithium lies in group I of the periodic table
and has a single valence electron. While the history of lithium in context of quantum
emulation is rich, we shall focus on a few key aspects of 7Li which tailor it specifically
for the experiments detailed in this thesis. This is summarized below and in Figure 2.2.
 Simple energy structure - The atomic structure of lithium is well understood
and its principal atomic transitions are easily accessible with commercial lasers.
 Low mass - Being more massive only than hydrogen and helium, lithium is one
of the lightest neutral atoms brought to quantum degeneracy. This causes the
dynamics of lithium to be quicker than those of other neutral atoms.
 Magnetic - The ground state of lithium is magnetic and can be controlled with
radiation and fields.
 Tunable interactions - Both isotopes of lithium exhibit a magnetic Feshbach
resonance which allow the two body interaction energy to be controlled via an
applied magnetic field.
With a single valence electron, the energy structure of lithium is well described by the
so called L-S scheme and can be labeled using the Russell-Saunders notation n2S+1LJ .
6
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Figure 2.2: A few key properties of 7Li - simple energy structure, low mass, magnetic
ground state, and tunable interactions.
The number n is the principal quantum number and describes the radial energy shell
of the valence electron; L is the electron orbital angular momentum number; S is the
electron spin angular momentum number, which is 1/2; J is the total electron angular
momentum number. With a nuclear spin of I = 3/2, the interaction of the nuclear and
electron angular momentum induces a hyperfine splitting in 7Li. This is diagonalized
using the total composite internal angular momentum of the atom F = I + J such that
the set of good quantum numbers describing the internal atomic state are n, S, L, J , I,
F , and mF . The resultant energy structure at zero magnetic field is shown in Figure 2.3.
In this thesis, we adopt the notation1.
n2S+1LJ |F,mF 〉 . (2.1)
The level structure provided in Figure 2.3 is complete for the purposes of this thesis.
The electric dipole transitions from the 2S1/2 to 2P1/2 or 2P3/2 states, referred as the
D1 and D2 transitions, are accessible through commercial lasers, and some important
properties of these transitions are provided in Table 2.1. The energy structure is probed
via saturated absorption spectroscopy as shown in Figure 2.4, and we use this signal to
lock our resonant laser system. A complete treatment of how we generate our laser light
1The nuclear spin I is always 32 .
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Symbol D1 line D2 line
Frequency f 446.8002 THz 446.8102 THz
Wavelength (vacuum) λ 670.9766 nm 670.9615 nm
Lifetime τ 27.102 ns 27.102 ns
Natural Linewidth Γ 2pi× 5.8724 MHz 2pi× 5.8724 MHz
Recoil velocity vrec 0.08477 m/s 0.08477 m/s
Recoil temperature Trec 3.033 µK 3.033 µK
Saturation intensity Isat 2.54 mW/cm
2
Doppler temperature limit TDopp 140.98 µK 140.98 µK
Doppler velocity limit vDopp 0.4009 m/s 0.4009 m/s
Table 2.1: Lithium-7 D line optical properties.
may be found in other theses published by this group [4, 6].
As alluded to earlier, the energy of these states change with external magnetic field.
This energy is a combination of the electron-nucleus interaction that gives rise to the
|F,mF 〉 labeling and their individual interaction with the external magnetic field. To
lowest order this is expressed by the Zeeman Hamiltonian of equation 2.2.
Hˆ = AIˆ · Jˆ− µˆe ·B− µˆn ·B (2.2)
As the magnetic field increases, the |J, I, F,mF 〉 quantum numbers no longer accurately
describe the energy eigenstates and are better described by the individual spin compo-
nents using the state labeling |I,mI , J,mJ〉. Numerical calculations of the internal state
energy as a function of applied magnetic field are provided in Figure 2.5 2. This Zeeman
energy can be used to mediate a radiation pressure force such as in the magneto-optical
trap or can be used alone to trap atoms such as in the magnetic trap. Furthermore,
an applied magnetic field can induce a magnetic Feshbach resonance which tunes the
interatomic interactions and is discussed in the next chapter.
With or without a magnetic field, transitions between these energy states can be
2More precise calculations require including higher order terms
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F´ =1 (-57.52 MHz)
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~~ ~~
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Figure 2.3: Energy level structure for both 6Li and 7Li; the natural abundance of each
isotope is ab [9].
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Figure 2.4: Lithium energy structure as measured via saturated absorption spec-
troscopy. The measured signal is the transmission of a probe beam through a vapor
cell of lithium heated to 350◦C, and the frequency features are consistent with Figure
2.3. (top) A wide frequency scan of many GHz probes both the D1 and D2 tran-
sitions which are evident by an increase in absorption. The separation between the
transitions is around 10 GHz. The broad absorption is caused from the large thermal
velocity distribution. (bottom left) Fine frequency scan about the D2 transition.
The absorption feature is that of a lambda crossover with the 2S1/2 ground mani-
fold. The unresolved splitting of the 2P3/2 manifold increases the effective splitting
by 10 MHz to 813.5 MHz. Our laser system is locked to the absorption crossover.
(bottom right) Fine frequency scan about the D1 transition. The primary features
can be intepreted as two lambda energy structures between the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 man-
ifolds. This is evidenced by the 46 MHz splitting between the two crossover features
which is half the 2P1/2 splitting. A smaller crossover absorption from the D2 transi-
tion of 6Li is seen at 515 MHz with a splitting of 114 MHz. This is consistent with
the relative isotope shifts and hyperfine splitting of 6Li. The relative amplitude of
the absorption features are consistent with the relative natural abundance of the two
isotopes.
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Figure 2.5: Numerically calculated Zeeman splitting of 7Li using equation 2.2. As
the magnetic field strength increases, a description of the states using the quantum
numbers mI and mJ becomes appropriate.
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Figure 2.6: Tracking the imaging transition for varying magnetic field strength. The
detuning is empirically optimized for each operating magnetic field.
excited with laser light. With a ∆L = 1, the 2S1/2 energy states are resonantly excited to
either the 2P1/2 or 2P3/2 energy manifolds via an electric dipole transition with wavelength
λ = 671 nm. The amount of stimulated absorption depends on the frequency dependent
absorption cross section σ(ω) as expressed in equation 2.3 [1].
σ(ω) = σ0
Γ2/4
(ω − ω0)2 + Γ2/4
(2.3)
σ0 = C
2 λ
2
2pi
(2.4)
Here Γ is the transition linewidth of Table 2.1, and the detuning (ω−ω0) = 2pi(f−f0)
is the difference in frequency of the applied laser light f relative to the resonant transition
frequency f0. The relative detuning can change with the laser frequency itself, the internal
energy changing from the Zeeman shift, or from the Doppler effect which induces a
frequency shift of v/λ where v is the velocity of the atom. At resonance, σ(ω) reduces
to the resonant absorption cross section σ0, where 0 < C < 1 is a phenomenological
parameter which approximately accounts for non cycling transitions.
While imaging shall be discussed in more detail in the following section, the absorption
12
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Figure 2.7: Lineshape measurements taken via absorption imaging. (left) Taken at
0 G from the spin polarized |2, 2〉 state to the 2P3/2 manifold in the magnetic trap. The
unresolved splitting of the excited state is seen as a double feature lineshape. The fitted
separation of 9.68 MHz is consistent with the excited state splitting in Figure 2.3 of
9.39 MHz. The fitted linewidths to the two features are different which we attribute to
noncycling behavior. (right) Taken at 720 G from the initial |mI ,mJ〉 = |3/2,−1/2〉
state to the |3/2,−3/2〉 state using a Bose-Einstein condensate.
of resonant light is how we conduct all of our measurements. Of importance then, is the
observation that the resonant frequency f0 changes with applied magnetic field which
must be compensated for by our imaging lasers. The calculated relative frequency shift
is shown in Figure 2.6, and example measurements of the lineshape σ(ω) at some relevant
magnetic field strengths are shown in Figure 2.7.
The absorption of photons also induces momentum transfer due to the discrete photon
momentum pγ = h/λ. For a simple two level atom, this radiation pressure force takes
the following form
Fscatt =
h
λ
Γ
2
I/Isat
1 + I/Isat + (ω − ω0)2/Γ2 (2.5)
which has a maximum value of the photon momentum multiplied by the maximum
scattering rate Γ/2 [1]. Importantly, for a constant laser frequency then, the radiation
pressure force is mediated by the Doppler and Zeeman effect. This is of particular
13
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importance for the physics of the optical molasses, the Zeeman slower, and the magneto-
optical trap. While not discussed here, application of far detuned light or multi frequency
light induces AC Stark effects and Raman transitions. These effects are of particular
importance for the optical dipole trap and gray molasses.
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2.2 Absorption Imaging
Since the atomic gases of our experiments are confined within a vacuum chamber,
we only conduct measurements by the atoms’ interaction with light. As discussed in
the previous section, atoms will absorb light that is resonant with an atomic transition.
Absorption imaging is performed by imaging the absorption shadow cast by a resonant
probe beam impinging upon the atomic cloud to reconstruct the spatial density of the
absorbing atomic gas. For a resonant probe beam with sufficiently small intensity Ii, the
transmitted intensity If through the diffuse atomic gas is given by Beer’s law,
If = Iie
−OD (2.6)
OD = nσ0 (2.7)
where the dimensionless quantity optical density (OD) describes the amount of light
absorbed. From equation 2.7, it is evident that optical density is linearly related to the
resonant cross section σ0 and the number area density of the atomic cloud n. Therefore,
imaging of the transmitted probe beam If and subsequent calculation of the optical
density allows determination of the spatial distribution of the atomic cloud n transverse
to the probe beam propagation.
To elucidate the physical origin of equation 2.7 and demonstrate its veracity we shall
quickly consider a more general situation. As the probe beam travels through the atomic
cloud, the intensity I is both attenuated by stimulated absorption and aided by stimulated
emission. Including the possibility that the probe beam is not resonant this is described
in equation 2.8.
dI
dz
= − (n1 − n2)σ (ω) I (ω) (2.8)
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Figure 2.8: Extracting optical density from the raw images. The atoms cast a shadow
on the camera sensor when impinged with resonant light. This is seen as a depression
in the image count in the “light w/ atoms” image. When normalized against the “light
only” and “dark” images, the optical density profile is extracted using equation 2.12.
Here n1 is the number density of atoms in the absorbing ground state, n2 is the
number density in the excited state, and σ(ω) is the frequency dependent cross section.
The presence of stimulated emission from the excited state in Eq. 2.8 complicates the
relationship between attenuation and number density but can be neatly accounted for
below [1],
dI
dz
= κ(ω, I)I(ω) (2.9)
κ (ω, I) = nσ0
Γ2/4
(ω − ω0)2 + 14Γ2
(
1 + I
Isat
) , (2.10)
where σ0 is the resonant cross section from the previous section, Isat is the saturation
intensity, and Γ the linewidth. Important features of Eq. 2.10 are (1) more atoms absorb
more light, (2) large linewidths and hence large spontaneous emission allow for more
absorption, (3) attenuation is maximized at resonance, and (4) large intensity broadens
the absorption width and makes for a non-linear response. To maximize the signal for
a given atom number, the attenuation κ(ω, I) must be maximized while maintaining a
linear response by enforcing the probe beam be resonant (ω = ω0) and having a low
intensity (I  Isat). When this is satisfied κ = nσ0, and equation 2.7 is recovered.
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Figure 2.9: The 4F imaging system. The atomic cloud is at the focal plane of an
objective lens with focal length f1 with a refocusing lens of focal length f2. The
separation between the atoms and the camera sensor is four focal lengths (hence the
name). When a collimated probe beams (red) impinges upon the atomic cloud (blue)
the shadow cast (dashed) is imaged onto the camera sensor.
In practice, the optical density is measured from images of the absorption with pixels
corresponding to some physical area Apx at the location of the atoms. We also introduce
Id,px, the measured background intensity per pixel which manifests as common mode
noise. Discretization of equation 2.7 yields the number of atoms for a given pixel Npx to
be
Npx =
Apx
σ0
OD (2.11)
Npx =
Apx
σ0
ln
(
Ii,px − Id,px
If,px − Id,px
)
, (2.12)
While the mapping of camera pixels to real space pixels is in general quite complicated,
we shall complete this discussion of absorption imaging by introducing a simple imaging
system which is commonly used in our laboratory. As previously alluded, the atomic
spatial distribution is extracted from the absorption profile of the probe beam at the
location of the atoms. This requires that the location of the atoms be an image plane
of the camera, which is equivalent to mapping the camera sensor onto the location of
the atoms. One of the simplest such optical systems is the 4F imaging system which
is realized utilizing two lenses with focal length f1 and f2 in the configuration outlined
in Figure 2.9. In this setup, the image of the shadow at the atoms is mapped onto the
17
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camera sensor with a magnification M given by the ratio of the focal lengths M = −f2/f1.
2.3 Ballistic Time of Flight
In addition to imaging the spatial distribution of the atomic cloud, we also measure
the momentum distribution in a technique called time of flight (TOF). The technique
relies on suddenly turning off the forces trapping the atomic cloud and measuring the
atomic motion in free expansion. Since the gases are so dilute, inter-atomic interactions
are minimal during free expansion such that the position of an atom xf depends mainly
on its initial position xi, initial velocity vi, and flight time t.
~xf = ~xi + ~vit (2.13)
In the long time of flight limit, the spatial distribution is just the velocity distribution
(and therefore momentum) scaled by the time of flight. In practice, multiple images are
taken to fully reconstruct the initial velocity and spatial distribution. This rather simple
technique is a powerful tool afforded to experiments with cold atomic gases and is enabled
by the fine control over confining potentials with lasers.
To elucidate the utility of this technique, we shall now demonstrate how the tem-
perature T of an atomic cloud is measured using time of flight. The starting point is
a Gaussian probability distribution P of the atomic position ~r0 and momentum ~p0 as
given by equation 2.14. Such a distribution is well motivated by a harmonically trapped
18
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atomic cloud in thermal equilibrium obeying the equipartition theorem.
P (~r0, ~p0) =
∏
i=x,y,z
g (~r0i, σi) g (~p0i, σpi) (2.14)
g (x, σ) =
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
− x
2
2σ2
)
(2.15)
Here, each σ describes the Gaussian radius of the probability distribution for position
and momentum. Since each spatial dimension is uncorrelated, the problem reduces to an
equivalent one dimensional case without loss of generality.
P (x0, p0) =
[
1√
2piσx
exp
(−x2/2σ2x)]
[
1√
2piσp
exp
(−p2/2σ2p)
]
(2.16)
Once the atoms are released, the position of a particular atom after some time of flight
is given by equation 2.13, and the ensemble spatial probability distribution is given by the
convolution of the initial position and momentum distributions shown in equation 2.17.
This can be intuited as the sum over all starting possible x0 and p0 that would lead to
final position x at time t.
P (x, t) =
∫
dx0 dp0 g (x0, σx) g (p0, σp) δ (p0 −m(x− x0)/t) (2.17)
=
∫
dp0 g (x− p0t/m, σx) g (p0, σp) (2.18)
=
1√
2piΣ(t)2
exp
(
− x
2
2Σ(t)2
)
(2.19)
Σ(t)2 = σ2vt
2 + σ2x (2.20)
Therefore, the imaged spatial distribution after the time of flight is a Gaussian whose
radius Σ(t) is a combination of the initial momentum and position radii3. If σvt  σx,
3“A convolution of Gaussian with a Gaussian is another Gaussian.”
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Figure 2.10: Thermometry using time of flight. (left) After being released from the
trap, the atomic cloud spreads in spatial extent shown here in only one dimension.
(right) Fitting the increase of the spatial Gaussian radius σ as a function of flight
time reveals the temperature of the atomic gas using equation 2.21. In this example,
the initial cloud size is 30 µm and the temperature 20 nK.
the resultant spatial distribution is equal to the initial momentum distribution scaled by
the time of flight. In practice, because absorption imaging is destructive, the Gaussian
radii σx and σp are extracted by varying the time of flight over identical realizations of
the atomic cloud. The Gaussian radius of the momentum distribution is directly related
to the temperature via the equipartition theorem σp =
√
mkBT such that Σ(t) is given
by equation 2.21. An example of this calculation is summarized in Figure 2.10.
Σ(t) =
√(
kBT
m
)
t2 + σ2x (2.21)
In this way, time of flight imaging allows for almost complete reconstruction of the
insitu position and momentum distributions. Not only is this critical in accessing cooling
towards quantum degeneracy, but also is useful for characterization of the quantum state
during experiments. As such, the majority of the data presented in this thesis will be
taken using time of flight.
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2.4 Bose Einstein Condensation
All of the experiments conducted in this thesis utilize condensed atomic 7Li. Creation
of this coherent object enables the study of quantum correlated behavior and enhances
specificity of the initial experimental state. Qualitatively, a Bose-Einstein condensate is
created when the interparticle spacing is approximately equal to the particles’ thermal
de Broglie wavelength λdB.
λdB(T ) =
h√〈p2〉 (2.22)
=
h√
2mkBT
(2.23)
Intuitively, this means that the particle spatial wavefunctions are highly overlapped
which results in correlated quantum behavior. This is also understood as the regime
where the ensemble position and momentum uncertainty reach the Heisenberg limit
σxσp ≈ ~2 . This criterion is expressed by the dimensionless quantity ρ, the phase space
density.
ρ = n0Λ
3(T ) (2.24)
It follows that quantum degeneracy is achieved when ρ ∼ 1. In practice, the phase
space density is measured using time of flight to extract the atom number, temperature,
and spatial size. Note that this quantum correlated regime can be achieved by both
increasing the density or reducing the temperature. A cartoon of this process is described
in Figure 2.11. Solid formation tends to limit atomic gas densities to around 1014/cm3
(∼ 200 nm separation, compare to a typical solid separation of 1 nm) which results in the
requirement of temperatures on the scale of 10−9 K. Therefore, a considerable amount of
21
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Figure 2.11: The formation of a Bose-Einstein by lowering the temperature. At high
temperatures the short thermal de Broglie wavelength causes the particles to act like
balls. As the temperature lowers, the de Broglie wavelengths increases causing matter
wave overlap. At sufficiently low temperatures, the wavefunctions overlap and a many
body coherent quantum matter wave is created [10].
effort is expended on bringing our atomic gases to sufficiently cold temperatures. Indeed,
almost the entirety of the following chapter is devoted to describing the precise steps
required to cool to such low temperatures. While interactions and trap geometries play
a significant role in the physics of condensation, the perspective presented in Figure
2.11 remains qualitatively correct. And this perspective is the only requirement for
understanding the qualitative cooling steps outlined in this thesis.
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Experiment Overview
This chapter discusses the experimental sequence for generating our Bose-Einstein con-
densates and loading them into optical lattice potentials. The goal of this chapter is
to provide a qualitative understanding of the various cooling and trapping steps in the
sequence. An analysis of typical operating conditions and operating tips is emphasized.
While the author laments not including many experimental infrastructure details that
she constructed, the author directs the interested reader to other theses published by this
group for infrastructure and design considerations [4, 5, 7, 6] . A few highlights of this
apparatus are given below and a summary of our experimental sequence is provided in
Figure 3.3.
 Generates a BEC of approximately 105 lithium atoms every 30 s.
 Creates magnetic fields exceeding 1000 G for Feshbach tunable interactions and
magnetic field gradients up to 450 G/cm.
 Realizes 1D optical lattices which features two phase shifted lattices which allows
for fast lattice depth modulation exceeding 100% at MHz speeds.
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Figure 3.1: Rendering of the lithium experimental apparatus. The atoms begin at
the oven on the left and eventually are trapped and cooled in the main chamber on
the right. There are a variety of ion pumps, differential pumping tubes, gate valves,
and gauges. There is also a redisual gas analyzer and Titanium sublimation pump on
the main chamber. The multitude of breadboards, optics, and electromagnets are not
shown for visual clarity.
 Maintains UHV pressures around 2 × 10−12 Torr which allows for BEC lifetimes
exceeding 10 s.
 Utilizes a plugged quadrupolar magnetic trap for quick RF evaporation.
 Uses low inductance coils for fast manipulation of magnetic fields.
 Implements a hexagonally packed microcapillary array nozzle which is expected to
extend the oven lifetime to several decades.
The experimental apparatus consists of a stainless steel ultra high vacuum (UHV)
chamber. It is roughly separated into three components as shown in Figure 3.1 - the
oven, the Zeeman slower, and the main chamber. The atoms are trapped, cooled, and
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Figure 3.2: The machine table (background) and the resonant laser table (foreground).
brought to quantum degeneracy inside the main chamber. The optical lattices that form
the basis for the experiments conducted in this thesis are also inside the main chamber.
A schematic of most of the laser beams entering the main chamber is provided in Figure
3.4. An image of the machine is provided in Figure 3.2
The main chamber was designed to be flexible and allow for a variety of experi-
ments. Therefore large windows with wide optical access were emphasized; a schematic
is provided in Figure 3.51. The main chamber features large viewports of 4.5” and 6”
in diameter to optimize optical access and allow for lasers beams at 45◦, 60◦, and 120◦.
This arrangement was chosen to allow for the generation of a variety of two-dimensional
lattice configurations. The chamber also features three reentrant windows - two along
the vertical axis and one along the transverse axis for high NA imaging. The verti-
cal reentrant windows also enable placement of the primary electromagnets close to the
atoms to optimize the produced magnetic field and field gradients along the vertical axis.
1See technical drawings for precise specifications.
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Figure 3.3: Summary of the cooling steps to cool the atomic gas to quantum degener-
acy. The left side indicates the approximate duration of the step while the right side
gives approximate temperatures and atom number.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the laser beams in the main chamber. All beams except for
the Zeeman slower and additional imaging beams along the transverse and ODT axes
are shown.
These design considerations came at the cost of placing the large windows away from the
orthogonal condition at 52.5◦ away from the transverse axis. Due to the presence of the
side reentrant window, we are unable to position our large MOT beams at 90◦.
As of writing of this thesis, we do not use the reentrant windows for high NA imaging,
and our existing and planned experiments utilize measurables that occur on fairly large
length scales. Therefore, we have considered removing the side reentrant window, but
have no immediate plans to do so. Additionally, our current experiments utilize one
dimensional optical lattices along the transverse axis, and the author wishes she had the
opportunity to realize 2D physics using the windows for their designed purpose.
The main chamber also has a large chimney with a titanium sublimation pump (TSP)
and ion pump. The presence of the chimney results in the asymmetry of the window
placement shown in Figure 3.5. Good UHV and baking practices that we developed over
the years results in our low pressures, and we only need to fire the TSP once a year at
27
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the main chamber optical access. (left) The optical acess
from the top perspective. Note that the four 6” windows are at 52.5◦ away from
the transverse axis (vertical on the page). The side reentrant window is 1.07” away
from the location of the atoms (red circle). The blue circle indicates the edge of the
vertical reentrant window. (right) The optical access as viewed from the side. The
vertical reentrant windows of 2.36” diameter are separated by approximately 1.8”.
The primary magnets are drawn in cross section as colored rectangular boxes (blue,
red, yellow, purple) which indicate the separately addressable electrical components
of the electromagnets.
most. The author is satisfied with the condensate lifetime.
The close proximity of the low inductance primary electromagnets inside the vertical
reentrant windows has been a boon. Relatively fast control over the currents and the
ability to realize large field gradients has proven to be quite helpful. The author is also
particularly fond of the idea of fast modulation of the interaction strength but did not get
an opportunity to investigate thoroughly. Good control over the magnetic field gradients
and strengths has been a continual effort over the years and has enabled the experiments
in this thesis. While we have developed good infrastructure to control magnetic forces,
it is the opinion of the author that additional foresight in design of the main chamber
with regards to magnetic field would have been helpful. In particular, all the primary
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electromagnets have the same sign of magnetic field curvature at the location of the
atoms.
The resonant laser light stems from a Toptica TA-Pro with a LD-0670-35-AR-2
671 nm diode and is locked to a spectroscopy cell via saturated absorption spectroscopy.
We have three additional tapered amplifiers (TA), one BoosTA from Toptica and two
homebuilt ones. While the homebuilt TAs are affordable, the poor output transverse
mode has made beam shaping challenging at times. The performance of all our tapered
amplifiers have decreased from their specified output powers of 500 mW to their current
values at around 300 mW. However, the author’s opinion is that we have ample optical
power. The laser system also features two injection locked slave diodes, and we are gen-
erally pleased with their performance. We have needed to replace the diodes only once
during my graduate student tenure and have found the injection locks to be robust.
The magnetic nature of lithium has made imaging at different interaction strengths
somewhat challenging. Our current system utilizes a chain of AOMs to image at a
variety of fields strengths, and construction of an offset locked imaging ECDL has been
in discussion for a number of years. The author has also been very much interested in
implementing a phase contrast imaging system.
The off resonant laser light consists of a 1064 nm 50 W fiber amplifier from Nufern2
and an 532 nm 10 W Sprout-G from Lighthouse Photonics. We are reasonably pleased
with the performance of both these lasers, and have not found power or pointing noise to
inhibit any of the experiments conducted in this thesis. The seed for the fiber amplifier is
from NKT Photonics and is shared with the Strontium machine. We have an additional
seed from Orbits Lightwave and another Nufern fiber amplifier, and we are currently
keeping them as backups (although using them would be fun!).
2We lament that Nufern is discontinuuing support for our fiber amplifier.
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3.1 Oven and Atomic Beam
The atom source for our experiment comes from a heated stainless steel cup of lithium,
which we refer to as the oven. Its purpose is to provide gaseous lithium of sufficient num-
ber density to be trapped by the rest of the experimental sequence. We are required
to heat the oven to around 500◦C to achieve high enough vapor pressures (Figure 3.6).
These large temperatures result in a large thermal velocity distribution that mandate
the necessity of a Zeeman slower, which constrains the geometry of the gaseous lithium
produced by the oven to be a linear beam. Such large vapor pressures are also incompat-
ible with quantum-degenerate gases, and therefore the oven must be physically separated
from the main chamber. The interconnected nature of the oven with the rest of experi-
mental apparatus makes it difficult to discuss holistically without considering the entire
machine. The discussion in this thesis is limited to a general description of the oven
and characterization of typical operating conditions. Experimental details and design
considerations may be found in other documentation published by this group [5, 7, 11].
The primary components of the oven consist of a stainless steel cup of lithium and a
small exit aperture called the nozzle as diagrammed in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. The cup is
oriented vertically with respect to gravity to prevent liquid lithium from entering the rest
of the chamber and is loaded with approximately 20 g of lithium under argon flow. A 90◦
elbow connects the cup to the nozzle. The nozzle consists of an array of microcapillary
tubes which reduces the transverse velocity profile of the atomic beam exiting the oven.
Band heaters are strategically placed to locally heat the cup, cup flange, and nozzle, and
the entire manifold is wrapped in insulation. Typical operating temperatures are listed in
Table 3.1. We maintain the nozzle as the hottest component to prevent lithium buildup
in the small aperture. After the nozzle there is another aperture which we call the cold
plate to capture excess lithium produced by the nozzle.
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Figure 3.6: Vapor pressure for liquid lithium as a function of temperature [5]. The
points indicate temperatures of the oven components. The nozzle is the hottest com-
ponent to prevent build up in the tubes of the nozzle. The melting point of lithium
at 450 K is located at the left axis.
State Oven Elbow Nozzle
Operational 450 ◦C 500 ◦C 550 ◦C
Idle 300 ◦C 350 ◦C 400 ◦C
Table 3.1: Summary of the temperature of the oven components at both operating
conditions and idle conditions. At the end of the day we turn the temperatures down
to the idle ones.
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Figure 3.7: Pictures of the lithium oven during assembly. (left) Lithium is placed
inside the stainless steel cup inside a glove bag under argon flow. The lithium comes
in tape form and needs to folded and compacted into the cup. (right) The assembled
oven. The three band heaters are visible over the cup, cup flange, and nozzle. The
entire assembly is wrapped in insulation afterwards.
Nozzle
Cold Plate
Oven
Figure 3.8: The lithium oven. (left) Rendering of the oven in cross-section. The cup
holding the lithium (blue), the nozzle (yellow), and cold plate (red) are indicated.
(right) Images of the nozzle after assembly. The bottom left shows a close up of the
tube array in its close packed arrangement.
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Figure 3.9: The fluorescing atomic beam. The Zeeman slower beam causes the atomic
beam to fluoresce as it passes through the cold plate. The oven and nozzle are towards
the left. The atomic beam is traveling from left to right, and the Zeeman slower beam
travels from right to left.
While these kinds of ovens are typical in many atomic physics labs, the unique feature
of our machine is the design of the nozzle [11]. The nozzle consists of a hexagonally packed
array of microcapillary tubes as shown in Figure 3.8. With diameter 100 µm and length
5 mm, each tube only permits atoms with small transverse velocities to successfully pass
through. This design has a two fold effect: (1) it collimates the atomic gas into a one
dimensional velocity distribution which improves the capture efficiency (2) it increases the
lifetime of oven by restricting the flow of atoms to those that we can reasonably laser cool.
While groups have used microcapillary tubes to collimate atomic beams, the hexagonal
close packing enforced by the triangular aperture prevents relative angular deviations of
the tubes as the nozzle is thermally and mechanically stressed. The resultant atomic
beam can be easily seen by eye in Figure 3.9 as it passes through the cold plate while it
fluoresces from the Zeeman slower cooling beam.
Quantitative analysis of the atomic beam is performed by measuring the absorption
of a weak probe beam passing transversely to the atomic beam propagation axis. This
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Figure 3.10: Quantitative analysis of the atomic beam taken via a probe beam trans-
verse to the atomic beam at the cold plate. Beam diameter 1 mm, 50:50 cyler to
repumper power balance, and total power far below saturation. (left) The measured
transverse doppler shift for varying nozzle temperatures. The cup and cup flange tem-
peratures are increased commensurately. With a characteristic linewidth of around
100 MHz, the lineshape is consistent with theoretical predictions [11]. (right) Peak
absorption for varying nozzle temperatures. The black line is an exponential fit meant
to demonstrate the increase in beam flux for increasing temperatures.
directly measures the transverse velocity profile via the doppler shift δf = v/λ. The result
of such measurements is summarized in Figure 3.10 for varying nozzle temperatures. The
measured profile is fitted with a sum of a Gaussian and and Lorentzian distribution. The
measured linewidth of around 100 MHz is consistent with theoretical modeling of the
microcapillary tubes and verifies the efficacy of our design.
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3.2 Zeeman Slower
The Zeeman slower prepares the atomic beam from the oven for trapping in the
magneto-optical trap. Its necessity arises from the fact that while the transverse velocity
profile of the atomic beam is relatively narrow, the axial velocity is in thermal equilibrium
with the oven temperature and therefore is quite fast - much too fast to be reasonably
captured by the magneto-optical trap. As it’s name suggests, the primary purpose of the
Zeeman slower is to reduce the axial velocity distribution of the atomic beam low enough
to be captured by the magneto-optical trap. The fundamental cooling mechanism relies
on an optical molasses radiation pressure force that is kept in resonance by a spatially
varying Zeeman shift as is diagrammed in Figure 3.11. This compensates for the changing
Doppler shift as the atomic beam slows down while traveling along the slower. Specific
details about the design and implementation of our slower may be found in other theses
produced by this group [4, 7, 5].
We implement a spin flip electromagnetic axial Zeeman slower whose magnetic field
profile is generated by four separately addressable tapered solenoids. The entrance and
exit axial magnetic field are approximately 780 G and -232 G. The slowing laser beam
consists of light 407 MHz (65Γ) red detuned of the zero field transitions for both the
F = 1 and F = 2 ground states as indicated in Figure 3.13. From the detuning and
peak field, we estimate the capture velocity to be 1 km/s and the exit velocity to be
50 m/s. This is outlined in Figure 3.12. The light originates from an injection locked
slave diode and the F = 1 light is generated via a resonant 813.5 MHz EOM with an
approximate 13% sideband amplitude. The total power in the beam is 45 mW with an
initial beam diameter of 1” at the vacuum chamber entrance which is focused to around
5 mm at the approximate location of the nozzle a few meters away. Such focusing is
intended to compensate for the increase in the transverse spatial extent of the atomic
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Figure 3.11: Cartoon of the Zeeman slower. A tapered solenoid (brown) generates
a spatially dependent magnetic field which induces a varying Zeeman shift along the
slower. This causes the slower light to be resonant and provide a optical molasses force
as the atoms travel. The exit velocity vf is slow compared to the entrance velocities.
beam a it travels down the length of the slower. To prevent undesirebable buildup of
Lithium on the beam entrance window, we heat it to 140 ◦C and also shine 401 nm light
on it. We also implemented two transverse cooling stages before and after the Zeeman
slower. At nominal operating conditions, the Zeeman slower loads the MOT with a rate
of approximately 160 × 106/s. A summary of the performance of the Zeeman slower is
provided in Figure 3.14.
Quantitative assessment of the Zeeman slower is challenging beyond simple bulk load
rate measurements. This is because its performance couples to that of the oven, trans-
verse cooling, and the MOT. Experimentally, we only require that the Zeeman slower
performs well enough to not inhibit trapping sufficient atoms in the magneto-optical trap.
Furthermore, detailed analysis is inhibited by uncertainty in the magnetic field profile.
Failed electrical connections resulted in the unusability of a few windings of the elec-
tromagnets of the tapered solenoid, and rewinding the solenoid would require breaking
vacuum. As such, the Zeeman slower remains a component of the machine that falls
under the category “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it”.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of the magnetic field profile and velocity distribution. The
magnetic field of the of slower starts at approximately 780 G and ends at -232 G.
Atoms with a given entrance velocity (yellow and red) become resonant with the
slowing beam at some point along the slower and cooled to the exit velocity vf .
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the detunings ∆1 and ∆2 of the light for the Zeeman
slower drawn with respect to the zero field splittings. As specified in the text,
∆1 ≈ ∆2 ≈ 407 MHz = 65Γ.
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Figure 3.14: Performance of the Zeeman slower as measured via the MOT load rate.
(top) Measured MOT load rate utilizing different sections of the Zeeman slower. The
data for No ABC was measured at 30 s. (bottom) The effect of transverse cooling
on the MOT load rate. The relative increase of the load rate with transverse cooling
(blue) is 387% compared to no transverse cooling (yellow). The second tranverse
cooling stage is more important as is evidenecd by the more modest increase of the
load rate with only the first transverse cooling stage (red).
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3.3 Magneto-Optical Trap
The magneto-optical trap (MOT) is the first trapping stage that the atoms encounter,
and it collects atoms delivered from the Zeeman slower. For this reason, it functionally
serves as an atomic reservoir upon which all steps in the experiment rely, and therfore,
its reliable performance is paramount for the success of any experiment. The trapping
mechanism relies on a spatially dependent radiation pressure force that is mediated by the
Zeeman shift of a quadrupolar magnetic field as diagrammed in Figure 3.3. The history
of MOTs is extensive, and this thesis limits the discussion to a few key experimental
details and measurements. More complete descriptions of the design and infrastructure
of our MOT may be found in other theses [4, 6, 7, 5].
The expression for the radiation pressure force is given by equation 3.1 [1].
FMOT = −αv − α
k
gµB
~
r ∇|B|, (3.1)
The first term which depends on the atom velocity v represents a frictional force, and the
second term, which depends on the atom position relative to the magnetic trap center is
the trapping force. In this way, a MOT provides both cooling and trapping.
Our MOT operates on the D2 transition which couples the ground 2S1/2 and excited
2P3/2 manifolds as outlined in Figure 3.3. While nominally a cycling transition from
the F = 2 to F ′ = 3 states, the unresolved nature of the excited manifold makes it
non-cycling and mandates usage of a repumper of equivalent intensity to that of the
cycler. Therefore, out MOT consists of two colors of light addressing the transitions from
both the F = 2 and F = 1 hyperfine states in the 2S1/2 manifold to the excited 2P3/2
manifold. The unresolved nature of the excited state also precludes polarization gradient
cooling which limits our MOT temperatures to the Doppler cooling limit. Consistent
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the MOT. (left) A traditional six beam MOT is created
with a quadrupolar magnetic field profile generated from a pair of electromagnets in an
anti-Helmholtz configuration. Diagram from Foot [1]. (right) Frequency schematic
of the MOT transitions. The nominally cycling transition from the F = 2 to F ′ = 3
transition is in red while the repumper transition from the F = 1 to F ′ = 2 transition
is in purple. Note that the energy separation between the F ′ = 2 and F ′ = 3 of
9.5 MHz is comparable to the linewidth 5.92 MHz.
with other groups using 7Li, we operate our MOT at approximate detunings δ1 ≈ 4.5Γ
and δ2 ≈ 6.5Γ and an axial field gradient of 20 G/cm. Each of the beams are collimated
to an approximate 1/e2 diameter of 1” and are aligned in a co-linear configuration with
their counter-propagating partner. An analysis of the dependence of the MOT size on
the optical power in the MOT beams is shown in Figure 3.16.
Our MOT utilizes a unique eight beam configuration with six horizontal beams and
two vertical beams as shown in Figure 3.17. The necessity of eight beams in contrast to
the traditional six is a consequence of the design of our vacuum chamber which restricts
the angular access away from typical orthogonal orientations. Calculations during the
design of the main chamber indicated that angling the MOT beams away from the or-
thogonal condition would not affect the MOT capture size [7]. However, we found that
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Figure 3.16: Dependence of MOT size on the optical power in the repumper and
cycler. The size and detuning of the beams are as specified in the text. The power
measured is in the south-west beam.
this limited our MOT capacity to a few hundred million and prevented RF evaporation
out of the magnetic trap. Adding additional beams along the transverse axis increased
our MOT capacity sufficiently to achieve quantum degeneracy. We estimate our MOT
capacity be around a few 109 with an approximate temperature of 1 mK which we load
in about 15 s. The physical extent of the MOT is difficult to accurately measure due to
its opacity, but is estimated to be around 1 cm in diameter.
As atoms are trapped in the MOT they scatter photons as described by equation 3.1,
and the spontaneously emitted photons as the atoms de-excite from the 2P3/2 state can
be seen by eye which is shown in Figure 3.18. For a MOT of this size, visual inspection
by humans not only is a pleasure, but also serves as a useful diagnostic of the quality of
the MOT on a day to day basis. A more practical diagnostic however, is to record the
fluorescence on a photodiode shown also in Figure 3.18.
While the photodiode signal serves as a useful diagnostic tool, it is difficult to extract
an accurate measure of the capture number. While estimations of the atom number from
fluorescence are consistent with that performed via absorption imaging, the non-linear
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Figure 3.17: Geometry of the MOT beams. (left) Perspective from the top. The
horizontal MOT beams (pink) are not at the traditional 90◦, and we find the usage
of additional beams to be required to make a large enough MOT (red). The windows
are 52.5◦ (black) away from the transverse axis (dotted). Lines for 45◦ (dashed) and
60◦ (dot-dashed) away from the transverse axis are also drawn. The presence of the
side bucket window prohibits the large MOT beam of 1” diameter from coming in at
45◦. (right) Perspective from the side. The MOT beams (pink) come in vertically
through the bucket windows.
relationship between atom number and photodiode fluorescence makes it generally inap-
propriate beyond diagnostic purposes. A comparison of the absorption and fluorescence
signal is shown in Figure 3.19 and represents how we estimate our atom number in the
MOT. For short load times, the fluorescence and atom number increase linearly with
each other until the absorption imaging count rapidly saturates. This coincides with the
saturation of the measured optical density of around four which represents a limitation
in the dynamic range of our imaging system. As of writing of this thesis, we do not have
a quantitative understanding of this effect. The ease of measuring the fluorescence in
comparison to absorption imaging make it a more practical diagnostic tool for the MOT.
After the MOT has been loaded we engage a compressed MOT (CMOT) phase. The
fundamental idea is that the MOT parameters are chosen for maximizing the MOT
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Figure 3.18: Atoms in the magneto-optical trap. As atoms are captured in the MOT,
the amount of scattered photons from the trapping beam is indicative of the atom
number trapped. (top) An image of the MOT taken with a cellphone camera. The
fluorescence can easily be seen by the human eye. (bottom) The measured fluores-
cence as captured by a photodiode monotonically increases with the number of atoms
captured by the MOT from the Zeeman slower. The MOT loads to its maximum
capacity in around one minute with an estimated capacity of 5 · 109.
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capture size and not for mode matching into the next experimental step. In general this
optimum condition may not coincide with optimizing the phase space density. Since the
next part of the experimental sequence is gray molasses which cools the atomic cloud,
the primary purpose of the CMOT then is to reduce the spatial extent of the cloud. To
achieve this, we first quickly increase the field gradient from 20 G/cm to 100 G/cm. We
then bring the cycling beam closer to resonance while turning down the repumper power.
The net effect is to reduce the size of the atomic cloud.
As of writing of this thesis, the benefit of the CMOT is debatable and currently
represents a portion of the experimental sequence that falls under the category “if it’s
not broken, don’t fix it”. In fact, the CMOT can be quite detrimental to the perfor-
mance of the machine if the MOT beams are not intensity balanced appropriately about
the magnetic field zero. This can be directly observed by asymmetric deformation or
translation of the in situ atomic cloud during the CMOT phase. Moreover, the tuning
range of the CMOT is limited by the finite tuning range of the double pass AOM used to
tune the cycler beam. While certain members of this group are convinced at the useful-
ness of the CMOT, this author’s personal opinion is to agree with empirically supported
conclusions3.
3All hail the dark ritual.
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Figure 3.19: Analysis of quantitative diagnostics for the MOT. (top) Comparison of
the measured fluorescence and absorption of the MOT for varying load times. For
short times the two signals are linear with each other, but the absorption number
increase falls off quickly for atom number larger than 109. Fitting of the short time
relationship yields an estimated 3.62× 109/V scaling between fluorescence and atom
number. The non-linear relationship of fluorescence and atom number make this
scaling a lower bound on the atom number. (bottom) Saturation of the measured
optical density. Shown here are the measured optical densities for varying time of
flights which should have the same atom number. Saturation of the atomic density
limits our ability to accurately measure atom number for very dense clouds.
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3.4 Gray Molasses
As discussed in the previous section, the temperature of the MOT is limited to around
a millikelvin. This is because polarization gradient cooling is unviable in 7Li due to its
unresolved excited state hyperfine stucture. This is compounded with the fact that
the scattering length of 7Li exhibits a zero crossing at moderate kinetic energies which
inhibits evaporative cooling at millikelvin temperatures. To circumvent this limitation,
we implement a sub-Doppler cooling technique known as Gray Molasses (GM) after
the CMOT phase. The fundamental cooling mechanism of GM relies on a two-photon
lambda coupling and a spatially modulated AC stark shift. Diagonalizing in the position
basis generates coupling and non-coupling states whose energies are modulated spatially.
The combination of motional and two photon momentum Raman coupling results in a
sisyphus like cooling mechanism. A more detailed description of our optical setup may
be found in [6, 4]. We follow the scheme outlined in [12].
The GM scheme is realized by applying light near the two photon resonance condition
on the D1 transition as outlined in Figure 3.20; the relevant parameters in this scheme
are the single photon detuning δ, the two photon detuning ∆, and the intensities I1
and I2. The detunings for the individual single photon transitions from the ground state
manifolds are δ1 = δ−∆ and δ2 = δ, and we operate with ∆ ≈ 0 and δ ≈ 5Γ. The relative
intensity of the beams is I1/I2 ≈ 2%, where I1 is generated via an 803.5 MHz EOM.
Cooling in the horizontal plane is done in a retro-reflected bow-tie configuration with
total power 38 mW and waist 0.25” and cooling with the vertical direction is done with
a single retro-reflected beam with total power 34 mW and waist 0.25”. The estimated
saturation parameter is 20, but is somewhat uncertain due to the poor beam mode coming
from our home built TA. The GM beams are pulsed for 1 ms after the CMOT and a
magnetic field ring down time of 500 µs. We find that our gray molasses cools the atomic
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Figure 3.20: Energy level schematic of the gray molasses cooling scheme.
cloud to around 30 µK - 50 µK with near unity capture efficiency.
Bridging the relatively large frequency shift of 10.053 GHz between the D1 transition
and the D2 transition where our resonant laser system is locked is a technical challenge.
While other groups utilize a beat locked ECDL, we injection lock a slave laser diode on
a sideband of a 9.2 GHz resonant EOM. We find this large frequency shift allows locking
with sufficient discrimination against undesired frequency components [4]. Alignment of
the horizontal GM beams is done by visualizing aligning them with the MOT with at
an increased field gradient to create a small target. By injection locking to the wrong
sideband, the GM light does not affect the MOT and can be easily aligned by the human
eye with appropriate irising. The vertical beam is aligned by locking to the correct EOM
sideband and maximizing the displacement of the MOT subjected to the vertical GM
beam.
An investigation of the performance of GM with respect to the two photon detuning
and optical power is explored in Figures 3.23 and 3.22. We find that performance of
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Figure 3.21: Gray molasses in time of flight. The optical density remains high for
tens of milliseconds which is a consequence of the high atom number capture and
low temperature. Accurate atom counting and thermometry is challenging for this
zoomed in imaging axis, but previous imaging indicated near unity capture efficiency.
GM monotonically increases with the total intensity. While the measured temperature
is higher for larger optical powers, this coincides with a larger capture efficiency. This
behavior suggest that decreasing the optical power during the GM pulse may provide
lower temperatures while still retaining a high capture efficiency. We also find that the
optimum two photon detuning ∆ be zero, which is evidenced by a sharp decrease in
temperature and increase in phase space density at the two photon resonance. These
observations are consistent with those found by other groups [12]. The capture efficiency
is asymmetric across the resonant condition as measured by the atom number. Since
evaporative cooling is non-linear in atom number, the operating two photon detuning
is empirically set by optimizing the atom number after RF evaporation in the magnetic
trap.
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Figure 3.22: Exploring the performance of gray molasses for varying total optical
power under the experimental parameters outlined in the text. Gray molasses is
pulsed for 1 ms following a 1 s MOT load. The measure temperatures, atom number,
and sizes are extracted from a time of flight measurement. As the total power in the
horizontal beam is varied, the vertical total power is varied by the same ratio. (top
left) The measured temperature increases with total optical power. (top right) The
capture efficiency monotonically increases with optical power. (bottom left) The
minimum cloud size decreases with increasing optical power. (bottom right) The
measured phase space density monotonically increases with optical power.
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Figure 3.23: Exploring the performance of gray molasses for varying two photon detun-
ing ∆. This is plotted as the EOM sideband frequency generating the light resonant
with the F = 1 ground state manifold; here ∆ = 0 is achieved when the sideband
frequency is equal to the ground state splitting of 803.5 MHz which is indicated by
the red dashed line. The remaining experimental parameters are as outlined in the
text. Gray molasses is pulsed for 1 ms following a 1 s MOT load. The measure tem-
peratures, atom number, and sizes are extracted from a time of flight measurement.
The relative intensities between remains fixed as the EOM response is constant over
this range. (top left) The measured temperature sharply decreases at the two photon
resonance. (top right) The capture efficiency monotonically decreases across the two
photon resonance. (bottom left) The minimum cloud size is minimized at the two
photon resonance. (bottom right) The measured phase space density peaks at the
resonance condition which is primarly govered by the sharp response in temperature.
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3.5 Optical Pumping
After gray molasses, the atomic cloud is prepared for trapping and cooling in the
magnetic trap. The spin state after gray molasses is a random spin mixture among the
2S1/2 manifold because gray molasses couples the F states in the absence of a quantizing
magnetic field. As discussed in the next section, the magnetic trap requires the internal
state of the atomic cloud be spin polarized to the |2, 2〉 state, which we achieve via optical
pumping. Due to the unresolved energy structure of the excited 2P3/2 manifold of the
D2 transition, we elect to optically pump via the 2P1/2 manifold of the D1 transition
as outlined in Figure 3.24. Absorption of σ+ polarized radiation coupled with randomly
polarized spontaneous emission from the excited state tends to increase the magnetic
quantum number mF . Importantly, this optical pumping is self terminating because the
|2, 2〉 state lacks anmF = 3 state to excite to in the F ′ = 2 manifold. This self termination
is critical because it minimizes the stimulated absorption from optical pumping which
heats the cloud to the Doppler cooling limit. After optical pumping, the resultant spin
state of the atomic cloud is polarized into the desired |2, 2〉 state.
The light for D1 optical pumping is generated from the same pathway as the GM
light with a few modifications to the AOMs and utilization of only the vertical beam
path [4]. The single photon detunings are brought closer to resonance with δ2 ≈ 0 and
δ1 ≈ 3Γ, and the beam has total optical power of 55 mW and waist 0.4”. The RF power
in the 803.5 MHz EOM is increased to increase the relative intensity resonant with the
F = 1 ground state. The pumping beam is pulsed for 500 µs after applying a vertical
magnetic bias field of approximately 3 G.
While the effect of optical pumping can be directly observed by imaging the cloud after
D1 pumping, it more useful to empirically optimize the atom number in the magnetic
trap. This is because imaging the optically pumped cloud resolves the relative populations
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Figure 3.24: Schematic of D1 optical pumping. (left) Optical pumping consistents of
apply circularly polarized light from the 2S1/2 state to the 2P1/2 state. (right) By
using circularly polarized light the F = 2, mF = 2 state is dark because there is no
mF = 3 state in the excited state manifold. Spontaneous emission which randomly
populates the ground manifold from the excited manifold is not depicted.
in the F manifolds but does not adequately distinguish the mF states. In contrast, the
magnetic trap is extremely sensitive to the specific |F,mF 〉 state and is optimum only
for a spin polarized atomic gas in the magnetically trappable stretched states |1,−1〉 and
|2, 2〉. Since we conduct RF evaporation in the magnetic trap on the |2, 2〉 state it is
therefore experimentally desirable to optimize D1 pumping in this way. This results of
this optimization with respect to pumping time and detuning is described in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Optimization of D1 optical pumping via the magnetic trap. (left) Atom
number as a function of the relative detuning between the two optical pumping beams.
The two photon resonance condition occurs at a detuning of approximately 803.5 MHz.
Operating away from the resonance suppresses spin changing two photon dynamics
which maximizes the single pumping efficiency. (right) Atom number as a function
of optical pumping time. The atom number saturates for a pumping times longer that
about 500 µs. A relative increase in the atom number with and without optical pump-
ing larger than the multiplicity of the magnetically capturable states is a consequence
of spin exchange loss during the hold in the magnetic trap.
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3.6 Magnetic Trap
The magnetic trap (MT) is the next trapping stage for the cold atomic gas. In
contrast to the magneto-optical trap, the magnetic trap consists only of a spatially de-
pendent Zeeman shift from a quadrupolar magnetic field profile. The resultant potential
energy landscape localizes the atomic gas about the magnetic field zero. Cooling is per-
formed via radio frequency (RF) evaporation which induces transitions to magnetically
untrappable states. As the highest energy atoms are ejected from the trap, the tempera-
ture of the remaining ensemble decreases after thermalization. Importantly, the magnetic
trap marks a division in the experimental sequence where resonant light is no longer uti-
lized because the cloud is significantly colder than the Doppler cooling limit. As such,
any resonant light represents a source of heating in the magnetic trap and for all future
steps in the experimental sequence. Historically speaking, the technical challenges of the
magnetic trap proved to be a large roadblock for the group towards achieving conden-
sation, and on a day-to-day basis, the magnetic trap is one of the more unreliable steps
in the experimental sequence. From a hollistic perspective, the stringent technical re-
quirements stem from the fact that evaporative cooling intrinsically relies on inter-atomic
interactions. This causes the hold time in the magnetic trap to be relatively “long”, and
therefore trap losses must be mitigated.
The discussion of the magnetic trap found in this section is divided into a few parts.
Such a division is motivated by the desire to provide first an overview of the key compo-
nents of the magnetic trap, and then discuss in detail a few important technical aspects.
A detailed discussion of the experimental infrastructure of the magnetic trap is omitted,
and the author directs the reader to other theses [4, 5, 7].
The trapping potential is provided by the weak field Zeeman shift of equation 3.2
which depends on the local magnetic field magnitude. Here, a good basis is given by
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Figure 3.26: Basic trapping mechanism of the magnetic trap. (left) A quadrupolar
magnetic field profile is created from electromagnets in an anti-Helmholtz configura-
tion. The magnitude of the magnetic field increases away from the center of the coils
[1]. (center) The magnetic field and trap depth increase linearly away from the center
of the magnetic trap, shown here for the magnetically trappable F = 2, mF = 2 state.
The field gradient is 338 G/cm. The trap strength in the radial directions (x, y) are
twice as weak as the axial one (z). (right) Demonstration of the aspect ratio of the
magnetic trap. Images taken along the axial dimension (bottom) show an equal size
between the two radial dimensions while images taken from the side (top) reveal the
1:2 aspect ratio. These images are taken after RF evaporation with a field gradient
of 338 G/cm.
the magnetic labeling |F,mF 〉 restricted to the 2S1/2 ground manifold. The magnetic
field profile produced by the primary magnets in an anti-Helmholtz configuration is well
approximated by equation 3.3, where the field gradient along the axial dimension is G4.
U(~r) = mFgFµBB(~r) (3.2)
B (~r) = G
√
(x2 + y2 + 4z2)2
2
(3.3)
For any trappable state (mFgF > 0), the resultant potential energy landscape is a
linear trap with a 1:2 aspect ratio between the vertical and the horizontal directions.
For the F = 1 manifold gF = −12 , and for the F = 2 manifold gF = 12 . Therefore
only the |2, 2〉, |2, 1〉, and |1,−1〉 states are magnetically trappable of which we use
4Unless specified, all field gradients shall be reported along the z direction
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Figure 3.27: Schematic of radio frequency (RF) evaporation out of the magnetic trap.
Atoms with the highest energy and entropy travel the furthest away from the trap
center where the spatially dependent Zeeman shift can bring them into resonance
with the applied RF radiation. The RF induces magnetic dipole transitions from
the trappable F = 2, mF = 2 state (black) to the magnetically untrappable F = 1,
mF = 1 state (dotted) which then leaves the trap. The temperature of the remaining
sample decreases after thermalization. In practice the RF frequency νRF begins far
above the ground state splitting of 803.5 MHz and is slowly brought closer towards it.
only the |2, 2〉 state. A schematic of the magnetic trap and a brief discussion of the
potential is shown in Figure 3.26. Once the atomic cloud is trapped inside the magnetic
trap, evaporation proceeds via application of RF magnetic radiation polarized along the
axial dimension from a loop antenna. As diagrammed in Figure 3.27, this radiation
induces magnetic dipole transitions from the original magnetically trappable |2, 2〉 state
to the untrappable |1, 1〉 state dependent on the resonance condition of equation 3.4. By
setting the RF frequency νRF sufficiently above the zero field splitting of 803.5 MHz, this
selectively ejects the highest energy atoms out of the trap. By decreasing νRF slowly
enough to allow for thermalization, the temperature of the remaining sample decreases.
E|2,2〉 =
2
3
h (νRF − 803.5 MHz) (3.4)
In principle, it is desirable to operate the sweep as fast as possible to reduce the
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Figure 3.28: Piecewise linear sweep of the RF radiation and field gradient during RF
evaporation.
overall time in the magnetic trap and to minimize trap losses. However, this is limited
by both the elastic scattering rate which sets the thermalization timescale and the Rabi
frequency of the radio frequency which governs how efficiently atoms are ejected from
the trap. Experimentally, the elastic scattering rate is optimized by operating at a high
field gradient, and the Rabi frequency is optimized via usage of a high power 200 W RF
amplifier. A more detailed discussion of the balancing between these parameters and the
relevant loss mechanisms is found later in this section.
An overview of experimental sequence during RF evaporation is now provided which
is similar to the discussion found in the Geiger thesis [4]. After optical pumping, a high
voltage capacitor bank is used to rapidly snap the field gradient to 80 G/cm. The field
gradient is then increased to 422 G/cm in 150 ms which is the maximum value possible
of our power supplies. The radio frequency sweep begins at 920 MHz which corresponds
to ejection of atoms at 3.7 mK. The RF frequency νRF is then piecewise linearly swept to
805.3 MHz in tandem with the field gradient decreasing to 42 G/cm over approximately
4 s. While theoretical models of evaporation suggest exponential-like curves, we find
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Figure 3.29: Time of flight out of the evaporated magnetic trap. (top) Optical
densities of the images in time of flight. The effect of the plug beam can be observed
in time of flight as a decrease in local atom number density. (bottom) Measurement
of the increase of the cloud size as function of time of flight yields a temperature of
5.94 µK. The atom number is around 71.5 × 106 with a minimal gaussian radius of
266 µm.
the simplicity of the piecewise optimization to be beneficial. A summary of the sweep is
presented in Figure 3.28. At the end of RF evaporation the atom number ranges between
40-70×106 at an approximate temperature of 7 µK, which is shown in time of flight in
Figure 3.29
3.6.1 Thermodynamics
The technical discussion of the magnetic trap begins with the single particle partition
function expressed in equation 3.5. In the classical non-interacting limit, all relevant
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experimental observables are obtained through the single particle partition function
Z1 =
(
32pi
P 3β3
)(
8pim
βh2
) 3
2
(3.5)
where β = 1/(kBT ) and P := mFgFµBG. This is obtained via integration over the
kinetic and spatial degrees of freedom.
Z1 = ZUZKE (3.6)
ZU =
∫
d3~xe−βU(~r) (3.7)
ZKE =
1
h3
∫
d3~pe−βp
2/2m (3.8)
The in situ peak number density is found from the spatial probability density:
n0 = N
e−βU(0)
ZU
(3.9)
= N
P 3β3
32pi
(3.10)
And the peak phase space density ρ can be calculated
ρ(N,G, T ) = n0Λ(T )
3 (3.11)
=
(
N
P 3β3
32pi
)(
~2β
2m
) 3
2
(3.12)
Inspection of equation 3.12 shows that the quantity G3/T 9/2 remains a constant
under adiabatic manipulation of the trap. Importantly, this also shows that T ∝ G2/3
and n0 ∝ G.
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of the a gaussian position distribution for a harmonic trap
and the solution for the linear trap for equivalent full width half maximums. The
solution to the linear trap has a slower fall off which is to be expected from the
constant confining force.
Additionally, the projected spatial distribution5 is given by
P (z) =
1
ZU
∫
dxdy e−βU(~r) (3.13)
=
8pi
P 2β2
(1 + Pβ|z|) e−Pβ|z| (3.14)
which as shown in Figure 3.30 is not all too different from a Gaussian distribution.
Therefore, on an every day basis we do not alter our analysis techniques for the magnetic
trap. Practically, the saturation of the measured optical density makes it challenging to
accurately discern small differences in the functional form of the in situ number density.
Analytic calculations of the cloud in time of flight are also well approximated by the
Gaussian approximation.
5Colloquially known as the Fujiwara function.
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3.6.2 Diabatic Projection
We use equation 3.12 to set the ideal turn on procedure for the magnetic trap to mode
match the gray molasses cloud. Such calculations are directly related to the necessity of
our high voltage capacitor bank [4]. If the confining potential is turned on too slowly,
the atomic cloud will diffuse, reducing the number density. However, if the confining
potential is turned on quickly to too high a level, the atoms will experience a strong force
which will heat them up. In general, the ideal turn on procedure balances these two
considerations to maximize the phase space density in the magnetic trap. For simplicity,
we restrict ourselves to the parameter space of diabatic turn on of the magnets. In this
case, it is relevant to calculate the amount of energy given to the atomic cloud from the
potential energy of the magnetic trap. Making use of the virial theorem 2〈T 〉 = 〈U〉, the
final and initial energies relate by equation 3.16.
Ef = Ei + Ui (3.15)
9
2
NkBTf =
3
2
NkBTi + Ui (3.16)
The initial potential energy Ui is found by projecting the spatial distribution of the
atomic cloud onto the magnetic trap. For simplicity, we model the gray molasses atomic
cloud as a three dimensional spherical Gaussian with Gaussian radius σ.
ni(~r) = N
1
(2piσ2)
3
2
e−
r2
2σ2 (3.17)
Ui =
∫
d3~r ni(~r)U(~r) (3.18)
Ui(σ) = NPσ
2
√
3 + cosh−1(2)√
6pi
(3.19)
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Combining this result with equation 3.16 yields a final temperature of:
Tf =
Ti
3
+ κ
mFµBGσi
kB
(3.20)
κ = 0.122358 (3.21)
The resultant phase space density is computed using this final temperature and the peak
spatial density profile.
ρ = n0Λ
3(Tf ) (3.22)
=
N
64pi
√
2
h3P 3
(kBTf )
3 (kBTfm)
3
2
(3.23)
=
N
512pi
√
2
h3m3Fµ
3
BG
3
(kBm)
3
2
(
Ti
3
+ κGmFµBσi
kB
) 9
2
(3.24)
The optimum field gradient G0 in equation 3.25 is found by maximizing ρ(G). This
is shown for experimentally relevant parameters in Figure 3.31.
G0 =
2kB
3κmFµB
(
Ti
σi
)
(3.25)
While the predictions of equations 3.12 and 3.25 are useful in designing the high voltage
capacitor bank, the snap on field gradient is empirically set by varying the charge time
of the capacitor bank and optimizing the atom number after RF evaporation.
Next we discuss the trap frequency which roughly sets the timescale of dynamics and
determines the criterion for adiabatic and diabatic processes. The anharmonic nature
of the linear trap manifests as an energy dependent trap frequency f(E) given by equa-
tion 3.26 [13]. An ensemble expectation value 〈f〉 is found using the virial theorem and
is plotted in Figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.31: Theoretical prediction for ideal diabatic snap-on field gradient. (top)
The calculated final temperature of an atomic cloud with initial temperature 40 µK
and for a snap on field gradient of 50 G/cm. The final temperature increases monoton-
ically with initial cloud size as the force from the snap on potential linearly increases
away from the origin. (bottom) The ideal calculated snap on field gradient G0 as a
function of cloud size σ with initial temperature 40 µK. The actual snap on value is
empirically found by optimizing the magnetic trap.
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Figure 3.32: Thermometry via time of flight after the diabatic turn on of the magnetic
trap after gray molasses and optical pumping. Here for a MOT load time of 1 s and
initial field gradient of 77 G/cm. The measured temperature is 137 µK and initial size
is fitted to be 960 µm. The increase in temperature and hence reduction in phase space
density ρ relative to the gray molasses cloud is consequence of the energy imparted
from the diabatic projection as given by 3.16.
f(E) =
P√
32Em
(3.26)
〈f〉 = P
12
√
mkBT
(3.27)
3.6.3 Beyond the non-interacting approximation
As alluded to previously, there are a multitude of loss mechanisms inside the magnetic
trap which must be controlled or mitigated. From a phenomenological perspective, these
loss mechanisms are as loss rates N˙ ∝ −Γ(n) on the total atom number N . We further
categorize the mechanisms based upon their functional dependence on atom number
density n (one-body), n2 (two-body), n3 (three-body), etc. Of particular interest is the
balancing of these losses against the elastic scattering rate which is a key requirement for
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Figure 3.33: Expectation value of the trap frequency in a magnetic trap. The cal-
culated ensemble trap frequency given by equation 3.27 is shown for field gradients
of 50 G/cm and 500 G/cm which represent the approximate ranges of field gradients
that our magnetic trap implements.
thermalization during evaporation. While a complete treatment of these mechanisms in
the magnetic trap is challenging, it is the goal of this section to provide some intuition
and to document some relevant calculations.
In general, a two-body interaction couples the non-interacting atomic states which
can be labeled by their internal and external degrees of freedom |p, F,mF 〉. Assuming a
central field coupling, the scattering event is best expressed by a partial wave expansion
in angular momentum as shown in equation 3.28.
〈lf , F1f , F2f ,m1f ,m2f |Vˆint|li, F1i, F2i,m1i,m2i〉 (3.28)
While such a general expansion is not of practical use, the theoretical form of the total
interaction Hamiltonian motivates analysis by quantum number selection rules. Of these,
the elastic collisions are the “good” kind since they couple motional degrees of freedom
while maintaining spin polarization. Including those up to third order, a qualitative
summary of the relevant mechanisms inside the magnetic trap are listed below:
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 Elastic Collisions (n2) - only orbital momentum interact; no interactions of spins.
(∆l = {∆mi} = {∆Fi} = 0).
 Spin Exchange (n2) - external momentum and spin couple independently. Total
spin is conserved.(∆l = ∆Ftot = ∆mtot = 0)
 Dipolar Relaxation (n2) - momentum and spin couple together.
 Three Body Recombination - (n3) two atoms bind together to form a molecule
while the third one carries away the binding energy in the form of kinetic energy
 Majorana Losses (n) - In the magnetic quadrupole trap, atoms can make tran-
sitions to magnetically untrappable states at the field zero where no quantization
axis is defined.
 Background Gas (n) - atoms make collisions with background gases
And the net effect of the “bad” mechanisms are summarized as density dependent
loss rates Γi with coefficients γi as shown in equation 3.30
N˙ = −
∫
d3rΓ(~r)n(~r) (3.29)
Γ(~r) = γ1 + 2γ2n(~r) + 3γ3n
2(~r) (3.30)
Of these mechansims, this section focuses on the elastic scattering rate and majorana
losses. Spin exchange collisions are eliminated by using a spin polarized stretched state;
three body recombination is limited by operating at not too high a field gradient; and
background gas collisions are reduced by maintaining UHV. Majorana losses are pre-
vented by a plug laser while dipolar relaxation is always present. The elastic scattering
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Figure 3.34: Lifetime of magnetically trappable F = 2 atoms in the magnetic trap and
suppression of spin-exchange collisions from spin polarization. Majorana losses and
three-body recombination are not relevant at these temperature and density regimes.
(left) The atom number in the magnetic trap as a function of hold time for a MOT
load time of 1 s and field gradient 77 G/cm. The measured 1/e lifetime is greater
than 10 s and is sufficiently larger than the total RF evaporation timescale of about
4 s. In general, the actual lifetime depends non-linearly on the atomic number, tem-
perature, and field gradient. (right) The atom number in the magnetic trap as a
function of hold time without spin polarization. Here for a MOT load time of 5 s
and field gradient 77 G/cm. In the absence of optical pumping the atom number is
evenly distributed throughout the magnetically trappable states. This allows for spin
exchange collisions which is observed through the sharp decrease in lifetime. Initially
magnetically untrappable states are ejected on shorter timescales than measured here.
rate is optimized by working at high field gradients. A more detailed discussion of these
mechanisms can be found in [14, 15]. Experimentally, our magnetic trap lifetimes are suf-
ficiently larger than the timescale of RF evaporation, and a measurement of the lifetime
is shown in Figure 3.34.
3.6.4 Elastic Scattering
For a single particle traveling with velocity v through scatterers with density n and
collision cross section σ, the rate of scattering events is given by equation 3.31, and in the
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low energy s-wave scattering limit, the cross section σ is set only by the s-wave scattering
length a as shown in equation 3.32
γ = nσv (3.31)
σ = 8pia2 (3.32)
We estimate the ensemble elastic scattering rate using the peak density n0 from
equation 3.10 and the RMS velocity vRMS(T ).
γ ≈ n0(8pia2)
√
3kBT
m
(3.33)
Note that maximizing the density n0 and the scattering length a is paramount to
maximizing the elastic scattering rate. For this reason we utilize the |2, 2〉 state which
has an s-wave scattering length of −27.6a0, which is the largest in magnitude among
the spin polarized magnetic ground states for low magnetic fields. Increasing the field
gradient increases the rate of elastic collisions since n0 ∝ G and T ∝ G2/3 under adiabatic
compression. Experimentally, this is the motivation for working at large field gradients
G. However, as discussed in Appendix D, the negative scattering length of the |2, 2〉
state causes the expression for σ in equation 3.32 to break down for sufficiently large
energies which is set by the effect range re, and results in a zero crossing of the collision
cross section at an approximate temperature T = 5.15 mK as demonstrated in Figure
3.35. This reduction in the cross section creates an upper bound for which atoms can
participate in evaporation and has historically made 7Li
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Figure 3.35: Calculated temperature dependent collision cross section σ normalized to
the zero energy collision cross section 8pia2. The negative sign of the scattering length
a causes the energy dependent cross section to go to zero at approximately 5.15 mK.
3.6.5 Majorana losses, plug laser, and magnetic field shimming
In the absence of a local magnetic field, the mF states in the hyperfine manifolds
become degenerate, and the atomic cloud can lose its mF spin polarization. While tech-
nically the magnetic field zero only occurs at a single point in space for our quadrupolar
field, so called Majorana spin flips to other magnetic states can still proceed. This occurs
when the Larmor frequency νL is close to the rate of change in the local magnetic field
direction. These are defined in equations 3.34 and 3.35 where the rate of change in the
local magnetic field has been recast in terms of an impact parameter b and an approach
speed v. Classically, the spin flips can be visualized as the inability of the spin of the
atom to precess coherently about the local magnetic field. Such spin transitions are un-
desriable for a myriad of reasons. They reduce the elastic scattering rate via a reduction
in the s-wave scattering length a, allow transitions to magnetically untrappable states,
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and enable spin exchange collisions.
hνL = mFgFµBB (3.34)
1
B
dB
dt
=
v
b
(3.35)
The critical impact parameter b0 as a function of approach speed v is defined by
equating the two rates where B = mFgFµBGb0 = Pb0. Utilization of the equipartition
theorem yields at a temperature dependent critical impact parameter in equation 3.37
below which atoms will undergo Majorana losses.
b0 =
√
hv
P
(3.36)
b0 =
√
h
P
(
kBT
m
) 1
4
(3.37)
This corresponds to a loss rate N˙ by calculating the flux of atoms passing through
the cross sectional area given by the critical impact parameter b0.
−N˙ := γN (3.38)
≈ n0v
(
pib20
)
(3.39)
=
(
N
P 3β3
32pi
)(√
kBT
m
)(
pi
h
P
√
kBT
m
)
(3.40)
Which after simplification leads to the loss coefficient γ in equation 3.41 with a
characteristic 1/e lifetime of τ = 1/γ.
γ =
~
m
pi
16
(
gFmFµBG
kBT
)2
(3.41)
The critical impact parameter b0 and the Majorana lifetime τ are plotted in Figure
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Figure 3.36: The temperature dependence of Majorana spin flip loses from a quadrupo-
lar magnetic trap. Shown here for the approximate range of field gradients we exper-
imentally operate at 50 G/cm (solid) and 500 G/cm (dashed). (top) The critical
impact parameter b0 below which Majorana spin flip losses take place as given by
equation 3.37. For all relevant experimental parameters the impact parameter re-
mains a few microns in size. (bottom) The calculated 1/e Majorana lifetime as
calculated by equation 3.41 plotted on a semilog axis. The relevant timescale here is
order seconds which is how long RF evaporation takes.
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3.36 as a function of temperature for realistic experimental parameters. With a charac-
teristic lifetime below 1 s and an RF evaporation of a few seconds, Majorana losses must
be prevented to successfully enable evaporation from the quadrupolar magnetic trap.
Experimentally, Majorana losses are prevented through use of a so called plug laser
which is a 10 W 532 nm laser beam focused to an approximate 1/e2 diameter of 30 µm.
This generates a repulsive AC stark shift that prevents atoms from entering the loss
region set by b0. Other solutions to prevent Majorana losses include use of an Ioffe-
Prichard magnetic trap which does not have a magnetic field zero at the trap center, or
a TOP trap which periodically translates the magnetic field zero to limit the loss rate.
The Majorana loss rate is directly probed in Figure 3.38 by measuring the lifetime in the
magnetic trap after RF evaporation with and without the plug laser. In the presence of
the plug, the lifetime is around 10 s while without the plug, Majorana losses decrease the
lifetime to 1.3 s, which is consistent with predictions from equation 3.41. We find that we
operate well above the threshold power required to sufficiently prevent Majorana losses
as summarized in Figure 3.37. This opens up the possibility of slightly defocusing the
plug beam to increase the tolerance in alignment, but the current stability of the plug is
acceptable to not dominate our current experimental uncertainty.
An important experimental consideration which dictates the performance of the plug
is the presence of residual magnetic fields in the vacuum chamber. Such fields can arise
from the Earth’s local magnetic field and any nearby magnetic objects. Any background
magnetic field B0 causes the trap center to translate with the quadrupolar field gradient
G. If this translation distance is on the scale of the critical impact parameter b0 or the
spatial extent of the plug beam, the plug becomes misaligned and no longer prevents
Majorana losses. This translation is a consequence of the fact that “a line plus another
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Figure 3.37: Efficacy of the plug beam to prevent Majorana losses from the RF evapo-
rated magnetic trap. The measured atom number after RF evaporation is plotted as a
function of the power in the 532 nm plug laser. Above optical powers of approximately
5 W the benefits of the plug are reduced.
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Figure 3.38: Lifetime in the magnetic trap after RF evaporation with and without the
plug. The vertical field gradient is 42 G/cm with an initial temperature of approxi-
mately 8 µK. Under normal operating procedures the magnetic trap is immediately
loaded into the crossed optical dipole trap after RF evaporation. (left) In the pres-
ence of the plug, the 1/e lifetime of the magnetic trap after RF evaporation is about
10 s. (right) The atom number in the magnetic trap after RF evaporation where the
plug beam power is turned off in around 200 ms at the beginning of the hold allowing
Majorana spin flips to occur. The fitted 1/e lifetime is 1.3 s which is consistent with
predictions from equation 3.41.
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line is a line with a different x-intercept” as outlined in equation 3.43.
B(x) = Gx+B0 (3.42)
x(B = 0) = −B0/G (3.43)
To eliminate this motion, we run current through our shim coils to offset any back-
ground magnetic field. The shim currents are calibrated directly imaging the in situ
atomic cloud density, fitting the cloud center position, and minimizing the motion with
respect to the applied gradient. Example theory and experimental data are shown in
Figure 3.39 and indicate that we cancel the residual field B0 to less than 10 mG. We find
that any time we add any moderately sized metallic objects near the UHV chamber we
need to redo the measurement and calibration of the shim currents, but once the shim
currents are set, we typically only need to reshim once every few months.
The validity of equation 3.43 assumes that the physical center of the magnetic trap
not change. However, the thermal dissipation of running up to 500 A through the pri-
mary magnets historically made the reliability of the magnetic trap center challenging
to maintain. We found that the reliability of the plug alignment was greatly improved
through the implementation of robust electrical connections and parallelization of water
cooling through each addressable magnet layer [4].
The other requirement for a well aligned plug is the green beam itself. We minimize
pointing noise by implementing a relatively simple and short beam path [6], and also
find it helpful useful to put “roofs” over the beam path to reduce wind current induced
pointing noise. We utilize a picomotor (Newport 8821) with 0.7 µrad resolution to align
the plug beam. At an approximate distance of 10” from the location of the atoms, this
corresponds to an approximate alignment sensitivity of 2 µm/10 steps at the location of
the atoms, and we empirically find that the alignment is sensitive to within a 60 × 60
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Figure 3.39: The importance of the shim currents in the magnetic trap to minimize
the cloud motion. (top left) Any residual magnetic field B0 will cause the magnetic
trap center to translate as the field gradient is altered. Shown here is the magnetic
field profile for field gradients between 100 G/cm to 250 G/cm with a residual constant
field B0 = 100 mG. (top right) The calculated effective trap center motion versus
field gradients for experimentally relevant parameters. Minimization of the motion
below a few microns requires the elimination of the residual field to around 10 mG
or less. (bottom left) Experimentally measured magnetic trap center as a function
of field gradient for varying shim currents. Measured via the atomic cloud center in
the magnetic trap after RF evaporation and a final ramp of the field gradient. The
change in sign of the motion for 309 mA is a consequence of the sign change in the
residual field B0. (bottom right) The fitted residual field B0 as a function of the
applied shim current. The linear response yields a calibration of the shim field to be
0.731 G/A.
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step size area.
The initial alignment and focusing of the plug beam was performed by directly imag-
ing the atomic cloud density along the plug beam axis and focusing it at the image plane;
this is also how we estimate the plug size. However, at the time of measurement, we ne-
glected to account for the chromaticity of our imaging lenses, and so the exact size is
slightly ambiguous. Furthermore, it is unclear to the author whether the beam parame-
ters are different at low power, where the beam was imaged, compared to the high power
operating state. Experimentally however, all that matters is that the plug indeed helps
the magnetic trap, and we empirically optimize the focus [6].
After this initial alignment, we image the direct effect of the plug on the atomic cloud
density. The precision required of aligning the plug with size a few tens of microns to
the magnetic trap center makes it unlikely to observe any benefit of the plug after RF
evaporation (there will just be no signal to optimize). Instead, we image the depression
in local number density caused by the plug partially through evaporation as outlined
in Figure 3.40. This requires some finesse as the plug must be aligned enough to hit
the remaining atomic cloud, but misaligned enough to hit a region of space with low
enough number density to have a resolvable effect. Tracking the depression as a function
of picomotor step indicates an approximate alignment sensitivity of 2.4 µm/10 step.
This process is then iterated by evaporating further to walk the plug beam closer to the
magnetic trap center until a positive effect on the total atom number is observed which
is shown in Figure 3.41. Once this occurs, the final plug beam position is empirically
optimized by maximizing the total atom number after the RF evaporation. We find that
plug beam needs to realigned as often as twice a day to once every few weeks. We also
find that large instability in the BEC atom number can commonly be attributed to a
slightly misaligned plug which results in an increased sensitivity to fluctuations in the
alignment.
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Figure 3.40: Coarse alignment of the plug beam as directly observed via the in situ
atomic cloud optical density partially through RF evaporation as the plug beam is
translated across the atomic cloud. (top) A decrease in the local number density can
be seen as the plug beam traverses across the atomic cloud. The human eye can more
easily see this during an animation. (bottom) The difference in the optical density
between the image in the top row and the average image as the plug is translated. The
effect of the plug is seen as a clear depression of the local number density. Tracking
the depression feature as a function of picomotor step size yields an approximate
sensitivity of 2.4 µm/10 step
Figure 3.41: Finer alignment of the plug beam as directly observed via the in situ
atomic cloud density further into RF evaporation than Figure 3.40. The depression in
atomic density is more easily seen due to the lower overall atom number and spatial
extent along the imaging axis. As the plug laser is brought closer to the magnetic
trap center Majorana losses begin to be prevented as seen by an increase in the total
atom number as evidence in the picture by a larger optical density.
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3.7 Crossed Optical Dipole Trap
After RF evaporation in the magnetic trap, the next trapping and cooling stage of
the experimental sequence is optical evaporation out of a crossed optical dipole trap
using a large scattering length induced by a Feshbach resonance. The crossed optical
dipole trap is the trap in which Bose condensation occurs, and is governed by the same
physics as the optical lattice potentials. The trap is formed at the region of maximum
laser intensity located at the intersection of two focused laser beams (ie. “crossed”) as
shown in Figure 3.42. The fundamental trapping mechanism relies on an induced dipole
moment caused from the electric field of a far off resonant laser beam. This section shall
focus primarily on the trapping mechanism of the optical dipole trap and transfer into it
from the magnetic trap.
This beam arrangement generates a spatially dependent AC stark shift which provides
a trapping potential proportional to the local laser intensity as shown below.
Udip =
3pic2
2ω30
Γ
∆
I(r) (3.44)
Here, ω0 = 2pic/λ, c is the speed of light, Γ is the linewidth, ∆ is the detuning, and
I is the local laser intensity. This can generally be expressed in terms of the atomic
polarizability α, where Udip = −1/2〈~pdip · ~E〉 and ~pdip = α~E . While extensive theoretical
and experimental literature exists on the trapping mechanism and applications of this
dipole potential [16], we shall instead discuss a few key considerations and calculations
specifically relevant to our experiment. Inspection of equation 3.44 shows that maximiz-
ing the intensity I or minimizing the detuning ∆ generates a stronger potential energy,
and changing the sign of the detuning makes the effect repulsive (∆ > 0) or attractive
(∆ < 0). While selecting a laser with small detuning from an atomic transition seems
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ODT 1
ODT 2
Figure 3.42: Visualization of the crossed optical dipole trap. Two focused laser beams
(pink and blue) intersect to form a trap at their intersection (yellow). The potential
energy is proportional to the local electric field intensity.
initially attractive, doing so comes at the cost of an increased scattering rate
Γsc =
3pic2
2~ω30
(
Γ
∆
)2
I(r). (3.45)
For these reasons, we utilize the commonly commercially available high power single
mode 1064 nm fiber amplifiers for our trapping beams. To realize a trap of sufficient
depth and volume required to both capture a large number of atoms from the magnetic
trap and obtain the high densities required to evaporate to quantum degeneracy, we focus
these beams to a few hundred microns in size. The intensity pattern of a single focused
laser beam is
I(r, z) = I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
exp
(
− 2r
2
w(z)2
)
(3.46)
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(
z
zR
)2
(3.47)
zR =
piw20
λ
. (3.48)
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The parameter w0 is the waist and corresponds to the radius at which the intensity drops
to 1/e2 of its peak value and 95% of the total beam power is contained in the disc r < w0.
The parameter zR is the Rayleigh range which corresponds to the axial distance at which
the peak intensity drops by a factor of two and roughly correlates with the distance over
which a beam is collimated. Given the linearity between I and Udip in equation 3.44,
we can think of the intensity pattern as being a direct proxy for the potential energy. It
also useful to approximate this as an anisotropic harmonic potential 1
2
mω2x2 with trap
frequencies given below.
fr =
1
2pi
√
4U0
mw20
(3.49)
fz =
1
2pi
√
2U0
mz2R
(3.50)
where U0 is the peak trap depth located at the focus of the beam at r = z = 0. Since
the waist is much smaller than the Rayleigh range, this creates a rather large anistropy
which necessitates the need for a crossed trap in order to provide tight enough trapping
in all spatial dimensions.
Experimentally, our two ODT beams have a w0 = 80 µm, λ = 1064 nm, zR =
18.9 mm, and a maximum total power of about 6 W each. This corresponds to a single
beam trap depth of U0 = 29.6 µK (24.7 ER) and trap frequencies fr = 746 Hz and
fz = 2.2 Hz. These calculations are shown over experimentally realizable optical powers
in Figure 3.43. The angle between the two beams is approximately 90◦ which results
in the frequencies adding in quadrature. Defining the intersection of the beams to be
in the x − y plane, this results in trapping frequencies fx = fy ≈ 746 Hz and fz ≈
√
2× 746 Hz = 1055 Hz. The light is generated from a 50 W fiber amplifier from Nufern
(NUA-1064-PD-0050-D0) and a series of accouto-optic modulators [4, 6, 7]. From the
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Figure 3.43: Characterizing the optical dipole trap. All atomic parameters are as-
sumed to be for Lithium-7 and λ = 1064 nm. (top left) Plotting w(z) as a function
along the axial position. At an axial distance equal to a Rayleigh range, the beam
radius has increased by a factor of
√
2. (top right) The peak trap depth U0 as a
function of optical power for a variety of beam waists. (bottom left) The radial trap
frequency fr as a function of optical power for a variety of beam waists. (bottom
right) The axial trap frequncy fz as a function of optical power for a variety of beam
waists.
magnetic trap, we trap approximately 10×106 atoms at a temperature of 2 µK as shown
in Figure 3.44.
Coarse alignment of the ODT beams is performed by imaging the in situ magnetic
trap profile along the propagation axis of the respective ODT and aligning the beam to
the position of the magnetic trap. Coarse focusing is done by minimizing the beam size
at the image plane using a translation stage on the final focusing lens with f = 300 mm.
As of writing of this thesis, the focusing procedure is inaccurate due to the chromaticity
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Figure 3.44: Time of flight out of the crossed optical dipole trap. (top) Optical
densities of the images in time of flight. The effect of the plug can be observed in time
of flight as decrease in local atom number density. (bottom) Measurement of the
increase of the cloud size as function of time of flight yields a temperature of 2.02 µK.
The atom number is around 12.2× 106 with a minimal gaussian radius of 116 µm.
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of the imaging lenses and should be modified with achromatic lenses.
Fine alignment is performed empirically by optimizing the number of atoms captured
in the crossed optical dipole trap, and a graphical summary of the textual description
here is outlined in Figure 3.45. After the coarse alignment, enough atoms are trapped to
use atom number as a good optimization metric. While intersecting the beams at the true
magnetic field center would load the least energetic atoms, this is technically challenging
due to the presence of the plug beam. We currently turn down the optical power in
the plug with a waveplate rotator which results in an extinction ratio of about 98%.
However, this rotation is slow compared to the transfer time into the optical dipole trap,
and we also observe that the remaining plug power perturbs the trap 6. To circumvent
this problem, we intersect the ODT beams away from the magnetic field center at an
approximate distance equal to the waist of the beams.
Once one of the ODT beams is roughly set by the criterion above, the other is aligned
using a picomotor mounted mirror (Newport 8821). The horizontal degree of freedom
is set by choosing an appropriate location away from the plug beam, while the vertical
degree of freedom (transverse to the vertical imaging axis) is set by directly optimizing
the atom number after the transfer.
The transfer consists of turning down the field gradient of the magnetic trap to zero
over 140 ms while simultaneously turning up the ODT power to their maximum values
over 100 ms. We also find that leaving a residual bias field small enough to not affect
the plug alignment during RF evaporation, but large enough to induce translation in the
direction of the XODT to be beneficial as seen in Figures 3.45 and 3.46. The optical
power in the ODT beams is set using a PID with a photodiode which samples the total
optical power [4, 6].
6We haven’t tried loading on center since increasing our ODT beam sizes. Perhaps we should try
loading at the center again.
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Figure 3.45: Transfer into the crossed optical dipole trap from the magnetic trap. As
the field gradient decreases, the atomic cloud translates into the optical dipole trap
as a consequence of the residual bias magnetic field. The laser beams of the optical
dipole trap (white) intersect away from the magnetic trap center (red) to avoid the
plug beam. The field gradient is ramped down to zero from 42 G/cm in 140 ms and
the ODT beams are ramped up in 100 ms.
Figure 3.46: Benefit of a small residual magnetic bias field during the transfer from
the magnetic trap into the crossed optical dipole trap. (left) At shim current values
of 400 mA and 77 mA, the residual bias field causes the atomic cloud to translate
away from the location of the crossed optical dipole trap (white) as the field gradient
decreases. (right) At shim current values of 309 mA and 99 mA, the residual bias
field causes the motion to be in the direction of the crossed optical dipole trap which
results in more atoms trapped.
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3.8 Adiabatic State Transfer
After the atoms are loaded into the optical dipole trap, the final cooling stage consists
of optical evaporation in the crossed optical dipole trap with the Feshbach resonance. As
discussed in the next section, the Feshbach resonance we utilize exists for the |1, 1〉 state
while the atoms are currently polarized in the |2, 2〉 state after loading into the optical
dipole trap. To achieve the desired spin polarization, we adiabatically transfer the atomic
internal state from the |2, 2〉 state to the |1, 1〉 state via application of a RF frequency
sweep across the transition energy. The RF magnetic field is polarized perpendicularly
to the quantiziation axis defined by a small magnetic bias field.
As diagrammed in Figure 3.47, the small bias field splits the ground state hyperfine
manifolds to resolve the different mF states. This bias field is crucial as it energetically
resolves the desired magnetic dipole transition. A transverse oscillating magnetic field is
applied which couples the |2, 2〉 and |1, 1〉 states. The resonant coupling frequency ν0 is
given by the following
hν0 = E|2,2〉 − E|1,1〉 (3.51)
ν0 ≈ 803.5 MHz + (2.1 MHz/G)B0 (3.52)
where B0 is the bias field. As the applied frequency ν is smoothly varied across
the resonance at ν0, the atomic internal state transfers from the |2, 2〉 to the |1, 1〉
state. Adiabatic variation of the coupling frequency continuously transforms the in-
stantaneous Floquet eigenstate from the |2, 2〉 into the |1, 1〉 state. Far away from res-
onance, the Floquet eigenstates are the bare uncoupled states, while at resonance the
eigenstates are superpositions of the two bare states. Experimentally, we run approxi-
mately 2.7 A through the slower shims to establish the bias field B0 of approximately
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Figure 3.47: Schematic of adiabatic spin transfer. (left) A small magnetic field splits
the states while RF radiation magnetic couples the desired states. (right) As the
frequency of the applied RF is varied the spin population is adiabatically transfered.
B0 ≈ (0.72 G/A) · (2.7 A) = 2 G. This field places the resonant transition frequency ν0
at roughly 807.7 MHz. The slower axis shim is chosen since we utilize the same antenna
and VCO source during RF evaporation whose magnetic polarization is in the vertical
direction; this choice realizes the desired perpendicular orientation of the bias and cou-
pling field. The coupling frequency ν is linearly swept from 809.56 MHz to 807.45 MHz
in 65 ms. The state transfer can be directly observed by imaging the atomic cloud in
the crossed optical dipole trap on the F = 2 cycler transition without a repumper and
measuring a characteristic drop in apparent atom number. This reduction in the mea-
sured optical density is shown in Figure 3.48 and shows that the resonance is traversed at
roughly 36.5 ms into the sweep sequence which corresponds to an estimated coupling fre-
quency at ν0 ≈ 809.56 MHz− 809.56 MHz−807.45 MHz65 ms 36.5 ms = 808.4 MHz. The discrepancy
between the estimated resonance via the shim current and the measured resonance given
by the data in Figure 3.48 represents a slight miscalibration. Experimentally, it is only
required that the coupling frequency ν sweep over the resonant frequency ν0 and that it
does so reliably on a day to day basis. The measured fidelity is approximately 99% and is
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Figure 3.48: Measurement of adiabatic state transfer. As the radio freuqency is
sweeped across the resonance, the number of atoms in the F = 2 manifold is re-
duced. By imaging without a repumper, the decrease in atom number only probes
the remaining atoms in the F = 2 manifold.
limited by the dynamic range of our imaging system. While it is possible that the small
number of remaining atoms in the |2, 2〉 state may be detrimental to optical evaporation
because of undesired interactions, we do not empirically find this to be the case. The
remaining |2, 2〉 atoms could be ejected from the trap by pulsing a beam resonant with
the F = 2 cycler transition, but we do not do so as of the writing of this thesis.
As alluded previously, the bias field is important to maintain the spin polarization
of the atomic cloud. Therefore, we ramp on the bias field as the magnetic field of the
magnetic trap is ramped down during the transfer into the crossed optical dipole trap.
Furthermore, since the state transfer does not require the usage of the primary magnets,
we also use this period of time to switch the configuration of the coils from anti-Helmholtz
to Helmholtz to prepare the Feshbach field. After the Feshbach field is ramped on, the
small bias field is turned off.
Theoretically, the state transfer is well modeled via a simple two level coupled spin
model. At any given time, the state vector is well described by a two component basis of
the excited and ground state with time dependent amplitudes |ψ〉 = c1(t)|g〉 + c2(t)|g〉.
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The problem then simplifies to two parameter space of the rabi frequency Ω and detuning
δ. Visualization of the time evolution is easily done via the Bloch sphere and the density
matrix formalism
u = ρ˜12 + ρ˜21 (3.53)
v = −i (ρ˜12 − ρ˜21) (3.54)
w = ρ11 − ρ22 (3.55)
where the elements of the density matrix ρij relate to the amplitudes ci via ρij = c
∗
i cj
and ρ˜ij = ρij exp(−iδt). In this case, the time evolution reduces to the following set of
equations:
u˙ = δv (3.56)
v˙ = −δu+ Ωw (3.57)
w˙ = −Ωv (3.58)
The adiabatic sweep can then modeled by a time dependent detuning δ(t) that traverses
over the resonance condition at δ = 0. This can also be handily visualized on the Bloch
sphere by defining the the Bloch vector R = (u, v, w).
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Figure 3.49: Basic model for a Fesbach resonance [18]. The scattering state (blue) is
brought into resonance with a bound state in the so called closed channel (red). For
low energy collisions, such as the ones in our experiment, the scattering energy E → 0.
The resonance condition can occur via a magnetic field if the magnetic moments of
the two channels are different.
3.9 Feshbach Resonance
For optical evaporation out of the crossed optical dipole trap to proceed efficiently, a
high positive scattering length is desired to promote thermalization. To achieve this, we
utilize 7Li’s magnetic Feshbach resonance for the |1, 1〉 state, which causes the scattering
length to vary with applied magnetic field [17]. The fundamental mechanism is that
when a scattering state is brought into resonance with a molecular bound state via
an applied magnetic field, variations in the scattering phase shift causes the scattering
length to diverge. The two states can be brought into resonance if they have different
magnetic moments and therefore different energy dependences on magnetic field. While
[18] provides an excellent discussion of the subject, this thesis shall restrict this treatment
to briefly outline the key aspects needed to understand how we implement it in our
experiments.
Assuming a magnetic Fesbach resonance, the scattering length assumes the form of
equation 3.59 near the resonant magnetic field. As discussed in previously, the elastic
scattering rate which governs the thermalization time scale is proportional to the square
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Figure 3.50: Lithium-7 Feshbach resonance. The solid black line represents the the-
oretically predicted ideal curve given the parameters listed. The range of magnetic
fields at which we operate are indicated in blue.
of the scattering length. Therefore it is desirable to operate close to resonance to achieve
a fast thermalization timescale. However, experimental uncertainty in the magnetic field
make it advantageous to operate somewhat off resonance where the scattering length can
be more reliably set.
a(B) = abg
(
1− ∆
B −B0
)
(3.59)
For the experimentally measured Feshbach resonance of the |1, 1〉 state, the parame-
ters are ∆ = 192.3 G, aBG = −24.5a0, and B = 736.8 G [17] which is shown in Figure
3.50. In comparison to other Feshbach resonances, this resonance is rather broad in mag-
netic field which makes the required experimental specificity of the magnetic field less
stringent. However, this also means we have not taken care to precisely characterize the
magnetic field strength as a function of current, and we only require it be reproducible.
Experimentally, the operating current of our magnets is empirically set by optimizing
the BEC reliability, but we estimate our operating field to be around 710 G to 720 G as
indicated in Figure 3.50.
During the state transfer we switch the polarity of the primary magnets from anti-
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Figure 3.51: Zero scattering length crossing of the Feshbach resonance. The scattering
length deviates from the simple model (red) to the experimentally measured values
(blue points) [19]. There are two magnetic field values which result in a = 0 which
correspond to 162 G and 543 G. Linear fits of the scattering length with respect to
field at the zero scattering length condition are shown.
Helmholtz to Helmholtz using our high current H-bridge. After which, the magnets are
ramped up to the evaporating magnetic field value in about 50 ms. We find it important
to tailor the ramp up sequence to not bring the magnetic field too close to resonance.
In addition to this resonant behavior, this particular magnetic state of 7Li exhibits
a zero in the scattering length at approximately 543.6 G and 162 G[17]. Such a feature
is advantageous as it lets us tune experiments from a highly interacting regime to a
non-interacting regime. While such behavior is predicted by equation 3.59 for a negative
background scattering length, it does not accurately capture the dependence across the
entire range, and a comparison of experimentally measured values and the theory are
shown in Figure 3.51.
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3.10 Optical Evaporation and Bose Condensation
With sufficient number of atoms inside the crossed optical dipole trap with a high
scattering length set by a Feshbach resonance, the final cooling stage is optical evap-
oration. As the trap depth is slowly decreased, the most energetic atoms escape the
trap, and the temperature of the remaining sample decreases as diagrammed in Figure
3.52. The trap depth is decreased by lowering the optical power in the trapping beams
in an exponential ramp over a few seconds. This cooling procedure brings the atoms to
quantum degeneracy and forms a Bose-Einstein condensate. The resultant Heisenberg
uncertainity limited object is the starting point of all experiments documented in this
thesis.
The transition temperature for a harmonic trap in three dimensions is given by equa-
tion 3.60 and the fraction of atoms in the condensate by equation 3.61 [2]. Here, f¯
represents the geometric mean of the harmonic trapping frequencies. These functions are
plotted for experimentally relevant parameters in Figure 3.53
kBTC ≈ 0.94hf¯N1/3 (3.60)
NC
N
= 1−
(
T
TC
)1/3
(3.61)
Experimentally, the optical power is lowered from the initial 6 W power to a final
value of 1.5 W in each beam over 4.5 s with an exponential time constant of 2.25 s.
This corresponds to a final trap frequency f¯ of 419 Hz and a transition temperature of
877 nK at 105 atoms. The day to day final optical power is empirically set by finding
the value which optimizes the stability and atom number of the resultant condensate.
The optical power is controlled via a PID circuit which samples the optical power in each
ODT beam [4]. The author notes that the PID’s regularly under perform and present
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Figure 3.52: Schematic of optical evaporation. As the trap depth is lowered atoms
with the highest energy escape the trap. After thermalization, the temperature of the
remaining sample has decreased.
an opportunity for improvement of the stability and efficiency of optical evaporation.
The specific value of the Feshbach field and exponential ramp down in optical power are
empirically optimized.
Detection of the condensate is done by imaging the spatial density profile in time
of flight as the trap depth is lowered. The thermal distribution expands ballistically in
accordance with a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution in both the spatial and momentum
degrees of freedom. In contrast, the condensate is described by the many body ground
state wavefunction, which is set by the interaction strength and the confining harmonic
trap. The result is that density and velocity distributions of the condensate are much
narrower than those of the thermal cloud and have a different functional form [2]. In
time flight this can clearly be seen as the manifestation of a bimodal distribution near
the transition temperature. By independently fitting the distributions, the thermal atom
number and and condensate atom number are determined. The temperature of the
thermal distribution can be measured using typical time of flight thermometry which
allows us to relate the condensate fraction to the cloud temperature.
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Figure 3.53: Theoretical predictions for BEC thermal phase transition (left) The
calculated transition temperature as a function of the trap frequency f¯ shown for
experimentally relevant atom numbers. (right) The characteristic dependence of
condensate number below the transition temperature TC.
Example data demonstrating the detection of the condensate is shown in Figure 3.54.
The bimodal distribution in time of flight (shown here for 3 ms) is clearly seen from
the optical density images. Fitting the bimodal distribution is done over the entire two
dimensional domain or radially. In practice we find it easiest to fit only the wings of the
gaussian distribution and use the residue to calculate the condensate number. Practically
speaking, we find that the human eye is generally good enough in assessing the optical
density images to determine an appropriate final trap that has a large enough condensate
fraction.
Quantitative analysis on the formation of the condensate is shown in Figure 3.55.
Tracking the ratio of the condensate atom number to the thermal atom number, we find
the condensate fraction to be greater than 95% at typical operating conditions. The atom
number in the condensate ranges between one to two hundred thousand. Time of flight
thermometry indicates a measured transition temperature TC of 420 nK. Deviations be-
tween the expected and measured transition temperatures are attributed to experimental
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Figure 3.54: Experimental detection of the condensate. As the trap depth decreases
the formation of the condensate is evidenced by the bimodal density and momentum
distribution. (top) Images of the atomic cloud after a 3 ms time of flight. Here shown
for an ending relative trap depth Pf/Pi of 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.22. The condensate
appears as a dense core inside the relatively diffuse thermal atoms. (bottom left)
Demonstration of exponential ramp down of the trap depth. The total ramp time
is 4.5 s with a characteristic time of 2.25 s. (bottom right) Optical density profile
summed over one dimension. The optical density profile (blue) is not gaussian. The
thermal atom number is extracted by fitting the wings of the distribution to a gaussian
(red dotted). The condensate number is obtained by measuring the residual optical
density.
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Figure 3.55: Characterization of the condensate fraction over the transition temper-
ature. (left) For lower final trap depths, more atoms are evaporated resulting in a
decrease in total atom number (blue), and as the temperature decreases the number of
atoms in the condensate increases (pink). The measured number of atoms in the con-
densate is limited by the saturation of the optical density. For sufficiently deep optical
evaporation, the condensate fraction (purple) reaches near unity. (right) Measured
condensate fraction as a function of the temperature which is measured by fitting the
thermal gaussian distribution. We estimate the transition temperature to be around
420 nK.
uncertainty in the trap frequency and atom number. For the experiments documented in
this thesis, such differences are not of concern; we only care that the temperature is low
enough to produce a reliably high condensate fraction. Depending on the experiment, we
may ramp the Feshbach field to the non-interacting regime in 100 ms after the formation
of the condensate.
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Figure 3.56: Bose-Einstein condensate of 7Li.
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3.11 Optical Lattices
After the generation of the condensate, the atomic cloud is loaded into a variety of
one dimensional optical lattice potentials depending on the particular experiment. In
this section we discuss the experimental generation of the lattice potentials and a few
important technical calculations; a discussion of the theory and calibration of the lattices
is found in the next chapter. The lattice potential energy is generated by the same
AC stark shift mechanism as the crossed optical dipole trap given by equation 3.44. A
periodic tiling in light intensity is created by retroreflecting a far detuned laser beam
to make a standing wave. This modulates the local light intensity periodically, and via
the AC stark shift, creates a periodic tiling in potential energy. This can be calculated
directly by considering the interference pattern generated by two counter propagating
gaussian beams defined by the electric field in the following equation.
E(z, r, t) = E0
w0
w(z)
e−r
2/w(z)2 exp
[−i (kz − kr2/2R(z)− ψ(z))] exp [iωt] (3.62)
Here, the parameters specified are identical to those in equation 3.46 with the ad-
dition of the Gouy phse ψ(z) := arctan (z/zR) and the radius of curvature R(z) :=
z (1 + (z/zR)
2). The total electric field is the sum of the two counter propagating beams
Etot = E(k) + E(−k), and the expected intensity found by averaging over a single light
period where I = 〈E2tot〉. The peak expected intensity of an individual beam is I0 = E20/2.
I(r, z) = 4I20
(
w0
w(z)2
)2
e−2r
2/w(z)2 cos2
(
2piz
λ
[
1 +
1
2
r2
z2R
w20
w(z)2
])
(3.63)
Since r  zR, the resultant intensity pattern has spatial periodicity of λ/2 and a
peak intensity four times greater than that of a single beam in equation 3.46; a sketch of
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Figure 3.57: Intensity landscape of a retroreflected optical lattice. The lattice spacing
532 nm is half the lattice light wavelength. The local light intensity drops to zero at
the nodes of the standing wave profile, and the radial confinement drops off with the
beam waist w0.
the potential is provided in Figure 3.57. Note that normalizing appropriately and taking
r = 0, the potential energy produced by equation 3.63 reduces to a simple cosine lattice
U(z) = U0 cos(2piz/λ)
2. Identical to the optical dipole trap, harmonic approximation
yields trap frequencies in the axial and radial directions. The expression for the radial
trap frequency is the same as in equation 3.49, and the axial trap frequency is set by the
lattice light wavelength λ = 1064 nm. Qualitatively, the axial frequency fz sets the size
of the lowest band gap. The radial trap frequency fr sets the energy scale of transverse
dynamics and interactions.
fr =
1
2pi
√
4U0
mw20
(3.64)
fz =
√
U0
mλ2
= 50.35 kHz
√
U0
ER
(3.65)
Experimentally, the lattice light is generated from the same seed and fiber amplifier as
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Figure 3.58: Schematic of lattice beams relative to the condensate and the optical
dipole trap beams. The two lattice beams (red and blue) are focused through the
side bucket window with an f = 300 mm lens and are retroreflected on the other
side of the chamber. The two beams are orthogonally polarized as indicated by the
figure. The two λ/4 waveplates induce a relative phase shift in the two beams such
that their intensity maxima are phase shifted by half a lattice site as indicated by the
inset image. Not shown are the dichroic and imaging optics that enable imaging along
this axis for alignment of the lattice beams.
the optical dipole trap beams with beam waist w0 = 80 µm and wavelength λ = 1064 nm.
With a total approximate power of 10 W the peak lattice depth is 165 ER, and these
values are calibrated by both Kapitza-Dirac diffraction and amplitude modulation spec-
troscopy. The light is detuned many MHz away from the optical dipole trap beams to
minimize interference effects. At the end of optical evaporation, a motorized waveplate
rotator diverts power away from the optical dipole trap beams towards the acoustic optic
modulators that control the lattice beams. A schematic of the relative orientation of the
lattice beams and the optical dipole trap is provided in Figure 3.58. The condensate is
adiabatically loaded into the ground band of the optical lattice potential about quasimo-
mentum zero by simultaneously ramping down the optical dipole traps and ramping up
the lattice beams over 100 ms.
The lattice beams are aligned to the image of the insitu condensate position along
the propagation direction of the lattice beams. The retroreflection mirror is coarsely
set by optimizing the rejected power in the fiber amplifier optical isolator and is finely
aligned by maximizing the number of diffracted orders in Kapitza-Dirac diffraction. We
find good agreement with the measured lattice depth and ab initio calculations.
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Figure 3.59: Intensity landscape for double beam optical lattice. The additional lattice
beam keeps the effective lattice depth fixed but increases the overal chemical potential
and increases the radial trap frequency.
3.11.1 Double Optical Lattice
As alluded to in the previous text and indicated in Figure 3.58, our one dimensional
lattice potential is generated by two separately controllable co-aligned retroreflected lat-
tices, which enable modulation of the effective lattice depth greater than 100%. For a
single retroreflected lattice, changing the sign of the potential would require sweeping
the detuning which is not experimentally viable. Such a technical requirement is neces-
sary for our experiments studying strongly driven lattice systems. Our weakly modulated
experiments use only a single lattice for which the previous discussion is complete. By or-
thogonally linearly polarizing the two beams, interference effects are eliminated, and the
total potential energy is simply the sum of the individual potentials. The utility of such
a configuration arises because the two lattice potentials are phase shifted by half a lattice
site. By appropriately modulating the depths in time, the desired modulation scheme is
realized. To see this, consider individual lattice potentials given by the following
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Figure 3.60: Characterization of phase differences in the time modulation between
the lattice beams. (top) Example amplitude modulation of the lattice depth. The
frequency of modulation is fitted to be 1.307 MHz. The estimated phase difference
between the modulation is around 4 ns. (bottom) Quenching the lattice depth via
the radio frequency from the direct digital synthesizer. The measured fall time of
approximately 200 ns is consistent with estimations using the beam diameter of 2 mm
and the speed of sound 4.25 km/s. At these timescales, the time response of the
photodiode (10 MHz) limits accurate characterization of the quench which is evidenced
by negative voltages.
U1(z, t) = −Aα sin2
(
ωt
2
+
pi
2
)
cos2(kz) (3.66)
U2(z, t) = −A (1 + α) sin2
(
ωt
2
)
cos2
(
kz + 2
pi
4
)
(3.67)
where A is the static lattice depth, α the depth of modulation, and ω the modulation
frequency. Experimentally, this equates to modulating one lattice from zero to Aα and
and the other to A(α+1) out of phase. Summing the two together yields a total potential
of
Utot(z, t) = −A
2
(1 + α)− A
2
cos (2kx) [1 + α sin (ωt)] (3.68)
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Figure 3.61: Characterization of varying the spatial phase between the two lattices.
(left) As the phase difference between the lattices is varied the effective lattice varies
between |U1 + U2| and |U1 − U2|. (right) Data of the population amplitudes in
each diffracted order for varying waveplate angle in Kapitza-Dirac diffraction. As the
waveplate is rotated the effective lattice depth changes and the population in each
diffracted mode alters.
where we have realized a 1D optical lattice whose depth can change sign. However,
since the energy shift from the beams is always attractive, this results in an increase in
the overall chemical potential indicated by the first term in equation 3.68. A schematic
of the modulation and the total potential is provided in Figure 3.59 to elucidate this.
This increases the effective radial trap frequency and the interaction energy depending
on the modulation strength. Different modulation schemes can keep the total chemical
potential fixed at the cost of experimental precision in the lattice depth.
To keep the modulation in phase, the radio frequency source for the lattice beam
acousto-optic modulators come from the same direct digital synthesizer, and a descrip-
tion of this driver is found in Appendix B. We also find the use of a delay line to be
experimentally helpful in eliminating phase error caused by differences in the relative
position of the beams on the acousto-optic modulator crystal. A characterization of the
time phase difference is provided in Figure 3.60.
The half lattice site phase offset is generated by two λ/4 waveplates such that upon
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retroflection, the equivalent Jones matrix is represented by λ/4-λ/2-λ/4 waveplate chain.
By setting the beginning and ending λ/4 waveplate to 45◦, the λ/2 waveplate continuously
tunes the relative phase offset between the lattices. Implementing modulation schemes
utilizing a spatial phase offset different than half a lattice site would cause the modulation
to induce a force, which would enable study of different modulation phenomena. The
veracity of the lattice offset is confirmed by measuring the reduction in effective lattice
depth during Kapitza-Dirac diffraction; example data is shown in Figure 3.61.
Loading into the double optical lattice potential is similar to the one beam case,
except that both beams must be turned on in tandem. As described in Figure 3.62, this
smoothly ramps on the effective lattice depth which minimizes heating.
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Figure 3.62: Loading into the double optical lattice. (a) The lattice depth of each
lattice during a modulation cycle. The dashed lines refer to different moments in time
during the modulation. (b,d,f) By fixing the initial phase and ramping up the power
in each beam, the effective lattice depth can be adiabatically turned on. This allows
the total lattice to have minima at either lattice 1 (pink) or lattice 2 (blue). (c,e,g)
The resultant lattice depth in space as the power in the beams are increased for the
initial phase conditions of (b,d,f).
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Chapter 4
Lattice Techniques and Floquet
Band Engineering
In this chapter we describe the theoretical framework for understanding our optical lattice
experiment.
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4.1 1D Optical Lattice
The experiments in this thesis utilize one dimensional optical lattices to study lattice
physics. To serve as a fundamental bedrock for future discussion of our experiments, the
author presents here a brief discussion on the case study of a simple one dimensional
optical lattice. The aim of this section to provide a brief overview of some important
properties and how we do numerical calculations. The single particle Hamiltonian of the
one dimensional optical lattice is given by
Hˆ =
pˆ2
2m
− V0 cos2(kLxˆ) (4.1)
where m is the particle mass, V0 the lattice depth, and kL = 2pi/λ the lattice k-
vector. For all experiments in this thesis we use mLi = 7 amu and λ = 1064 nm.
For theoretical simplicity we express equation 4.1 in terms of the unitless position and
momentum operators φ := kLx and p := pφ~kL for which the commutator is now unitless
as shown in equation 4.2
[x, p] = i~→ [φ, pφ] = i (4.2)
This transforms the Hamiltonian and the time dependent Schrodinger equation into
the unitless expressions of equations 4.3 and 4.4 which are scaled by the recoil energy
ER = ~2k2L/2m = ~ωR.
h = −∂2φ + v(φ) (4.3)
hψ = i
∂ψ
∂τ
(4.4)
where h := H/ER, v(φ) := V (φ)/ER, and τ := ωRt are the dimensionless Hamilto-
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nian, potential, and time respectively. For reasonable values of h, it is clear from the
definition of τ that time dynamics will occur on timescales with the recoil frequency
νR := ER/h of 25.18 kHz. The undimensionalized Hamiltonian gotten from the dimen-
sionful Hamiltonian in equation 4.1 then becomes the expression shown in equation 4.5.
h = −∂2φ − v0 cos2(φ) (4.5)
= −∂2φ −
v0
2
cos(2φ)− v0
2
(4.6)
We shall commonly drop the constant term for notational simplicity. The stationary
solutions to the time dependent Schrodinger equation of equation 4.4 can be found by
utilizing the discrete translation symmetry of equation 4.5 (h(φ + pi) = h(φ)) using of
Bloch’s theorem in the typical way. The solutions will be then characterized by a band
index n and quasimomentum k where k is restricted to the first Brillouin zone−1 < k < 1.
Assuming an ansatz solution of equation 4.7
ψ =un,k(φ)e
ikφ (4.7)
where un,k is a pi periodic function, the time dependendent Schrodinger equation hψ = ψ
reduces to the eigenvalue problem of equation 4.8 over the domain [−pi/2, pi/2].
n,kun,k =
[
k2 − 2ik∂φ − ∂2φ + v(φ)
]
un,k (4.8)
Solving equation 4.8 is done numerically by choosing an orthogonal basis {wn(φ)}
shown in equation 4.9 over the domain [−pi/2, pi/2]. Practically speaking, one must
choose a truncated basis to perform calculations, and thus we elect to use pi periodic
functions which resemble free particle states.
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wn(φ) =

√
1
pi
n = 0√
2
pi
cos(nφ) n = 2, 4, 6...√
2
pi
sin((n+ 1)φ) n = 1, 3, 5...
(4.9)
The effect of the operators of equation 4.5 on this basis are
∂φwn =

0 n = 0
−nwn−1 n = 2, 4, 6...
(n+ 1)wn+1 n = 1, 3, 5...
∂2φwn =

0 n = 0
−n2wn n = 2, 4, 6...
−(n+ 1)2wn n = 1, 3, 5...
which allows us to recast the problem into the matrix equation
[
k2I− ikM1 −M2 + M3
]
~v = n,k~v, (4.10)
where {Mi} are given by,
M1 := 〈wm |∂φ|wn〉 =

0
0 −2
2 0
0 −4
4
. . .

(4.11)
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M2 :=
〈
wm
∣∣∂2φ∣∣wn〉 =

0 0 0 · · · 0
0 −2 . . .
0
. . . −2
... −4
−4
0
. . .

(4.12)
And the potential is similarly represented by:
M3 := 〈wm |v(φ)|wn〉 = (V0/ER)
4

0 0
√
2 · · · 0
0 0 0 1
√
2 0 0 0 1
... 1 0
. . . . . .
1
. . .
0

(4.13)
Once equation 4.10 is defined, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a given quasi-
momentum are found using an eigenvalue solver program. Example calculated band
structures for the cosine lattice are shown in Figure 4.1, and we shall take a moment
to discuss some qualitative features. The lattice provides coupling with momentum of
a reciprocal vector and therefore opens up energy gaps at the zone edge and center.
The curvature of the bands alternates between band indices n and becomes more flat
for larger lattice depths. The band structure is also symmetric about k → −k owing to
the inversion symmetry and the lack of spin-orbit coupling terms of the simple lattice of
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Figure 4.1: Calculated band structure En(k) for the 1D optical lattice for lattices
depths of 5, 15, and 30 ER. Colored lines separate energies into the band indeces n,
and solid dashed lines correspond to harmonic oscillator equivalent spectrum.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated band structure En(k) for the 1D optical lattice for lattices
depths of 5, 15, and 30 ER in the extended zone scheme. Colored lines separate ener-
gies into the band indices n, and solid dashed lines correspond to harmonic oscillator
equivalent spectrum. Solid black line is the free particle dispersion.
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equation 4.3.
We also consider limiting cases of the lattice depth V0. In the limit that the lattice
depth V0 is very large, we anticipate that the behavior of the low energy solutions to 4.3
should resemble a harmonic approximation about the lattice potential energy minimum
given by equation 4.14.
v(φ) = −v0
2
(
1 + 2φ2 + . . .
)
(4.14)
The resultant Hamiltonian and eigenvalues are given by equations 4.15 and 4.16.
hho = −∂2φ + v0φ2 (4.15)
n,ho = 2
√
v0
(
n+
1
2
)
, n ∈ 0, 1, 2, . . . (4.16)
These are also plotted in Figure 4.1, and we note that consistent with our intuition, the
harmonic approximation matches the numerically calculated eigenvalues for large lattice
depths. This can also be seen be comparing the wavefunctions for the approximate
harmonic and numerical lattice calculations as shown in Figure 4.3. Again, we can
see that the lattice wavefunctions are well approximated by the harmonic ones for low
energies and large lattice depths.
In the opposite limit where the lattice depth V0 vanishes, we anticipate the solutions
to match those given by a the free particle Hamiltonian
hfree = −∂2φ (4.17)
k,free = k
2, (4.18)
and we compare all calculated energies in Figure 4.2 in the extended zone scheme
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where the momentum k is unfolded by the band index n under the transformation k →
k + n. In this case, we note that the lattice energies match those for the free particle
dispersion for low lattice depths and high energy states consistent with our intuition.
Additional examination of the extended zone scheme provides further intuition as
shown in Figure 4.4. Crossings in the free particle dispersion k2 displaced by the lattice
reciprocal vector 2~kL are momenta at which the lattice provides coupling. Gaps in the
energy spectrum then generically open at these coupling resonances. To lowest order,
the size of the gaps are consistent with predictions from first order perturbation theory.
For the experiments covered in this thesis, we measure the semi-classical behavior of
the condensate by a wavepacket in the band structure. In particular, a useful metric is
the group velocity vg which is expressed in equation 4.19
vg =
∂
∂k
(4.19)
The group velocity will then dictate the motion of the condensate in the lattice given
by the simple evolution x˙ = vg.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of probability density for lattice and harmonic oscillator eigen-
states. Here shown for lattice depths of 5ER and 30ER at the center of the Brillouin
zone at k = 0. For deeper lattice depths, the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions more
accurately reflect the lattice eigenstates. For the shallow lattice the excited states
resemble plane waves.
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Figure 4.4: Opening of gaps in the energy spectrum from the lattice potential. The
black lines are the free particle dispersion k2 displaced by multiples of the lattice
reciprocal vector 2~kL. As the lattice depth increases gaps in the spectrum at the
zone edge open from the coupling provided by the lattice.
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4.2 Band Mapping
When conducting an experiment, it is useful to read out the populations of the lattice
band state |n, k〉, and band mapping is a technique used to read out this information.
The fundamental goal of band mapping is to map the eigenstate |n, k〉 inside the lattice
to a free particle momentum state |p〉 which can then be identified through time of
flight imaging [20, 21, 22]. Experimentally, this is achieved by ramping down the lattice
potential which projects the eigenstates of the lattice Hamiltonian of equation 4.3 onto
the free particle Hamiltonian of equation 4.17 which is diagrammed in Figure 4.5. The
relationship between the band states |n, k〉 and the free particle state is then given by
p = (n+ k)~kL (4.20)
The fidelity of this mapping is preserved with a ramp that is slow compared to
the band gap but faster than any dynamics that would alter the intraband momentum
distribution. Instead of providing a more theoretical discussion of these requirements,
we shall instead focus on numerical results to elucidate the dynamics of band mapping
since the solutions to equation 4.3 are already numerically found.
For the lattice Hamiltonian of equation 4.3 we shall consider a time dependent lattice
depth v0(t) given by equation 4.21, and an initial wavefunction which is the Bloch state
modulated by a Gaussian envelope σ as in equation 4.22 where the radius will be many
lattice sites.
v0(t) = v0e
−2t2/τ2 (4.21)
ψ(φ) = un,k(φ)e
ikφ
[
1√
2piσ2
e−φ
2/(2σ2)
]
(4.22)
Time dependent numerical integration is then conducted in the position basis using an
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of band mapping where quasimomentum is mapped on free
particle momentum states momentum states by ramping down the lattice potential.
As the lattice depth decreases, the lattice eigenstates (red) transform into those of
the free particle dispersion (black) as can be directly visualized by plotting the lattice
band structure in the extended zone scheme (blue). The effect of bandmapping is to
then transform the blue states into the black ones.
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of band mapping. For initial state |n, k〉 = |2, 0〉,
c = 2.5 sites, and τ = 10 µs which are the approxiate conditions as diagrammed
in Figure 4.5. The cloud splits in two equal components each with momentum 2~kL
which is a consequence of that the initial wavefunction is spread evenly about k = 0.
midpoint Crank Nicolson time evolution operator. In particular we shall be interested
in the time dependent position and momentum probabilities |ψ(φ, t)|2 and |ψ(k, t)|2.
An example calculation is summarized in Figure 4.6 for an initial wavepacket in the
|2, 0〉 state. The band mapping is in accordance with equation 4.20. In general, such
calculations are not useful on a day to day basis, but they historically provided us with
intuition of the inner workings of band mapping. Experimentally, the ramp down time is
set by the specific experimental conditions but typically we utilize ramp times of around
a hundred microseconds. Example data for band mapping can be found in the next
section on amplitude modulation spectroscopy.
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4.3 Amplitude Modulation Spectroscopy
To calibrate our lattice depths for the experiments described in this thesis, we utilize
amplitude modulation spectroscopy. Periodic modulation of the lattice depth ex-
cites atoms to higher bands based upon resonances between the bands and the population
of the higher bands is measured via band mapping. By identifying the location of these
resonances the lattice depth is inferred [20]. The time dependent modulation modifies
the hamiltonian of equation 4.3 to that of equation 4.23 where α is the drive strength
and ω the drive frequency. The number of atoms excited from the initial state |ng, kg〉 to
the excited state |ne, ke〉 then depends on the resonance condition of equation 4.24 and
the strength of the coupling χ in equation 4.25.
h = −∂2φ − v0(1 + α sin(ωt)) cos2(φ) (4.23)
~ω = ne,ke − ng ,kg (4.24)
χ =
∣∣〈ne, ke| cos2(φ)|ng, kg〉∣∣2 (4.25)
The form of the perturbing Hamiltonian provides coupling that conserves quasimo-
mentum such that kg = ke. While the coupling strength increases with drive strength, it
is important to keep α low enough to remain in the perturbing regime to maintain the
Fermi’s golden rule interpretation of the modulation. We typically operate with modula-
tion strengths of 5% to 10%. The resonance condition of equation 4.24 is mapped out by
utilizing the calculated band energies which is shown in Figure 4.7 for excitations from
the ground band ng = 0 to the first few excited bands.
In Figure 4.8 we calculate the coupling strength χ for an example 5ER and 10ER
lattice. Note that the coupling from the ground band to the first excited band vanishes
at the zone center. This is a consequence of the even parity of the modulation, but this
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Figure 4.7: Calculated energy resonances between bands in the one dimensional optical
lattice from the ground band ng = 0. The solid lines are calculated at the zone edge,
the dotted ones are at the zone center, and the shaded region indicates quasimomenta
throughout the rest of the zone. Calculations done for λ = 1064 nm and m = mLi.
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Figure 4.8: The coupling strength χ from the ground band to the first few excited
bands. (left) For a lattice depth of 5ER. (right) For a lattice depth of 10ER.
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parity selection rule is broken away from the zone center. Also note that the coupling
strength decreases for deeper lattice. For deep lattice the wavefunctions are similar to the
harmonic oscillator eigenstates of Figure 4.3 which do not resemble plane wave states with
spatial periodicity of the lattice and therefore do not couple strongly to the modulation.
For these reasons, we typically perform amplitude modulation on the 0 → 3 transition
about the zone center at k = 0.
Example data is shown in Figure 4.9 for measuring the 0→ 3 resonance for an atomic
cloud initially in the ground band about k = 0. After the modulation, a band mapping
procedure is performed to map the quasimomentum onto momentum which is detected
in time of flight. By fitting the relative population as a function of the modulation
frequency, the resonance can be mapped out and the lattice depth inferred.
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Figure 4.9: Amplitude modulation spectroscopy. Atoms in the ground band are ex-
cited by modulating the lattice depth resonantly with an interband transition Here
for a transition between the ground band ng = 0 and the second excited band ne = 2.
(top) After the modulation, a band mapping procedure is performed which maps
quasimomentum onto momentum. The population in the higher band is detected by
the atoms that are excited into the higher momentum states. For a time of flight of
3 ms, the locations of the zone edge are drawn as dashed lines. (bottom) Comparison
of the relative number of atoms in the ground band (blue) to the excited band (red)
as a function of the modulation frequency. The resonance here is measured to be at
245 kHz by fitting to the the distributions.
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4.4 Kapitza-Dirac Diffraction
Kapitza-Dirac diffraction is a pulsed lattice technique which we use to measure the
optical lattice depth. A diabatic pulse of the lattice onto the BEC causes the matter wave
to diffract off the lattice, like a grating, into higher order plane wave momentum states.
This process can also be thought of as two photon process where the BEC undergoes
stimulated absorption in one lattice beam and stimulated emission into the other. These
two perspectives are diagrammed in Figure 4.10. The treatment here follows that found
in [23]. Experimentally speaking we compare measured relative populations in each
scattering mode as a function of optical power and compare to the numerical predictions
as described here. The Hamiltonian for during the pulse is the same as 4.5,
h = −∂2φ + v0 cos2(φ) (4.26)
and we shall represent the condensate wavefunction in the discrete plane wave basis
as shown in equation 4.27, since we are concerned with discrete momenta scattering from
the lattice. Since the spatial extent of the condensate is large compared to that of a
lattice site, it is appropriate to consider the initial state to be that of a plane wave with
zero momentum as shown in equation 4.28.
ψ(φ, t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cn(t)e
i2nφ (4.27)
cn(t = 0) = δn0 (4.28)
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of Kapitza-Dirac diffraction. When the optical lattice potential
energy (yellow) is pulsed onto the condensate the atoms absorb discrete momentum of
multiples of 2~kL which can be seen in time of flight as a linear expansion in position.
Only first few modes are shown for clarity. The population of the modes depends on
the lattice depth v0 and the pulse duraction.
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Figure 4.11: Experimentally measured Kapitza-Dirac diffraction. (left) The lattice
beam is pulsed for 3 µs at an approximate lattice depth of 270ER and the resultant
atomic distribution is allowed to expand in time of flight. Discrete absorption of
lattice momenta is see as the formation of discrete momentum peaks which are travel
linearly away at their respective momentum. (right) Kaptiza-Dirac diffraction for
a fixed pulse time and time of flight for varying lattice depth. As the lattice depth
increases, the relative population of different momentum states changes.
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Figure 4.12: Maximum populated order n¯ as a function of lattice depth V0. As the
lattice depth increases the number of orders that participate in the time evolution
grows. The relatively slow increase is a consequence of the quadratic dependence of
kinetic energy on wave number n.
In this basis the operators of equation 4.5 are expressed as
∂2φ |n〉 = −4n2|n〉 (4.29)
cos2 (φ) |n〉 = 1
2
|n〉+ 1
4
|n+ 1〉+ 1
4
|n− 1〉 (4.30)
For which the time dependent Schrodinger equation says the time evolution for the
coefficients {cn} to be given as
ic˙n = 4n
2 +
v0
4
(cn+1 + 2cn + cn−1) (4.31)
Before proceeding, examination of equation 4.31 reveals some qualitative behavior.
First, for a given lattice depth, the highest order n that will be occupied is given by
equation 4.32 which is shown in Figure 4.12.
n¯ =
√
V0
4ER
(4.32)
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Furthermore, neglecting the n2 terms in equation 4.31 which is equivalent to ignoring
the kinetic energy of the atoms, yields the Raman-Nath approximation where the solu-
tions to 4.31 are given by the Jn Bessel functions of the first kind. Such an approximation
is mostly valid for small pulse amplitudes and large mass atoms, and in the case for 7Li
in our experiment is almost always broken. Therefore, the time dependent amplitudes
are found numerically by representing the time dependent amplitudes as a the matrix
equation in equation 4.33 with matrix operators M1 and M2.
~˙c = −i
(
4M1 +
v0
4
M2
)
~c(t) (4.33)
M1 =

. . .
22
12
0
12
22
. . .

(4.34)
M2 =

2 1
1 2 1
1
. . . . . .
. . .

.
Numerical integration of equation 4.33 yields time dependent probabilities as shown in
Figure 4.13. The population in the modes oscillate in time with frequency that increases
with lattice depth, and more modes participate in the evolution as predicted by equation
4.32. While in principle, we could calibrate our lattices by comparing the measured time
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evolution to the theoretical predictions of Figure 4.13 this is not ideal. Since our timing
software is not able to reliably resolve below 1 µs mapping out the time evolution for
lattice depths deeper than a few recoils would be challenging. This also requires keeping
the lattice depth constant from run to run, which is not easily done to within the precision
necessary as alluded to by the sensitive time evolution. Instead, we experimentally fix
the pulse time to 3 µs to a high degree of precision and vary the lattice depth via a VVA
controlling the RF power which directs the lattice beam to the atoms. The optical power
is measured using a photodiode. We then compare the photodiode pulse amplitude to the
measured scattering peaks to extract the linear relationship between photodiode voltage
and the lattice depth. This technique not only eliminates the timing requirements on
the pulse but also allows us to calibrate the lattice photodiode using fewer runs of the
machine. To this end, we perform the numerics previously outlined for a fixed final pulse
time and vary the lattice depth. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 4.14
and show an oscillatory behavior with lattice depth reminiscent of the time evolution.
This evolution masks the fact that there are fast oscillations in time at every point shown.
To minimize any dephasing it is then advantageous to operate at a minimum pulse
time to reduce the amount of oscillations in time, which is experimentally limited by the
photodiode response time, the AOM response time, and the timing software. The AOM
response time is limited by the size of the lattice beam through the AOM aperture,
the speed of sound, and the RF drive. For a tellurium dioxide AOM with speed of
sound 4.25 km/s and a beam diameter of 1 mm, we approximate the rise time to be
approximately 235 ns. The RF switch that controls the RF drive to the AOM has a rise
and fall time of 10 ns (ZASWA-2-50DR+). The photodiode has an estimated 100 ns rise
time (PDA20CS, 10 MHz), and updated software can run as quickly as 20 ns. As of
writing of this thesis, we have found a pulse time of 3 µs to be sufficiently long compared
to these experimental considerations.
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Figure 4.13: Time evolution of the scattering into higher order plane waves modes from
the pulsed lattice. The negative modes are not plotted. (top) The time evolution for
a lattice with depth 10 ER. The evolution is slow and only a few modes participate.
(bottom) The time evolution for a lattice with depth 50 ER. The evolution is faster
than of the 10 ER lattice and more modes participate.
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Figure 4.14: Relative momentum populations as function of lattice depth for a pulse
time of 3 µs.
The dominant mechanisms leading to dephasing is the finite spatial extent of the
lattice beam in comparison to the size of the BEC. Since the pulse time is much shorter
than the transverse oscillation period in the ODT and lattice beam, this effectively means
that atoms closer to the beam center will feel a higher effective lattice depth. Assuming
that the condensate with Gaussian radius σ is centered about the lattice with waist w0,
the transverse lattice depth and radial atom number density U(r) and ρ(r) are given
below.
U(r) = U0 exp
(−2r2/w20) (4.35)
ρ(r) =
r
σ2
exp
(−r2/2σ2) (4.36)
Where ρ(r) satisfies the normalization constraint
∫
drρ(r) = 1. In addition to smear-
ing out the lattice depth across the condensate this will reduce the effective lattice depth
〈U〉 in equation 4.37 as shown in Figure 4.15 for realistic experimental parameters. The
combination of these effects reduces the dynamic range of the oscillations in the relative
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population of the scattering modes especially at large lattice depths and makes accurately
calibrating the lattice depth via Figure 4.14 alone difficult.
〈U〉 =
∫ ∞
0
U(r)ρ(r) (4.37)
To mitigate this effect, we perform a weighted average over the expected probability
distribution for ρ(r) and U(r) as shown in Figure 4.16. At higher lattice depths only
do the higher scattering modes exhibit oscillatory motion. However, we find that these
theoretical predictions are good enough to accurately measure the optical lattice depth
using Kapitza-Dirac diffraction.
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Figure 4.15: Comparing the radial distribution of condensate number and lattice
depth for realstic experimental parameters. Here the lattice beam waist w0 is 30 µm
and the condesnate gaussian radius σ is 200 µm.
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Figure 4.16: Reduction of dynamic range of the oscillations in relative momentum
scattering populations due to the finite extent of the lattice beam. Negative scattering
modes are no shown, and the relative size of the condensate and lattice beam are as
in Figure 4.15. The dashed lines are calculated assuming only a single lattice depth
while the solid lines are the expected curves taking the finite extent into account. Not
only does the peak-to-peak amplitude change but also does the location of the relative
minima and maxima. At large lattice depths only the higher scattering modes exhibit
oscillatory dependence on lattice depth.
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Figure 4.17: Calibrating the optical lattices via Kaptiza-Dirac diffraction. The mea-
sured relative population in the scatter modes are compared to the theoretical predic-
tions accounting for the finite extent of the condensate and lattice beam. The pulse
time is 3 µs and the fitted calibration is 73ER/V. The measured population in the
negative and positive modes are averaged.
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4.5 Floquet Theory
The experiments in this thesis examine the dynamics of Floquet systems which are
characterized by a time periodic Hamiltonian as indicated in equation 4.38. In particu-
lar, in the case where the drive is fast compared to the dynamics characterized by the
time independent part of the Hamiltonian, it is appropriate to consider some effective
time independent Floquet Hamiltonian. This will be characterized by so called Flo-
quet eigenstates with eigenvalues called the quasienergies which are the time periodic
equivalent of the time independent case. We focus our intuition based upon the analogy
between the discrete spatial translation symmetry of crytalline materials to those of the
discrete time translation symmetry of Floquet systems. It is the goal of this section
to briefly outline the basic theoretical framework for non-interacting Floquet systems,
specifically focusing on a few numerical tools utilized to understand the experiments
detailed in this thesis. This treatment follows that outlined in [3] and will frequently
outsource important calculations.
Our discussion begins by considering the time periodic Hamiltonian as shown in equa-
tion 4.38. This implies that the Hamiltonian commutes with the discrete time translation
operator U(T ).
H(t) = H(t+ T ) (4.38)
0 = [U(T ), H] (4.39)
Time evolution is completely understood by knowledge of the operator U(t) for times
t ∈ [0, T ] which is diagrammed in Figure 4.18. Furthermore, the stroboscopic unitary
time evolution operator can be written with a Hermitian generator G, the Floquet Hamil-
tonian, which is characterized by eigenvalues {n} called the quasienergies.
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Figure 4.18: Time evolution by the stroboscopic time evolution operator. Time evo-
lution for any time t is described by some integer number of evolution by the drive
period and a part for time t < T0.
U(T ) := exp (iGT/~) (4.40)
From this, it can be shown that time evolution can be written as
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
n
an|un(t)〉e−int/~ (4.41)
where |un(t)〉 are the T periodic Floquet functions and an are time independent co-
efficients. This is highly reminiscent of time evolution under a static Hamiltonian except
with time periodic basis states, and is why we call G and its spectrum the Floquet Hamil-
tonian and quasienergies. A key difference is that since G is defined by the stroboscopic
time evolution operator, any eigenvalue is only defined up to ~ω where ω = 2pi/T .
exp(i(+ n~ω)T/~) = exp(iT/~), n ∈ Z (4.42)
It is useful then to define all the quasienergies with respect to a first quasienergy
Brillouin zone as defined by equation 4.43.
n ∈ [−~ω/2, ~ω/2] (4.43)
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This naming convention is draw a direct comparison to the first Brillouin zone of
quasimomentum for crystalline materials. Continuous spatial translation symmetry is
exchanged for a discrete one [U(x→ x+ a), H] = 0. The eigenstates are described by
spatial periodic bloch waves characterized by a quasimomentum k defined only up to a
reciprocal lattice vector 2pi/a. From a computational standpoint, equation 4.43 raises
the issue in that there is no a priori quasienergy ordering. However, an appropriate
ordering typically arises from knowledge of the specifics of the driven system which we
shall demonstrate later through case studies. In particular we shall focus on the case of
the amplitude modulated optical lattice potential.
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4.6 Floquet Band Engineering
The starting point shall be the amplitude modulated lattice Hamiltonian of equation
4.23.
h = −∂2φv0 (1 + α sin(ωt)) cos2(φ) (4.44)
Instead of considering the dynamics from a Fermi’s golden rule perspective where
atoms are transferred to the excited band, we shall consider solving for the new sin-
gle particle Floquet eigenstates and their quasienergy bands. Using our intuition from
the static lattice Hamiltonian and amplitude modulation spectroscopy, we anticipate the
opening of gaps in the quasienergy spectrum given by the resonance condition of equa-
tion 4.24 which we reshow below. This can be visualized by “folding” the static lattice
bands by integer multiples of the drive energy using equation 4.46. Wherever there are
band crossings in the folded spectrum, we expect a gap to open for finite drive strength
depending on the coupling strength χ of equation 4.25. Such a procedure is shown in
Figure 4.19 for a static depth of 5.4ER and a modulation frequency of 210 kHz.
n~ω = (i, k)− (j, k) n ∈ Z (4.45)
fold(i, k) = mod((i, k), ~ω) (4.46)
Calculation of the quasienergy band structure is done by numerical diagonalization
of the Floquet Hamiltonian derived from the stroboscopic time evolution operator U(T ).
This done by calculating the time dependent Hamiltonian H({ti} , k) over a discrete mesh
{ti} with a time dependent amplitude of equation 4.23. Time evolution of each time step
∆t = ti+1 − ti is calculated using either the Crank Nicolson method in equation 4.48
or the exponential midpoint method in equation 4.49. The stroboscopic time evolution
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Figure 4.19: Calculating the Floquet quasienergy spectrum of an amplitude modu-
lated optical lattice. The static lattice depth is 5.4ER, α = 0.4, and the modulation
frequency 210 kHz which sets the first quasienergy Brillouin zone to be 8.34ER. (left)
Visualization of interband resonances induced from the amplitude modulation. The
static lattice band structure is plotted as colored lines. The resonances are indicated
by the squiggly lines where the linewidth indicates the photon number of the excita-
tion. For visual simplicity each transition is only drawn on one side of the Brillouin
zone. (top right) The folded energy band structure for the first few bands as shown
on the left. (bottom right) The calculated quasienergy band strucutre. Gaps open
at the interband structure depending on the coupling strength. The plotted bands
are the ones that have the highest overlap with the static states and color coded
accordingly.
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operator is then calculated by the product over each discrete time evolution operator.
U(T ) ≈ U(t1)U(t2)....U(tN) (4.47)
U(t+ ∆t, t) =
I − i∆t
2
h(t+ ∆t
2
)
I + i∆t
2
h(t+ ∆t
2
)
(4.48)
U(t+ ∆t, t) = e−i∆th(t+∆t/2) (4.49)
From there, the Floquet Hamiltonian is found from matrix manipulation and the
spectrum then calculated by numerical diagonalization
U(T ) = exp [−2piiG(ωR/ω)] (4.50)
G(k) = i
1
2pi
ωR
ω
log(U(T )) (4.51)
{˜(n, k)} = eig(G(k)) (4.52)
This then raises the issue of quasienergy ordering as in principle one must account
for the entire spectrum {˜(n, k)} as demonstrated in Figure 4.21. In the experiments of
this thesis we are typically interested in hybridization between the ground band and one
of the low lying excited bands. To this end, we can select out the desired Floquet state
|˜(n, k)〉 by computing its probability overlap with the unperturbed spectrum |(n, k)〉,
and only examining those states with large overlap.
P = |〈˜(n, k)|(n, k)〉|2 (4.53)
The end result is a Floquet band structure which demonstrates the hybridization
of those specific bands as shown in Figure 4.19. The spectrum does indeed show the
opening of gaps at the predicted resonances where the gap size depends on the matrix
coupling χ. The discrimination process of equation 4.53 also makes it possible to isolate
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Figure 4.20: Analyzing the hybridized band, for the modulation parameters of Figure
4.19. (left) The hybrid bands corresponding to the static bands n = 0 and n = 2.
(right) The numerically calculated group velocity using the calculated band structure.
The discontinuities are consequences of higher order resonance and the computational
uncertainty associated with 4.53
and analyze a particular hybrid band ˜(n, k). Ignoring higher order resonances and in-
teraction mediated effects, the hybrid band functions exactly like the static band under
the stroboscopic assumption. Therefore by tuning the drive conditions α and ω, a wide
variety of Floquet Bloch bands can be constructed which leads to the terminology Flo-
quet band engineering. In context of this thesis, we are particularly interested in the
semi-classical behavior of these systems for which we obtain a modified group velocity
determined by the hybrid band.
vg =
∂˜(n, k)
∂k
(4.54)
By utilizing the discrimination criterion of equation 4.53 we can isolate a particular
hybridized band ˜(n, k) and examine the group velocity as shown in Figure 4.20.
But is the post selection process of equation 4.53 physically motivated? Since we
typically consider atoms initialized in the ground band, it appropriate to reduce this
question to whether multi-photon coupling from the ground band is significant enough to
affect the system. While in general this will depend on the particulars of the experiment,
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it is a statement regarding the effect of an O(n) perturbation theory where n is the
photon number, which in this case goes as the coupling strength χn. The strength of
these couplings can therefore be directly observed by the size of the gaps that they open
in the spectrum which is outlined in Figure 4.22. Crossing between the perturbative and
strongly driven limit is directly investigated in the experiments of this thesis.
In some sense, the success of equation 4.53 in defining a hybrid band structure is a
measure of the accuracy of a perturbing limit where the new eigenstates resemble those
of the static Hamiltonian but slightly modified. This prompts us to consider the strongly
driven limit for which we plot the quasienergy band structure in Figure 4.23. As the drive
strength α increase the resultant quasienergy spectrum becomes increasingly deformed
and multi photon resonances become more pronounced.
Another extension of this revolves around increasing the complexity of the drive.
Instead of the single frequency modulation consider instead a polychromatic drive
h = −∂2φ + v0
(
1 +
∑
i
αi sin(ωit)
)
(4.55)
where the relative phases have been eliminated to maintain the static lattice depth
at t = 0. The numerical treatment is the same as before expect that the size of the first
quasienergy Brillouin zone is decreased due to longer total repetition period.
Ω =
2pi
LCM({Ti}) (4.56)
The result of such a calculation is presented in Figure 4.24 for a static lattice depth
of 5ER α1 = α2 = 0.4 and f1 = 2f2 = 160 kHz, where we have chosen a relatively simple
modulation scheme to simplify the quasienergy band structure.
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Figure 4.21: Distinguishing relevant quasienergies. For the same parameters as Figure
4.19, the quasienergy spectrum is plotted for the lowest fifteen hybrid bands chosen to
elucidate the problem. Without imposing an external condition on what quasienergies
to use, the spectrum becomes complicated quite quickly which in principle has the
same cardinality of the static lattice system - infinite.
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Figure 4.22: Higher order resonances. The same data as Figure 4.21 except zoomed
in on the blue shaded region. The gap here represents a two photon coupling between
the ground band and the third excited band.
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Figure 4.23: Exploring the strongly driven limit. Here the static lattice depth is
5.4ER, the modulation frequency is 210 kHz, and the driving strength α = 0.5, 1, 2, 5
as is indicated in each plot. In the weakly driven limit the Floquet bands are well
described by a the original static bands hybridized at the resonant condition. However,
as the drive strength increases the resultant spectrum becomes almost unrecognizable
as multiphoton processes become relevant and avoided crossing strongly perturb the
band structure. Apparant discontinuities in the spectrum are a consequence of the
finite number of bands considered in discrimination process. Note that the modulation
strength of the bottom right panel is only half that explored in Chapter 8.
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Figure 4.24: Floquet-Bloch bands for polychromatic driving. The static lattice depth
is 5ER, α = .4, and f1 = 2f2 = 160 kHz. Observe that all three bands mix at a point
in quasimomentum.
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Figure 4.25: The classical Kapitza pendulum. A rigid rotor’s pivot is modulated at
some fixed frequency ω and amplitude A.
4.7 Optical Lattice Kapitza Pendulum
As discussed in the previous section, the limit of strong driving complicates the inter-
pretation that amplitude modulation hybridizes the static bands into a new quasienergy
spectrum. This raises the question of how to appropriately think of the strongly driven
limit, and we glean intuition from the classical limit. As shall be demonstrated in this
section and alluded to in Figure 4.25, the driven optical lattice has a one to one clas-
sical mapping onto the driven rotor of the Kapitza pendulum. This driven pendulum
is a prototypical driven system which exhibits driving dependent stability. Using this
analogy we therefore recast interpreting the strongly driven amplitude modulated lattice
as an optical lattice Kapitza pendulum. In particular, we shall focus on the two
potentially stable fixed points of motion which are the so called “normal” and “inverted”
positions which correspond to stability about the time average energy minima and max-
ima respectively. After a discussion about the classical dynamics we shall then delve into
the quantum limit.
4.7.1 Kapitza Pendulum
The classical Kapitza pendulum shown in Figure 4.25 consists of rigid rotor whose
pivot position is modulated parallel to gravity. The full equation of motion is shown
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below [24].
mr2
d2θ
dt2
+ b
dθ
dt
+mr
[
g − Aω2 cos(ωt)] sin(θ) = 0 (4.57)
where b is a damping parameter, m is the mass of the pendulum, r is the length, θ is
the angular displacement measured from the vertical down position, A is the modulation
amplitude, and ω is the drive frequency. If time is normalized via the transformation
τ = ωt the equation of motion becomes
d2θ
dτ 2
+
(
1
ΩQ
)
dθ
dτ
+
[(
1
Ω2
)
−
(
A
r
)
cos(τ)
]
sin(θ) = 0, (4.58)
where the quality factor Q = ω0mr
2
b
and the normalized drive frequency Ω = ω
ω0
, where
ω0 is the undamped natural frequency ω0 =
√
g
r
. Since we are interested in the localized
motion which occurs when the time average force goes to zero , we shall consider small
deviations about the fixed points θ = 0 and θ = pi which further simplify the equation of
motion to
d2θ
dτ 2
+ β
dθ
dτ
± [δ +  cos(τ)] θ = 0 (4.59)
where β = 1/ΩQ, δ = 1/Ω2, and  = A/r. Here, δ > 0 is for motion about θ = 0 and
δ < 0 is for motion about θ = pi. In the limit of weak damping β the canonical Mathieu
equation is obtained.
d2θ
dτ 2
± [δ +  cos(τ)] θ = 0 (4.60)
The relevance of the transformation of equation 4.57 into equation 4.60 is that the
stability of small oscillations for the Kapitza pendulum about the fixed points is governed
by the stability of the Mathieu equation, which depends on the parameters δ and . In
particular, the fixed point θ = pi represents stability that is not present in the absence of
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Figure 4.26: Stability of the Mathieu equation where shaded regions are stable. Neg-
ative δ corresponds to inverted stability about θ = pi while positive δ corresponds to
normal stability about θ = 0. The approximate curves for the low  that bound the
stability are shown.
the drive. Stability over the δ- phase space is shown in Figure 4.26[24]. The observation
that the region of stability for δ < 0 is smaller than that for δ > 0 is indicative that the
inverted stability about θ = pi has more stringent requirements than that of θ = 0. For
small  the region of inverted stability is approximately bounded by the curves given by
equations 4.61 and 4.62 while the region of normal stability is approximately bounded
by equation 4.63.
δ ≈ −1
2
2 (4.61)
δ ≈ 0.556− 1/4 (4.62)
δ ≈ −0.556+ 1/4 (4.63)
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4.7.2 Mapping parameters
Mapping the driven lattice onto the the Kapitza pendulum is most easily done starting
from the dimensionful Hamiltonian of equation 4.64. The Euler Lagrange equations
determine the classical equation of motion of equation 4.65.
H =
1
2
mx˙2 + V0(1 + α sin(ωt)) cos
2(kLx) (4.64)
mx¨ = −k sin(2kx)V0 (1 + α sin(ωt)) (4.65)
Motivated by the frequency scaling of the Kapitza pendulum, we consider small os-
cillations about the static lattice where α = 0 about x = 0
x¨ = − k
m
V0 sin (2kx) (4.66)
x¨ ≈ −2V0k
2
m
x (4.67)
→ ω0 = 2ωR√v0 (4.68)
The entire equation of motion is then undimensionalized through the parametrization
of kx = φ and ω0t = τ
m
ω20
k
∂2φ
∂τ 2
= −2k sin (2φ)V0 (1 + α sin (Ωτ)) (4.69)
∂2φ
∂τ 2
= −sin(2φ)
2
(1 + α sin (Ωτ)) , (4.70)
where Ω = ω/ω0. Mapping onto the Mathieu equations is performed by taking the
small angle limit and transforming Ωτ → τ (equivalent to τ = ωt).
∂2φ
∂τ 2
+ φ
(
Ω2 + Ω2α sin (τ)
)
= 0 (4.71)
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Parameter Lattice Value Kapitza Pendulum Value
1/δ Ω2 Ω2
 α/Ω2 Amod/r
Ω ω/ω0 ω/ω0
ω0 2ωR
√
v0
√
g/r
Figure 4.27: Mapping the parameters of the Kapitza pendulum and modulated lattice
onto the Mathieu equation.
A summary of the parameter mapping is given in Figure 4.27. An interesting note is
that the mapping from the optical lattice system to the pendulum system goes beyond
that of the small angle approximation and is therefore valid beyond the Mathieu equation.
The primary difference being the exchange of the compact parameter θ with the extended
parameter x. Furthermore, we note that for the lattice case in the infinite frequency limit,
the relative strength of the modulation → 0 which motivates increasing the modulation
strength α with Ω2. The approximate bounding curves of equations 4.61 to 4.63 transform
to following
Ω ≈ √α/2 (4.72)
Ω ≈ 2√0.556α + 1 (4.73)
Ω ≈ 2√1− 0.556α (4.74)
4.7.3 Classical Numerics
Numerical calculations of the classical stability are conducted assuming a constant
lattice depth v0 for which the equation of motion of equation 4.70 is most applicable. Time
evolution is numerically performed using MATLAB’s ode45 function after converting
equation 4.70 into two first order differential equations with initial angle φi = 0 or
φi = pi. For a given initial velocity φ˙i the stability is a binary measurement of whether
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Figure 4.28: Classically predicted stabiity of the optical lattice Kapitza pendulum
via the binding energy. The predicted boundaries for stability given by the Mathieu
equation capture the qualitative behavior of stability. (left) About φ = 0. (right)
About φ = pi.
the atom’s position has moved away from the initial lattice site after some long time in
the modulation. The binding energy is then estimated by finding the critical speed vc
such that for φ˙i > vc the atom is unstable about the initial position. This is averaged for
velocities ±vc. No damping parameter is used.
The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 4.28 as function of drive frequency
Ω and drive strength α shown for both the normal stability about φ = 0 and the inverted
stability φ = pi. The boundaries of the stability are well approximated by equations
4.72-4.74. Of particular note is that the binding energy of the normal case is maximized
as Ω→∞ but is not for the inverted case. Specifically, there is a finite region where the
inverted position is stable, and this only occurs in the strongly driven limit.
One analytic perspective of this behavior is via an effective time independent potential
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of the following form [13, 25]
Veff = V0(q) +
F¯ 2(q)
2mω2
(4.75)
F = −∂V1(q, t)
∂t
(4.76)
where V1 is the time dependent portion of the potential with frequency ω and the bar
denotes time averaging over a single cycle. The validity of equation 4.75 depends on a
high frequency assumption. The resultant time independent potential of the amplitude
modulated lattice is the following
V1,eff =
v0
8
(α
Ω
)2
sin2(2φ) (4.77)
And the total effective potential is shown for some example parameters at a static
lattice depth V0 = 10ER in Figure 4.29. The curvature and the trap depth at the
inverted stable point φ = pi is also shown. From these plots we draw a few conclusions
about the veracity of the effective potential. From the curvature at φ = pi we note that
the presence of a positive curvature coincides with the boundary for inverted stability
in equation 4.74. However, the potential of equation 4.77 monotonically increases with
decreasing frequency Ω which does not agree with the numerically calculated binding
energy. Such a breakdown is attributed to inaccuracy of a high frequency assumption of
ω [26] 1.
1The author thanks Shmuel Fishman for helpful discussions.
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Figure 4.29: Effective time independent potential of the amplitude modulated lattice.
(top) The effective time independent potential for varying normalized drive frequecny
Ω at α = 10 (left) and α = 15 (right) for a static lattice depth of 10ER. Larger α and
smaller Ω result in a potential energy landscape that results in a positive curvature at
the time average energy maxima which allows for a classically bound state. (bottom)
The value of the curvature (left) and trap depth (right) at the time average energy
maxima as a function of Ω and α. Regions of positive curvature and non-zero trap
depth are bounded by the estimated stabiity Ω = α/
√
2. Notably, the the time
independent effective potential is unable to reproduce the low Ω stability boundary
as numerically found in Figure 4.28.
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Chapter 5
Position Space Bloch oscillations
This chapter includes the contents of our paper, ”Observation and uses of position-space
Bloch Oscillations”.
We report the observation and characterization of position-space Bloch oscillations
using cold atoms in a tilted optical lattice. While momentum-space Bloch oscillations are
a common feature of optical lattice experiments, the real-space center-of-mass dynamics
are typically unresolvable. In a regime of rapid tunneling and low force, we observe real-
space Bloch oscillation amplitudes of hundreds of lattice sites, in both ground and excited
bands. We demonstrate two unique capabilities enabled by tracking of Bloch dynamics
in position space: measurement of the full position-momentum phase-space evolution
during a Bloch cycle, and direct imaging of the lattice band structure. These techniques,
along with the ability to exert long-distance coherent control of quantum gases without
modulation, may open up new possibilities for quantum control and metrology.
Quantum particles in a periodic potential exhibit an oscillatory response to constant
forces [28, 29]. During these Bloch oscillations, both the quasimomentum and the position
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Figure 5.1: Position-space Bloch oscillations. (a) Time sequence of in-situ absorption
images of atoms in a 5.4 ER-deep optical lattice subjected to a force corresponding to
a Bloch frequency of 21.1 Hz. Each image corresponds to an individual experimen-
tal run with the indicated hold time. (b) Measured evolution of integrated density
distribution as a function of axial position during a Bloch oscillation. (c) Numerical
GPE prediction for (b), using the split-step Fourier method [27]. Asymmetrical width
variation is due to force inhomogeneity.
of the particles evolve periodically, as a direct consequence of the periodicity of the band
structure. The resultant localization is a fundamental feature of coherent transport in a
lattice. In conventional electronic systems rapid decoherence complicates the observation
of Bloch oscillations, though their realization is possible using superlattices [30] and pho-
tonic waveguide arrays [31]. Ultracold atomic gases in optical lattices, however, provide
a nearly ideal platform for the observation of momentum-space Bloch oscillations [32, 33]
and related phenomena, including interaction-dependent effects [34, 35, 36, 37, 38], spatial
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breathing modes [39], and control of Bloch dynamics using applied modulations [40, 41].
However, even in cold atom experiments, direct observation of position-space Bloch os-
cillations of the center of mass has remained elusive. Position-space center-of-mass Bloch
oscillations have generally either been inferred through observations of the quasimomen-
tum evolution [32], or artificially magnified using dynamical perturbations for rectification
of Bloch dynamics [40]. Thus, in a sense, Zener’s original conception of Bloch oscillations
has yet to be directly observed with cold atoms.
In this letter, we report the observation and characterization of position space-Bloch
oscillations using ultracold 7Li in a tilted optical lattice. Lithium’s low mass facilitates
the simultaneous realization of fast tunneling and weak tilt which are required for obser-
vation of real-space Bloch oscillations, and the shallow zero crossing of lithium’s Feshbach
resonance allows elimination of interactions. Our experiments begin with a Bose conden-
sate of lithium in an optical lattice. The mean-field behavior can be described by the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE)
i~
∂Ψ
∂t
= − ~
2
2m
∇2Ψ + V (r, z)Ψ + FzΨ + g |Ψ|2 Ψ. (5.1)
The potential due to the lattice beams with wavelength λ= 2d= 1064 nm and an axial
parabolic trap of frequency ω0'2pi × 15.6 Hz is (in cylindrical coordinates)
V = −VL cos2 (piz/d) exp
(−r2/2σ2)+mω20z2/2. (5.2)
Here σ' 42.5 µm is the transverse trap width, F is the applied force, m is the atomic
mass, and g is the interaction amplitude which we make negligible by Feshbach tuning.
This 3D potential is non-separable, but as transverse dynamics do not play a significant
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role a 1D Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian,
Hˆ = −J
∑
i
aˆ†i+1aˆi +
∑
i
U
2
nˆi(nˆi − 1) + F
∑
i
inˆi, (5.3)
provides an alternative tight-binding single-band description capturing the main features
of Bloch oscillations. In Eq. (A.1) aˆ†i and aˆi are bosonic creation and annhilation operators
at lattice site i, J is the tunneling energy, nˆi = aˆ
†
i aˆi, U is the onsite interaction energy,
and F = Fd the energy offset per lattice site due to the force F . Below we quote values
for F and J in Hz; multiplication by Planck’s constant h yields an energy in Joules.
By Feshbach tuning to the scattering length zero-crossing we are able to operate in
the J  F  U regime for the entirety of the experiment, avoiding interaction-induced
dephasing and instabilities [42, 43, 44, 45]. When an atomic ensemble is subjected to this
Hamiltonian in this regime, the center of mass position oscillates at the Bloch frequency
fB = F/h with oscillation amplitude given by the Wannier-Stark localization length
lWS = 2J/F [29, 32].
The experiments begin with creation of a Bose condensate of approximately 105 7Li
atoms in the |F = 1,mF = 1〉 hyperfine state in a crossed optical dipole trap. After
evaporation, the magnetic field is ramped to the scattering length zero crossing near
543.6 G in 100 ms [17]. The condensate is then loaded into the optical lattice in 100 ms,
initializing the atomic ensemble into the ground band around zero quasimomentum. By
varying the lattice laser power the depth VL is adjusted between 4 and 15 ER (calibrated
with amplitude modulation spectroscopy), where ER = ~2k2L/2m is the recoil energy
and kL = 2pi/λ is the lattice wavevector. For a given VL, band structure calculations
determine J [46]. A magnetic field gradient along the lattice direction creates a tunable
applied force giving rise to a Bloch frequency fB between 20 and 50 Hz. The optical
dipole trap is suddenly switched off to initiate Bloch oscillations at a constant force. For
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Figure 5.2: Characterization of position-space Bloch oscillations. (a) Ensemble posi-
tion versus time during Bloch oscillations at different forces with a constant tunneling
rate J = 1.55 kHz. (b) Position versus time during Bloch oscillations with different
tunneling rates at a constant force of F = 23 Hz. Solid black lines in (a) and (b) are
fits to damped sinusoids; thicker solid red lines in (a) are the result of numerical GPE
calculations.
an atomic ensemble in a band with a dispersion relation E(k), the mean position x(t)
evolves in time according to the group velocity:
dx(t)
dt
=
1
~
∂E(t)
∂k
. (5.4)
After a variable hold time during which Bloch oscillations occur, the in-situ spatial dis-
tribution of the atomic ensemble is measured using absorption imaging.
Fig. 5.1 presents a typical measurement of position-space Bloch oscillations. As
the quasimomentum linearly increases, the center of mass position evolves according
to Eq. (5.4), changing direction after a Bragg scattering event at the edge of the Bril-
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Figure 5.3: Characterization of position-space Bloch oscillations. (c) Bloch oscillation
amplitude as a function of force at J = 1.55 kHz. (d) Bloch oscillation amplitude as
a function of tunneling rate at F = 23 Hz. Solid lines in (c) and (d) represent the
predicted lWS = 2J/F with no fit parameters.
louin zone and oscillating with an amplitude of over 150 µm ('300 lattice sites). The
measured oscillation amplitude and frequency are consistent with theoretical predictions
for lWS and fB, and the detailed dynamics are in agreement with the results of numerical
GPE calculations shown in Fig. 5.1c. The direct measurement of position-space atomic
Bloch oscillations of the center of mass in the absence of any external modulation is the
first main result of this paper.
To characterize the position-space Bloch dynamics, we directly probe the dependence
of the Wannier-Stark localization length lWS on tunable system parameters by repeating
the measurement of Fig. 5.1 at varying values of J and F . Fig. 5.3a shows position-space
Bloch oscillations for different applied forces at a constant tunneling rate J = 1.55 kHz.
The measured initial oscillation amplitude depends inversely on the force (Fig. 5.3c), and
agrees quantitatively with the expected localization length lWS. The observed decrease
of the oscillation amplitude with increasing hold time is consistent with expectations due
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Figure 5.4: Phase-space evolution during a Bloch oscillation. Here J = 1.55 kHz and
F =23 Hz. (a) Absorption images of the atomic distribution after a 3 ms time of flight.
The distribution at each hold time is a convolution of initial quasimomentum and
position. (b) Absorption images after varying times of flight, for a hold time of 21 ms.
The initial quasimomentum can be extracted via a linear fit. (c,d) Ensemble position
and momentum versus time during a Bloch oscillation. Where multiple momentum
peaks can be distinguished, both are plotted.
to the axial harmonic confinement [47], and with numerical GPE calculations. Fig. 5.3b
and Fig. 5.3d present a complementary measurement, in which tunneling rates were
varied at a constant force. The measured oscillation amplitude increases linearly with
the tunneling rate J and is again in agreement with the theoretically expected value of
lWS, with no adjustable fit parameters.
To elucidate the connection between real-space Bloch oscillations and previously-
studied momentum-space Bloch oscillations, we measure the quasimomentum evolution.
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Figure 5.5: Phase-space evolution during a Bloch oscillation. Here J = 1.55 kHz
and F = 23 Hz. (e) Combining (c) and (d) yields the phase space evolution of the
ensemble during the first Bloch period TB=1/fB. Color map corresponds to the hold
time in units of TB. Where multiple momentum peaks can be distinguished, both are
plotted with symbol size indicating relative atom number. At 0.5TB, Bragg scattering
is observed as a discontinuity of 2~kL in the measured momentum distribution.
In these experiments, instead of imaging the in-situ distribution, we ramp down the lattice
depth over 100 µs to map the quasimomentum onto momentum, turn off all traps, and
perform absorption imaging of the spatial distribution after some time of flight. For finite
time of flight, this image represents a convolution of the quasimomentum distribution and
the initial spatial distribution. By performing this measurement at multiple different
times of flight we can deconvolve these distributions to measure the evolution of both
quasimomentum and position. Fig. 5.5a shows the image of the atomic ensemble after
variable hold times and a constant time of flight of 3 ms. The asymmetrical evolution
is a result of the position-momentum convolution. At each hold time we repeat the
measurement for various times of flight (Fig. 5.5b) and fit the linear translation of the
ensemble to extract the quasimomentum. This procedure allows direct comparison of the
time evolution of position (Fig. 5.5c) and quasimomentum (Fig. 5.5d). The measured
quasimomentum evolves linearly until it Bragg scatters at the edge of the first Brillouin
zone. The turning points of the position-space Bloch oscillations are coincident with the
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Figure 5.6: Ensemble width evolution during Bloch oscillations. Measured time evo-
lution of the second moment of the atomic distribution wz for different forces with
J = 1.55 kHz. Black lines correspond to semi-classical evolution, using the calculated
band dispersion, of an ensemble with the measured initial width, and red lines to
numerical GPE results. At lower values of F (higher values of lWS), the effects of
force inhomogeneity are more pronounced.
measured Bragg scattering events. As a demonstration of the unique scientific utility of
accessing both real- and momentum-space Bloch dynamics in the same experiment, we
plot in Fig. 5.5e the position-momentum phase space evolution over a single Bloch cycle
with period TB. This directly-measured phase-space image of a Bloch oscillation is the
second main result we report.
In addition to center-of-mass oscillations, we also observe oscillations in the width
of the atomic cloud. In contrast to previous experiments initialized at a single lattice
site [39] and previous theoretical predictions for an ensemble [48, 49], here the width os-
cillations are dominated by the inhomogeneity in applied force across the large transport
distance. We confirm this by measuring the width oscillations for different forces at a
constant tunneling rate and comparing them to semi-classical predictions and numerical
GPE calculations which include the independently-measured harmonic axial potential
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Figure 5.7: Band imaging with position-space Bloch oscillations. (a) Time-series
images of atomic ensembles undergoing Bloch oscillations in lattice depths of 6 ER,
7.4 ER, and 10.3 ER. (b) Measured band structure E(k) for the three lattice depths
(circles), determined by scaling the measured center positions from (a) according to
Eq. (7.2). Lines show independently-calculated band structures with no adjustable
parameters.
(see Fig. 5.6). The good agreement with the two theoretical calculations indicates that
the width evolution is a well-understood consequence of force inhomogeneity.
Strikingly, macroscopic position-space Bloch oscillations can also be used to directly
image the lattice band structure. Eq. (5.4) indicates that for constant force the band
dispersion E(k) is simply the center-of-mass time evolution x(t) during a Bloch cycle
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with position and time scaled as
E =
hfB
d
x, k =
kL
2TB
t. (5.5)
CCD images of real-space Bloch oscillations like those shown in Fig. 5.1a can thus be
interpreted as direct images of the lattice band dispersion E(k), in a manner reminis-
cent of the interpretation of angle-resolved photoemission maps in condensed matter
experiments [50, 51]. The Bloch frequency fB sets the spatial magnification of the band
imaging, which can be varied. For a Bloch frequency of 22 Hz, the calculated energy-
position conversion factor is 41.6 Hz/µm. In Fig. 5.7 we demonstrate this band imaging
technique by comparing the measured position-space Bloch oscillations to the theoreti-
cally calculated band structure for a variety of lattice depths. We find good agreement
with the expected band structure at each lattice depth without the use of any fit parame-
ters. Asymmetries in the measured band structure are consistent with expectations from
the measured force inhomogeneity, and represent the current technical limit on this new
band imaging technique. The demonstration of direct band imaging with position-space
Bloch oscillations is the third main result we report.
Real-space Bloch oscillations are not limited to the ground band of the lattice. In
excited bands of a sinusoidal lattice, much larger-amplitude position-space Bloch os-
cillations should be possible due to the increased bandwidth. To explore excited-band
real-space Bloch dynamics, we transfer population to the first excited band by applying a
resonant amplitude modulation pulse after the atoms have Bloch oscillated to k = 0.5kL
in the ground band. The resulting excited-band dynamics are compared to ground-band
dynamics in Fig. 5.8. Measured Bloch oscillations in the excited band are, as predicted,
characterized by a larger amplitude than ground-band oscillations. The amplitude ratio
is consistent with theoretical expectations from band structure calculations.
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Figure 5.8: Position-space Bloch oscillations in an excited band. The lattice depth is
set to 9.5ER and the Bloch frequency to 50.7 Hz. (a) Time-series absorption image
of ground-band Bloch oscillations. (b) Time-series image of Bloch oscillations in the
first excited band, which are characterized by the same frequency as ground-band
oscillations, but exhibit a significantly larger amplitude due to the larger bandwidth.
Also visible is a remnant fraction of atoms in the ground band, due to imperfect
excitation. These Bloch-oscillate independently.
In addition to their fundamental interest, real-space Bloch oscillations may serve
as a useful tool for quantum metrology and spatiotemporal control. The fine control
over transport enabled by the techniques demonstrated here may be of use for atom-
interferometric force sensing and gradiometry [52, 53, 54, 55]. New dispersion-control
schemes may be enabled by spatially addressing different phases of a Bloch oscillation.
Interferometric probes similar to those reported in [56] but in real space are another pos-
sible avenue of exploration. Finally, the simplicity of the full phase-space evolution and
band dispersion probing techniques we demonstrate opens up the possibility of imaging
dynamics and band structures in more complex systems; particularly interesting possi-
bilities include the study of higher-dimensional lattices, Floquet-hybridized bands, and
topologically nontrivial bands [57, 58, 59].
In conclusion, we report the experimental observation of position-space Bloch oscilla-
tions in an ultracold gas, in both ground and excited bands. The dependence of oscillation
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amplitude on applied force and lattice depth are in good agreement with theory. We have
used these real-space Bloch oscillations to directly image the full phase-space evolution
during a Bloch oscillation, and to perform direct imaging of the structure of a Bloch
band.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Realization of a
Relativistic Harmonic Oscillator
The contents of this chapter include our paper ”Experimental Realization of a Relativistic
Harmonic Oscillator”.
We report the experimental study of a harmonic oscillator in the relativistic regime.
The oscillator is composed of Bose-condensed lithium atoms in the third band of an opti-
cal lattice, which have an energy-momentum relation nearly identical to that of a massive
relativistic particle, with a reduced effective mass and speed of light. Imaging the shape
of oscillator trajectories at velocities up to 98% of the effective speed of light reveals a
crossover from sinusoidal to nearly photon-like propagation. The existence of a maximum
velocity causes the measured period of oscillations to increase with energy; our measure-
ments reveal beyond-leading-order contributions to this relativistic anharmonicity. We
observe an intrinsic relativistic dephasing of oscillator ensembles, and a monopole os-
cillation with exactly the opposite phase of that predicted for non-relativistic harmonic
motion. All observed dynamics are in quantitative agreement with longstanding but
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hitherto-untested relativistic predictions.
The harmonic oscillator has been a concept of central significance in physics and
technology since Galileo’s observations of constant-period pendulum motion. The ad-
vent of special relativity suggested a simple question: what happens to this archety-
pal physical system when the maximum oscillator velocity approaches the speed of
light? While theories of the relativistic harmonic oscillator have been discussed for
decades [60, 61, 62, 63, 64], the combination of special relativity and harmonic mo-
tion has proven resistant to physical realization. The infeasibility of realizing harmonic
traps with depths on the order of a particle’s rest mass energy (Boltzmann’s constant
times nearly six billion degrees Kelvin for an electron) has motivated work studying rela-
tivistic phenomena in disparate physical contexts, including a measurement of the Dirac
oscillator spectrum in an array of microwave resonators [65] and proposals and realiza-
tions of effective relativistic effects in trapped atoms [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], trapped
ions [73, 74, 75], photonic waveguides [76], and graphene [77].
Here we report the experimental realization of a harmonic oscillator in the relativistic
regime, using ultracold atoms moving in the third band of an optical lattice. Optical
lattices are an ideal context in which to study dynamics in excited bands: previous
experiments in higher bands have, for example, observed Bloch oscillations [78], demon-
strated coherent matter-wave behavior in higher-bands [79, 80], studied issues relevant to
quantum transport [81], measured band nonlinearities and momentum-space Fermi-gas
dynamics [82] and demonstrated precise wavepacket manipulation [83, 84]. The results
reported here depend crucially upon the ability to image the time evolution of the position
of atomic wavepackets in higher bands.
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Figure 6.1: Realizing a relativistic harmonic oscillator. a: Calculated band structure
of 5.4-ER-deep optical lattice. Here ER = ~2k2L/2mLi is the recoil energy, kL = 2pi/λ
is the lattice wavevector, and λ = 1064 nm is the wavelength of the lattice laser.
Arrows indicate the 137, 170, and 210 kHz excitations used to prepare the three
oscillators shown in figure 6.2. b: Calculated dispersion relation for the third band
(solid line), compared to the relativistic kinetic energy fit (circles). Note the close
agreement throughout the Brillouin zone. The free particle dispersion (dashed line)
is also shown. c: Position-dependent potential energy due to the combination of the
lattice and the harmonic confinement. Inset shows a horizontally magnified view of
the central 15 µm of the trap.
Einstein’s relativistic dispersion relation
Erel =
√
p2c2 +m2c4 = Ekin +mc2, (6.1)
where Erel is the energy, Ekin the kinetic energy, p the momentum, m the effective rest
mass, and c the effective speed of light, is achieved in our experiments by placing non-
interacting Bose-condensed lithium atoms into the third band of a 1D optical lattice.
While it is common to speak informally of any approximately linear higher-band dis-
persion relation as having “relativistic” character, here we demonstrate a near-exact
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quantitative correspondence, which holds throughout the Brillouin zone, between the
third-band dispersion and the relativistic kinetic energy of a massive particle (see fig-
ure 6.1b). Motion of atoms in the third band will thus have relativistic character to an
excellent approximation: atomic trajectories will trace out the worldlines of relativistic
particles with effective rest mass m and an effective speed of light c. The addition of a
harmonic potential allows the direct experimental study of the worldlines and dynamics
of a relativistic harmonic oscillator, with total energy given by E = mc2 +Ekin +mω2x2/2,
where ω is the harmonic oscillator frequency in the non-relativistic limit and x is dis-
placement.
Figure 6.1b compares the third-band dispersion relation to a relativistic fit of the
form of equation 6.1, with an effective mass m and effective speed of light c treated as fit
parameters. Here, and throughout this article, c = 143 mm/s and m = 0.07 mLi (roughly
half a proton mass). mLi represents the bare atomic mass of lithium in the absence of the
lattice. Crucially, the relativistic fit shows excellent agreement throughout the Brillouin
zone. The origin of this striking correspondence is the zero-quasimomentum avoided
crossing between the second and third bands, which on general grounds is expected to
have the same mathematical form as equation 6.1. For momenta much smaller or larger
than a lattice recoil, modifications to the relativistic dispersion are anticipated; these
momenta are outside the range experimentally probed in this work. It is important to
note that the results we report explore the relativistic physics of normal matter, not
antimatter, as our band structure does not model the negative-energy branch of the
relativistic dispersion. In particular, our relativistic fit involves only the third band, and
the gap between the second and third bands is not equal to twice the rest mass energy.
Before describing the experiments it is useful to briefly outline existing predictions
for the behavior of a relativistic harmonic oscillator [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. As the maximum
velocity vmax approaches c, relativistic effects are expected to modify the character of
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harmonic motion in several ways. The shape of the oscillator’s trajectory changes from
the familiar sinusoidal form in the non-relativistic limit to an increasingly triangular
shape indicative of nearly photon-like propagation, with worldline curvature more and
more concentrated at the turning points. Physically, this is because the force due to the
harmonic confinement is less and less effective at changing the particles’ velocity as it
approaches the effective speed of light c. For the same reason, the oscillation amplitude
diverges as βmax ≡ vmax/c approaches 1. Relativistic anharmonicity is manifested by an
increase in period with energy and a characteristic monopole oscillation and dephasing
of oscillator ensembles initialized with a range of energies. All these behaviors can be
quantitatively captured by an exact theoretical model [61]. The relation between coor-
dinate displacement x and coordinate time t that constitutes the theoretically predicted
trajectory or worldline of a relativistic oscillator in the lab frame is given by the equations
ωt =
√
2 (γ0 + 1)E (φ, κ)−
√
2
γ0 + 1
F (φ, κ) (6.2)
ωx/c =
√
2(γ0 − 1) sinφ (6.3)
where γ0 ≡ E/mc2, the maximum Lorentz factor, is the total energy in units of the
rest energy, κ =
√
(γ0 − 1)/(γ0 + 1), and F and E are the incomplete elliptic integrals
of the first and second kind respectively [61]. Setting φ = 2pi in equation 6.2 gives an
exact expression for the period T of the motion, which can be Taylor expanded to lowest
order in (γ0 − 1) as [60]
T
T0
' 1 + 3
8
(γ0 − 1) = 1 + 3
16
ω2
c2
A2, (6.4)
where T0 is the oscillator period in the nonrelativistic limit, and the oscillation amplitude
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A is related to the total energy as A = c
√
2(γ0 − 1)/ω. At sufficiently high energies,
the trajectories described by equations 6.2 and 6.3 exhibit all the relativistic effects on
harmonic motion which are qualitatively described above. Experimental observation and
measurement of such trajectories is the main subject of this work.
Here we briefly describe our procedure for Bose-condensing lithium and loading atoms
into the third band with tunable energy. The low mass, which gives rise to rapid dy-
namics, and the shallow scattering length zero-crossing of the low-field Feshbach reso-
nance [17] make Lithium particularly suitable for excited-band experiments. The experi-
ments are initiated by creating a Bose condensate of approximately 105 7Li atoms in the
|F = 1,mF = 1〉 state at a temperature of 20 nK, produced by evaporation in an optical
dipole trap after loading a magneto-optical trap from a collimated atomic beam [11] and
precooling with gray molasses [12, 86] and RF evaporation. Atom-atom interactions are
set to zero after evaporation by ramping an applied magnetic field to the s-wave scatter-
ing length zero-crossing of a Feshbach resonance, at approximately 543.6 G [17]. Atoms
are then loaded into the ground band of a 1D optical lattice of depth 5.4 ER, produced
by a retroreflected laser of wavelength λ = 1064 nm focused to a 150 µm beam waist.
Lattice beam power is ramped to the final depth in 100 ms, keeping the optical trap
power constant. Lattice depth is measured by a combination of matter-wave diffraction
from pulsed lattices [87] and amplitude-modulation spectroscopy [88]. The lattice depth,
laser wavelength, and bare mass of 7Li determine the effective mass m and effective speed
of light c in equation 6.1. Magnetic field curvature from external coils generate the over-
all harmonic confinement with frequency ν = 16.6 Hz, centered approximately 0.3 mm
from the original BEC position along the lattice direction. Note that this frequency is
measured for bare 7Li atoms, so differs from the frequency ω/2pi by the square root of the
ratio between the bare and effective masses. When the optical trap beams are suddenly
switched off, the atoms evolve in the combined potential of this harmonic trap and the
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Figure 6.2: Measured trajectories of relativistic harmonic oscillators. Each panel
shows a time sequence of in-situ absorption images of a non-interacting atomic cloud
with population in the first and third bands of an optical lattice. Third-band atoms
trace out relativistic harmonic oscillator worldlines of increasing amplitude and pe-
riod. Ground-band atoms Bloch oscillate [85] around their original position, and are
irrelevant to the relativistic dynamics. The maximum value of β = v/c indicated in
each panel was attained by loading the third band at varying quasimomenta, using ex-
citation frequencies of (from top to bottom) 137, 170, and 210 kHz and corresponding
hold times before excitation of 0 ms, 8 ms, and 16 ms.
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optical lattice. For atoms in the ground band of the lattice, the evolution in the combined
potential takes the form of Bloch oscillations [28, 29, 32, 36, 85]. Relativistic dynamics
are initiated after a variable hold time by amplitude modulation of the lattice beam
intensity which resonantly excites a fraction of the atoms to the third band. Because
the quasimomentum depends on the phase of the Bloch oscillation and the excitation
conserves quasimomentum, appropriately timed resonant modulation pulses can initial-
ize the atomic ensemble with tunable initial kinetic energy as diagrammed in figure 6.1.
For the experiments reported here the pulse duration and depth are 500 µs and 20%
respectively. This method is used to prepare relativistic-band harmonic oscillators with
varying values of the total energy.
We investigate the dynamics of this relativistic harmonic oscillator by measuring the
atomic spatial distribution using absorption imaging after variable hold time in the third
band. Figure 6.2 shows a sequence of such images which map out the evolution for
three different values of βmax. The relativistic anharmonicity is clearly evident: as the
energy increases, the period and amplitude of the oscillation increase, and the trajectories
become less sinusoidal. For velocities comparable to the effective speed of light, atomic
trajectories are straight for the majority of the period, with curvature concentrated near
the turning points, in agreement with expectations for a highly relativistic oscillator. The
atoms which remain in the ground band are also visible in the images; they continue to
Bloch oscillate near their original position during this time [85]. Due to the absence of
interactions, ground-band atoms do not affect higher-band relativistic dynamics, though
on a practical level spatial overlap with ground-band atoms can impede imaging of very
low-energy (non-relativistic) higher-band oscillations.
Beyond simply reproducing qualitative features of relativistic dynamics, this system
allows a direct quantitative experimental test of the theory of the relativistic harmonic
oscillator. Figure 6.3a shows the measured trajectories for oscillators at three maximum
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Figure 6.3: Measuring relativistic harmonic oscillator dynamics. a: Comparison of
measured and theoretical trajectories. Measured normalized mean atomic position
versus time for βmax = 0.7 (blue circles), 0.94 (red squares), and 0.97 (yellow trian-
gles). Solid lines show theoretically predicted evolution according to Eqs. 6.2 and 6.3,
with no adjustable fit parameters. b: Amplitude-velocity relation of the relativistic
harmonic oscillator. Points show measured peak velocity versus measured amplitude.
Amplitude error bars indicate the 1/e ensemble radius and velocity error bars indicate
estimated uncertainty of numerical differentiation. Lines show the non-relativistic ex-
pectation (dashed), the exact relativistic prediction (solid), and the effective speed of
light (dotted).
velocities corresponding to βmax = 0.7, 0.94, and 0.97. Predicted trajectories from equa-
tion 6.2 are plotted as solid lines, without the use of any fitting parameter. The observed
evolution of trajectory shape, from a sinusoidal and approximately harmonic form at low
energies to an increasingly triangular form with a growing period, is in good quantitative
agreement with the predictions of the relativistic theory.
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A fundamental feature of the relativistic harmonic oscillator is that the maximum
velocity saturates at the effective speed of light, with the amplitude diverging at finite
maximum velocity rather than increasing linearly with maximum velocity as in the non-
relativistic case. Figure 6.3b presents an experimental measurement of this phenomenon,
showing the velocity asymptotically approaching c as the amplitude increases. Results
are consistent with the relativistic theory to within the estimated measurement error.
Here, velocity and amplitude were derived directly from measured position-versus-time
datasets like those plotted in figure 6.3a; this procedure avoids the use of fits or theoretical
assumptions, though it does give rise to sizable velocity error bars due to the noise-
intolerance typically associated with numerical differentiation.
Relativistic anharmonicity can also be quantitatively measured and compared to the-
ory; we find that the experiment is a sufficiently accurate realization of a relativistic
oscillator to distinguish beyond-leading-order corrections at high energy. Figure 6.4a
shows the measured oscillation period T as a function of measured oscillation amplitude
A. The leading-order prediction of reference [60] and equation 6.4, plotted as a dashed
line, matches the data at low values of A and γ0 but predicts too high a period for the
highest-energy oscillators. As the maximum Lorentz factor γ0 increases, higher-order
corrections become important. The exact prediction, calculated by setting φ = 2pi in
equation 6.2 and evaluating the elliptic integrals, is plotted as a solid line. Measured
periods are in close agreement with the exact theoretical predictions for relativistic an-
harmonicity.
We observe that relativistic effects modify the dynamics of oscillator ensembles ini-
tialized with a spread of energies: the ensembles dephase due to relativistic anharmonic-
ity, and exhibit a monopole oscillation with phase opposite to that of a non-relativistic
oscillator ensemble. The initial atomic spatial distribution inherited from the Bose-
Einstein condensate gives rise to a distribution of frequencies with a width that depends
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Figure 6.4: Measuring the effects of relativistic anharmonicity. a: Measured oscilla-
tion period versus amplitude (circles). Amplitude error bars indicate the 1/e cloud
radius. The non-relativistic harmonic theory (dashed), the leading-order theoreti-
cal prediction of reference [1] and equation 6.4 (dotted) and the exact theoretical
prediction derived from equation 6.2 (solid) are plotted, without adjustable fit param-
eters. b: Relativistic monopole oscillation and dephasing of an oscillator ensemble.
Top panel: center-of-mass dipole oscillations of an oscillator ensemble with average
βmax = 0.98. Bottom panel: measured 1/e width versus time of the ensemble (circles).
Error bars indicate estimated 95% confidence interval. The non-relativistic (dashed)
and relativistic (solid) predictions for ensemble width evolution are plotted from the
first turning point without adjustable fit parameters.
on the relativistic anharmonicity at the average amplitude. As the members of the os-
cillator ensemble acquire varying amounts of phase, the dephasing manifests first as an
exponentially-enveloped increase in the width of the spatial distribution. A quantitative
theoretical prediction for the time-dependent spatial width can be derived numerically
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by applying Eqs. 6.2 and 6.3 to an appropriate initial ensemble, starting from the first
turning point. Figure 6.4b shows a comparison between such a prediction and the mea-
sured time-dependent width for an oscillator ensemble with average energy deeply in the
relativistic regime. The observed increase in width is quantitatively well-matched by
the theory without any adjustable fit parameters, indicating that the dephasing of the
oscillator ensemble is dominated by relativistic effects. In addition to the overall increase
in width, both theory and experiment show oscillations of the width at twice the average
oscillator frequency. These monopole oscillations are also a consequence of relativistic
anharmonicity; intriguingly, they have the opposite phase from non-relativistic monopole
oscillations. The trajectories of two non-relativistic harmonic oscillators initialized at the
same phase but slightly different energies will cross at the origin, leading to minimum
ensemble width at the minimum of the potential. In contrast, the trajectories of two sim-
ilarly initialized highly relativistic oscillators will cross near the turning points, leading to
minimum ensemble width there. As figure 6.4 demonstrates, the observed minimum en-
semble width of the relativistic monopole oscillations indeed occurs at the turning points;
this is exactly the opposite of the expected behavior for a non-relativistic oscillator.
In conclusion, we have experimentally realized and quantitatively studied a harmonic
oscillator in the relativistic regime using ultracold lithium atoms in the third band of an
optical lattice. Though relativistic harmonic motion has been studied theoretically for
decades, to the best of our knowledge this represents the first experimental observation of
relativistic harmonic oscillator worldlines and dynamics. The measured worldline shapes,
relativistic anharmonicity, monopole oscillations, and relativistic dephasing of oscillator
ensembles are in good quantitative agreement with relativistic predictions.
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Transport in Floquet-Bloch Bands
The contents of this chapter include our paper ”Transport in Floquet-Bloch Bands”.
We report Floquet band engineering of long-range transport and direct imaging
of Floquet-Bloch bands in an amplitude-modulated optical lattice. In one variety of
Floquet-Bloch band we observe tunable rapid long-range high-fidelity transport of a
Bose condensate across thousands of lattice sites. Quenching into an opposite-parity
Floquet-hybridized band allows Wannier-Stark localization to be controllably turned on
and off using modulation. A central result of this work is the use of transport dynamics
to demonstrate direct imaging of a Floquet-Bloch band structure. These results demon-
strate that transport in dynamical Floquet-Bloch bands can be mapped to transport in
quasi-static effective bands, opening a path to cold atom quantum emulation of ultrafast
multi-band electronic dynamics.
Quantum control of transport in driven lattices may hold the key to new device
types, unexplored techniques for ultrafast transport of energy and information in solids,
and dynamical tools for controlling and probing condensed matter [89, 3, 90, 91, 92, 93,
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94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Ultracold atomic gases have enabled investigation of a wide variety of
transport-related phenomena, including Bloch oscillations [32, 40, 85], Anderson local-
ization [99, 100, 101], photoconductivity [82], superfluid critical velocity [102, 103, 104],
spin-orbit coupling [105], and pulsed modulation techniques for wavepacket manipula-
tion [106, 107]. The application of Floquet techniques in optical lattices [3, 90] has
expanded the control over these systems and enabled study of phenomena including
topological dynamics [108], renormalization of tunneling [109], correlated tunneling [110],
tunable mobility [111], and synthetic ferromagnets [112]. While modulation techniques
have been used to modify the spatial width of wavepackets [41], real-space control of
center-of-mass transport in Floquet-Bloch bands remains largely unexplored.
Amplitude modulation of an optical lattice creates quasimomentum-selective band
crossings which can be used to stitch together hybridized Floquet-Bloch bands in a vari-
ety of ways, allowing robust tunable modification of transport phenomena. We report a
series of experiments probing and controlling transport of ultracold bosonic lithium atoms
in Floquet-Bloch bands and demonstrating that transport in these dynamical bands can
be understood in the context of a quasi-static effective band structure. Floquet hybridiza-
tion in the presence of an applied force can be used to generate coherent transport over
thousands of lattice sites, switch on and off Bloch oscillations, and tune the band disper-
sion by manipulating drive parameters. As we demonstrate, experimental measurements
of dynamical evolution enable direct imaging of Floquet-Bloch band structure.
Our experimental platform for Floquet band engineering is a degenerate quantum
gas of 7Li in an amplitude-modulated optical lattice and an applied harmonic magnetic
potential (see Fig. 7.1f). Each experiment begins by producing a Bose condensate of
approximately 105 7Li atoms in the |F = 1,mF = 1〉 hyperfine state in a crossed optical
dipole trap centered at x = 0. After the final stage of cooling, a Feshbach magnetic
field is tuned to the shallow scattering length zero-crossing near 543.6 G [17] to eliminate
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Figure 7.1: Rapid long-range transport in a Floquet-Bloch band. (a) Time sequence
of images of a condensate in the ground band of a 5.4 ER-deep lattice undergoing
48 Hz Bloch oscillations [85]. (b) Time sequence of images of a condensate in a (0, 2)
hybridized Floquet-Bloch band created via amplitude modulation with ν = 170 kHz
and α = 0.2, with the same initial force as in (a). Note the rapid cyclic high-fidelity
transport across the trap. (c) Unmodified band structure. Vertical rippled lines indi-
cate band coupling at the hybridizing quasimomentum for this modulation frequency.
(d) Calculated dispersion of the unmodified ground band (solid) and hybridized Flo-
quet-Bloch band (dashed). (e) Position-velocity evolution in the same hybrid band
as (b) with an initial force corresponding to a Bloch frequency of 38 Hz. Solid line is
theory; points are data at equally-spaced times. Error bars are smaller than plotted
points. (f) Experimental schematic.
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interatomic interactions, and the condensate is adiabatically loaded into a Heisenberg-
limited quasimomentum distribution in the ground band of a retro-reflected optical lattice
with an 85 µm beam waist. The static lattice depth V0 is 5.4ER unless otherwise specified,
where ER = ~2k2L/2m is the recoil energy, kL = 2pi/λ is the lattice wavevector, λ =
1064 nm is the lattice wavelength, and m is the atomic mass. The curvature of the
Feshbach field generates harmonic confinement with trap frequency ω = 2pi × 15.5 Hz.
A field gradient from push coils translates the trap center x0 such that resulting force
F (x) = −mω2 (x− x0) drives transport in the lattice direction once the much-tighter
optical dipole trap which pins the atoms to x = 0 is removed. Dynamics are initiated by
switching off the optical dipole trap and simultaneously turning on the lattice modulation
using an acousto-optic modulator; this quenches the atomic ensemble into the hybridized
Floquet-Bloch band. If the hybridizing quasimomentum q∗ is sufficiently different from
the initial quasimomentum we do not observe heating from the quench, although in
some cases projection of a small fraction of the atoms to higher bands can occur via
multiphoton transitions. After variable hold time in the modulated lattice, the atomic
position distribution is measured by in-situ absorption imaging.
Floquet-Bloch band properties and dynamics are calculated numerically by comput-
ing the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the hermitian generator of the single-period time
evolution operator [3]. The system can be described by the 1D time-dependent Hamil-
tonian
H =− ~
2
2m
∂2x − V0 (1 + α sin(2piνt)) cos2
(pix
d
)
+
1
2
mω2 (x− x0)2 ,
(7.1)
where x is position along the lattice, d is the lattice spacing, m is the atomic mass of
7Li, V0 is the static lattice depth, α is the modulation strength, and ν is the modulation
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frequency. Transverse degrees of freedom play no role in the dynamics we report. In the
absence of the modulation and for weak force, the spectrum of equation (7.1) consists of
Bloch bands with energy {Ej(q)}, where j is the band index and q the quasimomentum.
Amplitude modulation satisfying an interband resonance of the ith and jth band nhν =
(Ei(±q∗)− Ej(±q∗)), where q∗ is the resonant quasimomentum and n the photon number,
hybridizes the static spectrum into quasienergy bands {E˜i(q)}. The wavepacket center-
of-mass dynamics are dictated by the local force and the group velocity of the hybridized
band: dq/dt = F and dx/dt = dE˜/dq. While the drive can in principle hybridize any set
of bands with arbitrary order n, this work focuses on the case of single-photon resonant
hybridization of the ground band with the jth excited band, which we denote as (0, j)
hybridization.
Fig. 7.1 demonstrates the dramatic difference between transport in the static ground
band and transport in a (0, 2) Floquet-Bloch band. In the absence of modulation, the
local force F induces Bloch oscillations (Fig. 7.1a) whose amplitude in position space
is proportional to the static bandwidth [85]. Amplitude modulation at frequency ν =
170 kHz and amplitude α = 0.2 hybridizes the ground and second excited band at
quasimomentum q∗ ≈ 0.4 ~kL as diagrammed in Fig. 7.1c. In the Floquet-Bloch band,
instead of exhibiting Wannier-Stark localization, the atomic ensemble undergoes rapid
coherent oscillatory transport across approximately 2000 lattice sites (Fig. 7.1b).
This striking transport behavior is a direct consequence of the hybridized structure
of the Floquet-Bloch band. As the quasimomentum evolves, the group velocity sharply
increases at the high-curvature point of the Floquet-Bloch band where |q(t)| = q∗. The
resulting rapid transport carries the ensemble thousands of lattice sites in real space. On
such large length scales, the force due to the harmonic confinement is no longer approxi-
mately constant; the ensemble moves across the entire applied potential, gaining and then
losing quasimomentum without reaching the edge of the Brillouin zone. At the position
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Figure 7.2: Tunable transport in Floquet-Bloch bands. Panels a-g show measurements
in a (0, 2) hybrid band with α = 0.2. (a) Atomic center-of-mass position versus time
for constant drive frequency ν = 170 kHz and varying initial force, corresponding to
the Bloch frequencies indicated in the legend. In panels a-f, theoretical expectations
from the calculated Floquet-Bloch band structure are plotted as solid lines, with no
fit parameters, and calculated uncertainty intervals are smaller than plotted points.
(b,c) Transport period and total transport distance as a function of initial force.
(d) Atomic position versus time for three modulation frequencies as indicated in the
legend, at a constant initial force corresponding to a 26.5 Hz Bloch frequency. (e,f)
Transport period and total transport distance as a function of drive frequency ν.
where the potential energy is the same as it was at the first point of high band curvature,
energy conservation requires that the ensemble again has quasimomentum q∗, and the
group velocity sharply decreases. The microscopic dynamics at the high-curvature point
involve exchange of photons with the lattice, as occurs for example in pulsed Bragg accel-
eration techniques used in atom interferometry to increase free-space momentum [113].
Both direct measurement and Landau-Zener calculations indicate that deviations from
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of transport in a (0, 2) versus (0, 4) hybridization scheme.(g)
Time sequence of position-space distribution in a (0, 2) Floquet-Bloch band with
ν = 186 kHz and α = 0.2. (h) Time sequence of position-space distribution in a
(0, 4) Floquet-Bloch band with ν = 530 kHz and α = 1. Insets in (g) and (h) indicate
hybridization in the static band structure.
perfect fidelity of transfer between static bands at the Floquet-induced avoided crossings
are below one part in 104 for all data we report. Transport in the hybridized band is
characterized by periods of rapid transfer across the entire trapping region connected
by relatively slow Bloch-oscillation-like motion at the turning points. Variations in en-
semble width during transport can arise from both force inhomogeneity [85] and from
the modified dispersion [114]. The full position-velocity evolution is shown in Fig. 7.1e.
Notable features of the observed dynamics include high-fidelity long-range transport of
nearly all atoms in the condensate, coherent Bloch oscillation dynamics at opposite ends
of the trap, maximum transport velocities far in excess of those characterizing the bare
harmonic potential, and a high degree of control attainable by varying drive properties.
To further probe the dynamics we study the dependence of long-range transport on
initial applied force, drive frequency, and hybridized band indices. As shown in Fig. 7.3a
and b, the total transport distance D increases with increasing force while the oscillation
period T decreases. The observed behavior agrees quantitatively with fit-parameter-free
numerical calculations for the Floquet-Bloch band shown as solid black lines in Figs. 7.3a,
b, and c. Larger total transport distances can be achieved by reducing the harmonic trap
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Figure 7.4: Transport control via Floquet quenches with ν = 170 kHz and α = 0.4.
(a) Quench protocol for modulation times of 0, 22, and 44 ms. (b) Time sequence
of images of atomic ensemble for the three quench protocols. (c) Relative position
evolution of the atomic ensemble after all quenches. Solid lines are sinusoidal fits, and
estimated uncertainty in measured data is smaller than plotted points.
frequency or increasing the applied force, although the latter method will eventually be
limited by Bragg scattering. Figs. 7.3d, e, and f show the results of varying the hybridizing
frequency ν at constant force. Increasing ν hybridizes the bands closer to the edge of the
Brillouin zone, which increases the time to reach q∗ so that the oscillation period increases
while the transport distance remains fixed. Again, the observed wavepacket evolution
agrees quantitatively with fit-parameter-free numerical predictions, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the Floquet-Bloch formalism for describing this controllable long-distance
transport.
Floquet hybridization of different pairs of static bands gives rise to distinct transport
properties. Fig. 7.3g and 7.3h compare transport dynamics in (0, 2) and (0, 4) hybrid
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bands. Evolution in the (0, 4) band leads to dramatically faster long-range transport,
due to the increased group velocity and band curvature. During this evolution, the
ensemble stretches across the entire extent of the trapping potential, but still returns to
the static ground band at the far edge of the trap.
Diabatic quenches between static bands and hybridized Floquet bands provide a pow-
erful experimental tool for dynamical control of transport properties. Quenching back to
the static lattice after a total modulation time tq projects the Floquet-Bloch state back
onto the original static spectrum. Fig. 7.4 shows the results of such quenched modu-
lation experiments in which the modulation depth α is set suddenly to zero after some
variable evolution time in the Floquet-Bloch band. Quenching near the turning points
of the position-space oscillation projects the atomic ensemble back onto the Wannier-
Stark localized ground band, at a position which can vary by thousands of lattice sites
depending on tq. Quenching into an excited static band is also possible; a recent study
demonstrated that a related technique can be used to experimentally realize a relativistic
harmonic oscillator [114]. The small fraction of atomic population away from the main
ensemble visible in Fig. 7.4b arises from multiphoton projection to higher bands during
the initial quench. The identical amplitude and frequency of position-space Bloch oscil-
lations after the three distinct quench protocols in Fig. 7.4c indicates the non-dissipative
nature of quenched Floquet-Bloch transport.
Hybridizing bands of opposite parity gives rise to qualitatively different phenomena.
While opposite-parity coupling is forbidden at q∗ = 0 due to the even-parity nature
of amplitude modulation, hybridization at finite quasimomentum is both allowed and
observed. Fig. 7.5 shows the result of (0, 1) coupling at q∗ ≈ 0.66 ~kL, using amplitude
modulation with ν = 56 kHz, α = 0.25, and V0 = 3.6 ER. At this reduced lattice
depth, atoms in the unmodified ground band do not Bloch oscillate but undergo ballistic
transport in the trapping potential, never reaching the Brillouin zone edge (Fig. 7.5a).
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Figure 7.5: Imaging a Floquet-Bloch band. (a) Time sequence of images of atoms in
a static band with reduced lattice depth V0 = 3.6 ER, subjected to an initial force per
atom corresponding to a Bloch oscillation frequency of 28.9 Hz. Inset is the calculated
band structure. (b) Evolution in a (0, 1) hybrid Floquet-Bloch band with ν = 56 kHz,
α = 0.25, and the same lattice depth as (a). Inset is the static band structure with
rippled lines indicating the resonant coupling. (c) Calculated quasienergy spectrum
in the extended zone scheme for the (0, 1) hybrid band of (b). Color corresponds to
the static band with maximal probability overlap with the Floquet state according
to the band colors in (a). Shaded region corresponds to the mapped part of the
Floquet band in (d). (d) Comparison of the real-space evolution in (b) to the Floquet
spectrum in (c) according to the mapping of equation (7.2) with no fit parameters.
Measurement uncertainty is smaller than plotted points. The atomic motion images
the Floquet-Bloch band dispersion.
Quenching into the (0, 1) hybrid band causes Wannier-Stark localization due to Bloch
oscillations in the Floquet-hybridized band (Fig. 7.5b). Here the opposite curvature of
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the two static bands results in a flatter hybrid band with smaller bandwidth and local
extrema in the dispersion, as shown in Fig. 7.5c. Deviations from unit Landau-Zener
fidelity for Bloch oscillations near the avoided crossings are calculated to be below a part
per million for this drive amplitude and Bloch frequency, and are not observed.
Strikingly, these oscillations enable direct imaging of the Floquet-Bloch band struc-
ture. A recent experiment [85] demonstrated that for a constant force, the position evo-
lution of an atomic ensemble undergoing Bloch oscillations in a static band constitutes
a direct image of the energy-momentum dispersion relation according to the mapping:
E = Fx, q = Ft. (7.2)
This can be intuitively understood by considering that the group velocity is equal to both
dE/dq and dx/dt. Fig. 7.5d experimentally demonstrates that this mapping can be gener-
alized to Floquet-Bloch bands by comparing the center-of-mass motion in a (0, 1) hybrid
band to the calculated band dispersion of Fig. 7.5c, scaled according to equation (7.2).
There are no fit parameters in this plot, as the force is measured independently. The close
agreement between the measured atomic position and the band dispersion demonstrates
direct imaging of a hybridized Floquet-Bloch band.
This Floquet-Bloch band image is reminiscent of time- and angle-resolved photoe-
mission maps of Floquet bands in laser-driven topological insulators [91]. This analogy
suggests potentially fruitful connections between the results we present and topics of
current interest in condensed matter, including the effect of Bloch oscillations and inter-
band transitions on high-harmonic generation in crystals and prospects for all-optical
band structure reconstruction in solids [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Using techniques like
those we present, cold atom quantum simulation experiments could serve as a comple-
mentary tool for exploration of band dynamics, probing and realizing phenomena at the
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edge of current ultrafast experimental capabilities.
The controlled Floquet-Bloch transport dynamics presented here also open the path
to the realization and study of more complex phenomena, including polychromatic driving
for hybridization of multiple bands at multiple quasimomenta, Floquet-based creation of
topologically nontrivial bands [115, 116], and the controlled introduction of disorder. The
enhanced control of band structure and transport demonstrated here may also be useful
for lattice-based metrology. One possibility along these lines would be continuously-
trapped atom interferometry using wavepackets split by a large distance in a (0, 2n)
hybrid band for some n. While this study has focused on coherent dynamics in the
absence of interaction-induced dephasing, the introduction of tunable interatomic inter-
actions would open up a broader array of possibilities in many-body Floquet engineering;
some of these are explored in recent work using the same apparatus [117].
In summary, we have demonstrated tunable coherent control of long-range quantum
transport in hybridized Floquet-Bloch bands. We have used hybridization of various pairs
of four separate static bands at varying quasimomenta to realize rapid long-distance trans-
port of a Bose condensate, switchable Wannier-Stark localization, and direct imaging of
a hybrid Floquet-Bloch band.
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Quantifying and controlling
prethermal nonergodicity in
interacting Floquet matter
The contents of this chapter include our paper ”Quantifying and controlling prethermal
nonergodicity in interacting Floquet matter”.
The use of periodic driving for synthesizing many-body quantum states depends cru-
cially on the existence of a prethermal regime, which exhibits drive-tunable properties
while forestalling the effects of heating. The underlying localized nonergodic nature of the
wave function in this metastable regime is largely unexplored experimentally. We report
experiments on a many-body Floquet system consisting of atoms in an optical lattice
subjected to ultrastrong sign-changing amplitude modulation. Using a double-quench
protocol we measure an inverse participation ratio quantifying the degree of prethermal
localization as a function of tunable drive parameters and interactions. We obtain a com-
plete prethermal map of the drive-dependent properties of Floquet matter spanning four
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square decades of parameter space. Following the full time evolution, we observe sequen-
tial formation of two prethermal plateaux, interaction-driven ergodicity, and strongly
frequency-dependent dynamics of long-time thermalization. The complete experimen-
tal control and quantitative characterization of prethermal Floquet matter demonstrated
here opens a new frontier for probing far-from-equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics
and new possibilities for dynamical quantum engineering.
Time-periodic driving is a powerful technique for synthesizing tailored quantum mat-
ter with drive-dependent properties and phase structures beyond the constraints imposed
by thermodynamic equilibrium [118, 119, 120, 57, 121, 112, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126,
127, 128], and therefore beyond a description in terms of thermal Gibbs ensembles. In
many cases of interest, approximate integrals of motion can localize driven systems in
metastable prethermal states [129, 130, 131, 132, 133] that admit a statistical description
in terms of a periodic Gibbs ensemble (PGE) [134, 135, 136, 137, 130, 138, 139]. While
pioneering experiments have explored the uses and properties of metastable driven quan-
tum systems [140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146], directly probing the localized nature of
the prethermal many-body quantum state has remained an outstanding challenge. In
this work, we experimentally probe a universal quantitative measure for non-ergodic lo-
calization of a driven quantum system based on a stroboscopically time-averaged return
probability to an initial energy-localized state. This quantity directly corresponds to
an inverse participation ratio quantifying localization in the eigenbasis of the approxi-
mate Floquet Hamiltonian, and can be experimentally measured using a double-quench
protocol starting from an almost fully Bose-condensed undriven ground state.
The experiments we report use tunably-interacting 7Li atoms in an amplitude-modulated
optical lattice to create and probe prethermal Floquet matter. Uniquely, our experiment
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enables the use of amplitude modulation extending from 10 to 1000 percent of the static
lattice depth and drive frequencies extending from 0.1 to 10 times the lattice band gap.
This regime of ultrastrong drive amplitudes is previously unrealized experimentally, and
this range of drive frequencies extends through and well beyond typical regimes of Flo-
quet engineering. Realization of these extreme parameter values allows us to map out a
sharp threshold between differently-localized regimes of prethermal ergodicity breaking.
Observed characteristics of the prethermal state are in quantitative agreement with the-
oretical calculations based on a periodic Gibbs ensemble. Tracking the time evolution
of the driven system we observe and quantify not only the formation of a prethermal
non-ergodic plateau, but also the long-time departure from it, either by a transition to a
second prethermal plateau or, for stronger interactions, by the onset of ergodicity.
The initial condition for all experiments discussed here is a Bose-condensed gas of
lithium loaded into the ground band of a static 1D optical lattice of depth V0 and
wavelength λ = 1064 nm at zero quasimomentum. Interatomic interactions are set
to the desired value using a magnetic Feshbach resonance. The system is quenched into
the Floquet Hamiltonian by applying lattice amplitude modulation at some frequency
ω and relative amplitude α, keeping the cycle-averaged lattice depth fixed at V0. Af-
ter some modulation time, the atoms are quenched back to the original optical lattice,
bandmapped, and imaged in order to measure the resulting distribution in the eigenba-
sis of the undriven lattice. This double-quench protocol provides a direct probe of the
evolution of system properties under the Floquet Hamiltonian, and of localization in the
Floquet state basis. More details on the experimental protocol appear in the appendices.
If interactions are tuned to zero, the Hamiltonian of this driven system is
H(t) = −(~2/2m)∂2x + V0[1 + α sin(ωt)] cos2(kLx), (8.1)
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Figure 8.1: Mapping the prethermal state in the space of drive parameters. A: The-
oretical map of the projected static ground band occupation fraction for a periodic
Gibbs ensemble, as a function of normalized drive frequency Ω and normalized drive
amplitude α. Dotted line shows classical stability boundary of the equivalent driven
pendulum. B: Experimental measurement of normalized population in the center of
the lowest band after a 500 µs hold of a non-interacting quantum gas in a modulated
optical lattice, as a function of the same parameters. The α > 1 region to the right
of the vertical dashed line is inaccessible without the sign-changing amplitude mod-
ulation introduced in this work. C: Same measurement as B, but in the presence of
interatomic interactions (s-wave scattering length 30 nm). Colorbar and axes are the
same for all three panels.
where x is position along the lattice, m is the atomic mass, kL = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber
of the lattice laser, and V0 = 10ER is the static lattice depth, with recoil energy ER =
~2k2L/2m. It is intuitively useful to note that this is a quantum mechanical version of
the Hamiltonian for a rigid pendulum with a vertically modulated pivot point, with the
compact phase variable of the pendulum replaced by the position x. The role of classical
rigid pendula as archetypes for the study of stability and instability in driven systems
provides natural motivation for the quantum mechanical experiments reported here.
The drive frequency can be expressed dimensionlessly as Ω = ω/ω0 where ω0 =
2
√
V0ER/~ is the frequency of harmonic motion in a single lattice site, which approx-
imates the lowest band gap of the static lattice. The experiments reported here ex-
plore four square decades of drive parameter space, with a dimensionless frequency from
Ω = 0.1 to Ω = 10 and a dimensionless amplitude from α = 0.1 to α = 10. This wide
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Figure 8.2: Characterizing the prethermal periodic Gibbs ensemble. A: PGE predic-
tion for occupation of excited even bands as a function of drive parameters α and
Ω. B: Measured atom number fraction in the central 40% of the same bands. All
axes and colorbars are the same as for the theory panels. C: Measured f0 versus
modulation time for the first 150 µs of the drive, for three different values of (α,Ω)
all for vanishing interactions. Dashed line shows PGE prediction corresponding to
the time average of the calculated evolution of the non-interacting system (solid line).
For these data, the optical lattice is immediately quenched back to the initial 10 ER
static lattice at the indicated modulation time and then band-mapped.
range represents a challenge both for theory, due to the absence of any reliably small scale
in the problem, and for experiment, due to the difficulty of attaining modulation ampli-
tudes greater than 100%. We realize the strongly-driven regime α > 1 by simultaneously
modulating two orthogonally-polarized co-axial 1D optical lattices with a relative spatial
phase shift of λ/4. Extending exploration into this regime of ultrastrong driving is a key
experimental novelty of the work we report, and it is required for access to the majority
of the parameter space we explore in maps of prethermal Floquet matter properties like
those shown in Fig. 8.1.
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We characterize and quantify prethermalization in our Floquet system via the frac-
tion f0 of atoms which occupy the single-particle ground state after the modulation is
quenched off. This quantity naturally contains information about heating in the Floquet
system since those atoms which are excited out of the initial ground state automatically
lead to a reduced f0. Beyond this intuitive argument, we find that f0 in fact represents
a powerful quantitative measure for localization and therefore for prethermalization and
the absence of heating: specifically, f0 can be directly related to an inverse participation
ratio (IPR) in our experimental context. An IPR, defined as IPR =
∑
n |〈ψ0|n〉|4, quan-
tifies how strongly the state |ψ0〉, here representing the initial condition, is localized in
the basis |n〉, which in our case is the eigenbasis of the Floquet time-evolution operator.
The participation ratio 1/IPR measures the number of Floquet states |n〉 required to
represent the initial state. In a localized prethermal state the IPR takes on a nonzero
value whereas in the delocalized ergodic regime the IPR becomes vanishingly small. We
find, crucially, that if interactions are neglected the long-time average of f0 is exactly
equivalent to the IPR; this is demonstrated in detail in appendix 8.4. While the IPR is
a standard diagnostic of localization, the experimental measurement of such a quantity
is, in general, very challenging for a many-body system. For an interacting system in the
prethermal regime described by the PGE, the exact identification of f0 as an IPR does
not hold, since for example the condensate fraction will be depleted slightly already in
the ground state by quantum fluctuations, but f0 remains a useful and experimentally
accessible metric for characterizing the properties of the interacting driven system. In
particular, a non-zero f0 still indicates a non-ergodic interacting prethermal state.
The dependence of Floquet matter attributes on drive properties can be directly
calculated in the non-interacting case. We calculate f0(α,Ω) from the periodic Gibbs
ensemble ρ ∝ exp(−∑i ηinˆi(t)) characterized by integrals of motion given by the occu-
pations nˆi(t) of the single-particle Floquet modes |i(t)〉 of the multi-band Hamiltonian.
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Here, the coefficients are ηi = log
(
1 + 〈ψ0|nˆi(0)|ψ0〉−1
)
, where the mean-occupations
〈ψ0|nˆi(0)|ψ0〉 = N |〈0|i(0)〉|2 are directly given by single-particle overlaps with the un-
driven (single-particle) ground state |0〉. The predicted dependence f0(α,Ω) is shown in
Fig. 8.1A as a function of dimensionless driving amplitude α and frequency Ω. The the-
ory predicts that f0 ' 1 for a large region in (α,Ω) space, but as Ω decreases from large
values for any given drive amplitude, there is always some α-dependent drive frequency
below which f0 sharply decreases to a lower but still non-ergodic value between 0 and
1. Intriguingly, this sharp crossover corresponds approximately to the stable-unstable
crossover of the corresponding classical system: a rigid pendulum with a vertically mod-
ulated pivot point. The dashed line in Fig. 8.1A shows the classical boundary of stability
for the downward-pointing pendulum; exploration of a possible quantum analogue of the
upward-pointing Kapitza state [147, 148] is an interesting potential direction for future
work.
The wide tunability afforded by our flexible experimental platform enables measure-
ment of the full prethermal map of Floquet material properties predicted in Fig. 8.1A, and
direct observation of the Floquet delocalization crossover. Figures 8.1B and 8.1C show
experimentally measured maps of f0(α,Ω), for non-interacting and interacting samples
respectively. Because experimental quasimomentum resolution is limited by the finite
initial spatial size of the condensate and a finite time-of-flight, the experimental maps
are based on integrals over the central 40% of the Brillouin zone. The non-interacting
measurement of Fig. 8.1B shows good agreement with the PGE-based theoretical predic-
tion of Fig. 8.1A. The interacting data in Fig. 8.1C display a qualitatively similar but not
quantitatively identical behavior; the crucial effects of interactions are explored further
in the time-evolution measurements discussed below. Both measurements clearly show
the predicted amplitude-dependent Floquet delocalization crossover.
Measuring higher-band observables in addition to f0 allows a fuller comparison be-
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tween experimental and theoretical descriptions of the prethermal state. Over the timescales
shown in Fig. 8.2 the dynamics of the noninteracting driven system mainly redistribute
population among the lowest few even Bloch bands, as expected from parity conserva-
tion at k = 0. Fig. 8.2A shows the results of a PGE-based calculation of fractional
projected occupations f2ν , ν ∈ (1, . . . 6) of the first six even excited bands, as a function
of drive parameters α and Ω. The theory predicts a rich dependence of Floquet material
properties on drive parameters, with a distinct map for each projected band population.
Our experiment can quantitatively test these predictions by directly imaging such maps.
Fig. 8.2B shows the experimentally measured fractional population of the first six even-
parity excited bands at each (α,Ω) point, using the same double-quench protocol used
to produce Fig. 8.1. The observed close match between theory and experiment lends
further support to the PGE-based theoretical description of the prethermal state. We do
not observe significant occupation above the twelfth band, in agreement with the PGE
model. These detailed experimental maps of the properties of prethermal Floquet matter
throughout a wide range of drive parameter space reveal the intricate structure of the
amplitude-dependent Floquet delocalization crossover in the strong-driving regime and
constitute the first main result of this report.
Moving beyond such fixed-time maps, it is possible to experimentally explore the full
time evolution of f0 and higher-band observables at any point in drive parameter space.
This allows direct measurement of the temporal emergence of the prethermal state, as
well as investigation of its long-term fate. As shown in Fig. 8.2C, the measured time
evolution of f0 for various drive parameters shows remarkably rapid attainment of an
average value in close agreement with the PGE theoretical prediction, on timescales near
a single drive period [134]. The rapid but not instantaneous nature of the dephasing
responsible for the emergence of the prethermal plateau can be revealed by measuring
a different observable: the interference patterns after the system is quenched back to
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Figure 8.3: Entering the prethermal state. A: Normalized ground band occupation
f0 as a function of time during modulation with α = 3, Ω = 2.6, a = 0. The system
attains the prethermal value of f0 on time scales comparable to a single drive cycle.
Inset shows a sample bandmapped image and its column integration for the indicated
data point, with Brillouin zone boundaries and band indices labeled; most population
here is in bands 0 and 4. B: Population fraction in diffracted peaks after diabatic
lattice snapoff, as a function of time during the same drive. x axes are the same for
the two plots. Gradual attainment of the prethermal steady-state is apparent in the
increase and settling of the second-peak population.
a static lattice which is snapped off immediately rather than band-mapped. Fig. 8.3
shows that over the course of a few dozen drive cycles, the occupations of the first two
interference peaks approach their quasi-steady-state values.
For a drive with Ω = 0.3 and α = 0.5, f0 remains close to 1, while for higher drive
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amplitudes and frequencies it fluctuates around a lower average value which agrees well
with the PGE prediction. Since the inverse of the IPR provides a measure for the number
of eigenstates of the time-evolution operator the system can access, it might appear
surprising that even at large driving strengths the predicted and measured f0 remains
so high throughout the dynamics; as discussed in appendix 8.5 this can be understood
as a consequence of the eventual dominance of higher-band kinetic energy splittings over
any fixed coupling matrix element. Moreover, return probabilities such as f0 yield on
general grounds fluctuations of the same order as the mean for unitary dynamics; thus,
the fact that we not only measure the expected temporal mean but also observe large
temporal fluctuations can be interpreted as a signature of the unitary quantum character
of the real-time dynamics of the experiment. In principle, such fluctuations also contain
information on the spectrum of the Floquet Hamiltonian.
To probe the effects of varying interparticle interactions, we measure the evolu-
tion of strongly-driven Floquet matter over much longer timescales than those shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. The long-time evolution of interacting driven systems is both especially
relevant for the realization of useful many-body Floquet engineering, and especially chal-
lenging to address theoretically. Fig. 8.4A compares the initial evolution of samples with
different Feshbach-tuned interaction strengths under the same drive parameters (Ω=2.6,
α = 3). For all three values of the interaction strength, the early-time dynamics are
in agreement with the PGE description. As the system continues to evolve to large
times over thousands of drive cycles, the PGE plateau decays. Strikingly, for a wide
range of parameters we observe, as shown in Fig. 8.4B, that the system enters a second
plateau in which f0 is non-zero but smaller than in the first plateau. Non-interacting and
weakly-interacting samples remain in this second plateau for at least twenty thousand
drive cycles at Ω = 2.6. We hypothesize that this second plateau can be understood as
a consequence of a slow spreading in both position and quasimomentum: in particular,
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Figure 8.4: Effects of interaction and drive frequency on the long-time evolution of
Floquet matter. A: Short-time evolution of f0 for a drive with Ω = 2.6 and α = 3,
at three different values of the s-wave scattering length a. Regardless of interaction
strength, f0 fluctuates near the PGE value (dashed line). Solid gray line shows the
solution to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the non-interacting case. Top
panel shows the driving waveform. B: f0 as a function of time for much longer times,
for the same drive and interaction parameters. Data are boxcar-averaged into 200 µs
bins. The non-interacting and weakly-interacting samples attain a second plateau
(solid line) well below the PGE value (dashed line), while the strongest-interacting
sample decays to a high-temperature state consistent with ergodicity. Shaded area in-
dicates the estimated noise floor: at long times we measure no significant ground-band
occupation only for the strongest-interacting sample. C-E: Evolution of the partic-
ipation ratio 1/f0 for a = 30 nm, α = 3, and varying drive frequency as indicated
in the inset. Dashed line indicates the PGE prediction for the constant-f0 plateau
which extends as the frequency increases. The time-dependence of heating away from
the prethermal plateau is observed to be strongly Ω-dependent: at low frequency the
participation ratio grows approximately as the square root of time (green solid line),
while at the highest frequency the heating is consistent with a t1/4 dependence (red
solid line).
increasing quasimomentum extent will break the selection rules that prohibit odd band
occupation at k = 0. To account in part for this spreading, all measurements of f0 in
Fig. 8.4 integrate over the entirety of the first Brillouin zone. The strongest-interacting
samples, subjected to the same drive, behave in a fundamentally different way: they do
not exhibit this second plateau but instead are observed to attain ergodicity, heating up
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indefinitely with no detectable atoms in the ground band after modulation. The second
main result of this report, after the maps of the IPR and drive-dependent material prop-
erties, comprises these measurements of the detailed time evolution of Floquet matter:
at short time scales, we observe a rapid emergence of a PGE prethermal state exhibiting
large fluctuations, and at long time scales, we observe a second prethermal plateau and
interaction-dependent ergodicity.
These results raise a crucial question: is the rapid onset of ergodicity for the strongest-
interacting system inevitable? To quantitatively explore the possibility of delaying the
onset of ergodicity in driven interacting systems, we measured the long-time evolution of
the participation ratio 1/f0 for the strongest-interacting samples at increasing values of
Ω. The results are shown in Figs. 4C-E. At Ω=2, α=3, the observed long-time evolution
of 1/f0 is consistent with the
√
t dependence naively expected from Joule heating, and no
significant plateau is observed. As the drive frequency is increased holding α constant,
we observe the emergence of a quasi-static prethermal plateau lasting thousands of drive
cycles, at a value of f0 consistent with the PGE prediction. This plateau too eventually
decays. We note that this high-frequency stabilization of the prethermal plateau cannot
be simply explained by the exponential suppression of Floquet heating, predicted for
single-band and spin models [129, 130, 131, 132], though it may be related; neither is
the prethermal state characterized by simple high-frequency Floquet-Magnus-type ex-
pansions. Intriguingly, for the highest-frequency drives like the Ω = 8 drive of Fig. 8.4E,
the long-time departure from this plateau is consistent with a t1/4 time dependence, and
is clearly slower than for the lower drive frequencies. This unusual behavior, while still
poorly understood, is consistent with the sub-Joule heating predicted by recent theoret-
ical analyses of a driven O(N) model [136, 137]. The recovery of the prethermal plateau
by increasing the drive frequency in the presence of interactions, and the observation of
anomalously slow heating dynamics away from the recovered plateau, together constitute
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the third and final main result of this report.
In conclusion, we have used a flexible platform for studying strongly driven inter-
acting quantum systems to acquire a complete prethermal map of the drive-dependent
properties of tunable Floquet matter, revealing a Floquet delocalization crossover which
is in quantitative agreement with predictions of a theory based on the periodic Gibbs
ensemble. The measurement of an IPR via a double quench protocol represents a pow-
erful quantitative tool for characterizing strongly-driven quantum systems in a variety
of experimental contexts. Measuring the evolution of driven ensembles at both short
and long times, we have observed two prethermal plateaux and a long-time transition
to ergodicity at a rate and onset time which depend critically on drive frequency and
interaction strength.
8.1 Sample preparation and loading
The experiments begin with evaporation of bosonic 7Li atoms in a crossed optical
dipole trap (λ=1064 nm, 7 W per beam, 100 µm beam waist, 1 kHz transverse trap
frequencies) to generate a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) with approximately 100,000
atoms at a temperature of 20 nK. During and after evaporation, the interatomic interac-
tion strength is controlled by Feshbach tuning using a homogeneous magnetic field. We
hold the BEC in the optical trap while ramping the field from the value used for evapo-
ration (729 G, a≈30 nm) to the desired final value in 100 ms. We then adiabatically load
the atoms into the ground state of a combined 1D optical lattice with an initial static
lattice depth of V0 = 10ER, where ER =
~2k2L
2m
is the lattice recoil energy. In the static
lattice, the tunneling rate between lattice sites is 483 Hz and the lattice site trap fre-
quency is ω0 = 159 kHz. The transverse confinement is provided by the Gaussian lattice
beams, resulting in a transverse trapping frequency of 449 Hz×√1 + α/2. We observe
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no significant excitation of transverse oscillator modes in the experiments reported here.
Any additional forces along the lattice direction arising from magnetic field curvature
or lattice beam intensity gradients are nulled out using magnetic shim coils to increase
the period of Bloch oscillations to time scales significantly longer than our longest ex-
periments [85]. The interacting experiments are performed at Feshbach-induced s-wave
scattering lengths of 2 nm and 30 nm, resulting in Thomas-Fermi interaction energies of
1.3 kHz and 3.8 kHz, respectively, for α = 0. Because the Thomas-Fermi interaction en-
ergies grow weakly with the modulation depth due to increased transverse confinement,
we characterize interactions by the scattering length, which does not depend on the drive
parameters.
8.2 Optical lattice for sign-changing modulation
To enable realization of the α > 1 regime of ultrastrong lattice modulation, a com-
bined lattice is formed by overlapping two 1D optical lattices with a relative spatial phase
shift of half a period. We use up to 7 W of 1064 nm light per beam and an 88 µm beam
waist. The two lattices are separated in frequency by 160 MHz and have orthogonal linear
polarizations. The beams are retroreflected by the same mirror to form two independent
lattices. The relative phase is controlled by means of a waveplate stack, arranged so that
the one of the lattices receives a λ/4 phase shift as it is retroreflected. This causes the
two lattices to cancel each other when both beams have the same power, resulting in a
featureless optical dipole trap; intentionally imbalancing the power results in a lattice
of controllable sign. The depth of the combined lattice and the relative spatial phase
between the two lattices are calibrated using matter-wave diffraction. After ramp-up of
the combined lattice to an initial depth of 10 ER, the system is quenched into the Floquet
Hamiltonian by applying lattice amplitude modulation with some Ω and α. The ampli-
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tude of the combined lattice is modulated at up to 2 MHz by simultaneously varying the
power of RF signals sent to two acousto-optical modulators from an AD9854 DDS board.
Crucially for the results we present, this double lattice modulation allows us to create a
combined optical lattice that can change sign, where maxima (minima) become minima
(maxima) during a drive cycle.
8.3 Measurement protocol
After the system is allowed to evolve for some time in the modulated lattice, the
modulation is quenched off and the combined lattice can either be snapped off or ramped
off adiabatically with respect to the bandgaps to perform band-mapping [149]. When
measuring a prethermal map of Floquet material properties at a fixed total drive time
like those shown in Figs. 1B and 1C, the drive is allowed to fully complete the final mod-
ulation cycle before band-mapping, but for following the full time-dependent evolution
as is done in Figs. 2C and 3A the quench can be performed at any point in the drive
cycle. After band-mapping, resonant absorption imaging measures the atom number
in the ground and excited bands. All band-mapping measurements are performed at a
time of flight of 1.25 ms. At this time of flight, convolution of the initial Heisenberg-
limited spatial distribution of the condensate with the momentum distribution limits our
quasimomentum resolution to ∼ 0.2kL.
8.4 Identification of f0 as an IPR for quantifying er-
godicity
Here we show explicitly that for a non-interacting driven system the ground-band
occupation f0 is equal to the inverse participation ratio in the Floquet state basis. Fur-
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thermore we argue that for interacting systems in the prethermal regime, where the PGE
can be applied, f0 provides a straightforward and experimentally accessible metric for
localization and ergodicity.
The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation of a driven system possesses quasi-stationary
solutions called Floquet states, which are of the form |n(t)〉eitεn/~, with real quasienergy
εn and time-periodic Floquet mode |n(t)〉 = |n(t + T )〉, where T = 2pi/ω denotes the
driving period. For each time t they form an orthogonal basis, so that for a given pure
initial state |ψ(0)〉 the evolved state can be expressed as |ψ(t)〉 = ∑n cn|n(t)〉e−iεnt/~,
with time-independent coefficients cn = 〈n(0)|ψ(0)〉. Accordingly, the expectation value
of an observable Oˆ evolves as 〈Oˆ〉(t) = ∑nn′ c∗ncn′〈n(t)|Oˆ|n′(t)〉eit(εn−ε′n)/~. The relaxation
to a quasi-steady state (i.e. a time-periodic state) in the long-time limit can be associated
with the dephasing and averaging out of the off-diagonal terms, so that asymptotically
〈Oˆ〉(t) '∑n |cn|2〈n(t)|Oˆ|n(t)〉, corresponding to a Floquet diagonal ensemble described
by a periodic density operator ρˆdia(t) =
∑
n |cn|2|n(t)〉〈n(t)| [150]. For a non-interacting
driven gas, there are an extensive number of integrals of motion given by the number
operators nˆj(t) of the single-particle Floquet modes |j(t)〉 = |j(t + T )〉. The expecta-
tion values of these operators determine the PGE. To quantify the degree of localization
(non-ergodicity), we initially prepare the system in the undriven ground-state |ψ0〉, so
that cn = 〈n(0)|ψ0〉, and consider the expectation value of the projector Oˆ = |ψ0〉〈ψ0|
at stroboscopic times tν = νT with integer ν, which is equal to the squared overlap
|〈ψ0|ψ(tν)〉|2 with the evolved state |ψ(tν)〉. According to the diagonal ensemble and
employing |n(tν)〉 = |n(0)〉, the long-time average (indicated by an overbar) over the
stroboscopic dynamics of this quantity gives
|〈ψ0|ψ(tν)〉|2 =
∑
n
|〈ψ0|n(0)〉|4 ≡ IPR. (8.2)
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This quantity is directly identifiable as the inverse participation ratio that quantifies the
localization of the ground state |ψ0〉 in the basis of the Floquet states. Its inverse, 1/IPR,
measures the number of Floquet states required to represent |ψ0〉. For the non-interacting
gas, we find that the desired overlap is given by the fraction of atoms populating the
single-particle ground state (i.e. the quasimomentum k = 0 mode in the lowest Bloch
band), |〈ψ0|ψ(tν)〉|2 = f0(tν), which we have measured for example in Fig. 8.1B. Thus,
having relaxed to a quasi-steady state, we have
IPR = f0(tν), (8.3)
so that the measured observable directly quantifies non-ergodicity.
In an interacting many-body system, the diagonal ensemble is still formally char-
acterized by an exponentially large number of probabilities |cn|2. However, it is be-
lieved that the quasi-steady state is characterized by a periodic Gibbs ensemble (PGE),
ρPGE(t) = Z
−1 exp[−∑j λj Iˆj(t)], with Iˆj(t) = Iˆj(t+ T ) denoting the integrals of motion
of the system [134]. It is important to note that while a generic interacting Floquet
system should at sufficiently long times approach a fully ergodic high-temperature state
ρergodic ∝ 1 [135, 151], even the interacting system can approach a prethermal state
that is accurately described by the PGE on intermediate, and potentially exponentially
long, time scales. This motivates the use of f0 as a prethermal diagnostic of Floquet
localization even in the interacting regime.
8.5 Calculating expected number of occupied bands
Here we briefly discuss the reason that only a finite number of bands are expected to
be significantly occupied even in the presence of a strong drive. Since quasimomentum is
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conserved in the absence of interactions, the single-particle Hamiltonian H of the system
can be expressed in terms of states |m〉 having momentum wave numbers Km = (4pi/λ)m
for integer m. In units of the recoil energy ER,
H = 4
∑
m
[
m2|m〉〈m|+ V (t)
16
(
|m+ 1〉〈m|+ |m− 1〉〈m|
)]
(8.4)
with V (t) = (V0/ER)[1 + α cos(ωt)]. Thus, already for |m| ' 1, the energy separation
(m+ 1)2 −m2 = 2m+ 1 to higher-lying states becomes larger than the time-dependent
coupling matrix elements V (t)/16 and the driving frequency. This suggests that the drive
will cause substantial redistribution among small m, while for large m the Floquet states
will not significantly differ from the undriven eigenstates of the system that correspond to
the scattering continuum. In other words, the ground state of the non-interacting system
will mainly overlap with a few Floquet states. The Hamiltonian of Eq. 8.4 explains
also the origin of the crossover to a highly localized regime with f0 close to one for
large frequencies, as we observe in Fig. 8.1. The fact that it couples only neighboring
momenta m and m ± 1 shows that (except for narrow resonances) the ground state is
predominantly coupled to low energy states, transitions to which become off-resonant for
large drive frequencies.
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Appendix A
Non-Exponential Decay
The contents of this appendix include a series of notes on our proposed experiment
investigating non-exponential decay of quantum systems.
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Figure A.1: Top: Simple potential V (x) in which non-exponential decay is expected
on general grounds. τ is the decay time of the exponential part of the tunneling pro-
cess, and τE = ~/E is the timescale associated with the energy of the decay product.
Bottom: Schematic of proposed optical lattice experiment probing non-exponential
decay. E1 and E2 are different characterizations of the decay product energy, as
discussed in the text.
Background
Despite the apparent ubiquity of exponential decay, quantum mechanics requires that
decay processes to a continuum with a lowest-energy state have non-exponential time
dependence at both very short and very long times. The underlying physics is discussed
in Sakurai’s Modern Quantum Mechanics,1 and in a 1988 Nature news & views piece by
Greenland [152]. Short-time non-exponential decay was detected in 1997 in an experiment
using cold sodium atoms in optical lattices [153]; Greenland’s discussion of this result [154]
coined the appealing term “quantum procrastination.” Eva Lindroth and collaborators
recently pointed out [155] that the predicted long-time deviations from the exponential
decay law have not yet been directly experimentally observed, and furthermore that
attosecond chronoscopy of a resonance in the H− ion might reveal such deviations.
Here are a few other relevant references: a very nice review of the treatment of
quantum decay [156], a general theoretical discussion of long-time quantum decay prop-
1The relevant portion of the text is appended to this document.
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erties [157], a discussion of the role of fluctiations by Greenland [158], a paper presenting
some calculations on non-exponential decay of a specific excited state of a negative helium
ion [159], a 1982 theory paper discussing nonexponential decay in laser-induced negative
ion photodetachment, a 2015 paper discussing the theory of non-exponential tunneling
ionization of an atom in an intense laser field [160], a Phys. Rev. C article from 2004
claiming indirect evidence for non-exponential decay from an analysis of experimental
data on scattering phase shifts in 8Be [161], and a 1988 PRL presenting negative results
of a careful experimental search for non-exponential nuclear decay [162].
Predicted regime of detectable non-exponential decay
According to the arguments presented by Sakurai, quantum mechanical decay pro-
cesses can never be perfectly exponential, yet of course they are generally observed to be
exponential to an excellent approximation. Why is this? According to Greenland’s 1988
article, the expected timescale τL for long-time deviations from the exponential decay
law is of order
τL ' 3τ log (Eτ/~) = 3τ log (τ/τE) , (A.1)
where τ is the decay time (of the exponential part of the decay), and E = ~/τE is
the energy released in the decay. For the deviations from exponential decay to be ex-
perimentally detectable, τL/τ should not be too large, so that a measurable fraction of
the systems under consideration will remain undecayed to exhibit the nonexponential
behavior. Eq. A.1 thus suggests the study of decaying states where τ/τE is not much
greater than 3, so that the desired effect can be seen in a few e-foldings of the decay.
This, and the absence of long-range interaction between decay products, motivates the
study of non-exponential decay in anions [152, 155]. In particular, τ/τE is around 1
for the H− resonance proposed in [155]. This also helps explain the negative result of
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attempts to directly observe non-exponential nuclear decay: for the 56Mn experiments
reported in [162], τ/τE was around 10
25, and the indirect approach to measurement of
the 8Be decay discussed in [161] suggests that τL/τ is around 30, making direct-detection
experiments infeasible.
In designing an experiment to test this, it is useful to see how Greenland’s prediction
for the onset of non-exponential behavior compares to calculated time evolution. To
this end, Eva set up some Mathematica calculations to calculate the time dynamics of
a metastable state by taking the Fourier transform of a truncated Breit-Wigner energy
distribution. David ported these to MATLAB and ran the calculation for various values
of the product of the decay energy and the lifetime; the results appear in Fig. A.2.
Figure A.2: Calculated deviations from exponential behavior for various values of
E/Γ. Green dashed line in the right-hand panel is the Greenland limit of Eq. 1.
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Measuring long-time non-exponential decay with cold atoms in
optical lattices
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices offer wide tunability of a variety of parameters:
interatomic interactions can be controlled or switched off using Feshbach resonances, the
potential landscape can be finely tuned by applying magnetic field gradients and non-
resonant light fields, and hundreds of thousands of atoms can be placed in an identical
initial quantum state by Bose condensation. Here we explore the possibility of applying
this tunability to the experimental study of long-time non-exponential decay.
A schematic of the proposed experiment appears in Fig. A.1. The top panel shows a
conceptual position-dependent potential in which non-exponential decay could be cleanly
studied, and the bottom panel presents a not-to-scale sketch of the actual position-
dependent potential used in current experiments on our group’s 7Li BEC machine. This
potential, consisting of an overall harmonic confinement combined with a sinusoidal 1D
optical lattice, is exactly what we used in recent experiments investigating position-
space Bloch oscillations [85], relativistic harmonic motion [114], synthetic Floquet-Bloch
bands [128], and Floquet prethermalization [117]. In the diagram, the red and blue solid
lines indicate the ground state of the relevant lattice well, τ is the decay lifetime of the ini-
tial state indicated by the red solid line, and E1 and E2 are two possible characterizations
of the decay product energy for use in Eq. A.1.
The overall idea of the proposed experiment would be to study the decay of
the unstable state indicated by the solid red line in the bottom panel of Fig. A.1. This
state decays via tunneling through one or more lattice barriers into a continuum of
unbound states (indicated as a red gradient in the figure) with energies larger than the
lattice depth. Tuning the depth of the optical lattice exponentially affects tunneling
lifetimes, and tuning the curvature and offset of the harmonic confinement controls the
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decay product energy. The combination of these two experimental knobs should let us
tune τ/τE from a regime where the decay is dominantly exponential into a regime where
deviations from exponential decay are readily detectable.
Various complications to this simple idea require discussion. The most important
complication is that atoms in a lattice actually occupy delocalized energy bands (assum-
ing interactions are turned off), so Fig. A.1’s picture of a single initial occupied well is not
really appropriate. This was also the case in the short-time decay experiments of [153].
A more physically realistic picture of the decay process we propose to study is based
on the concept of Wannier-stark ladders. A nice overview of this topic appears in [163].
For the connection to our picture of exponential decay, see the discussion surrounding
Eq. 1.17 in that reference; basically, non-avoided Landau-Zener crossings drive popula-
tion to higher (incompletely bound) bands once per Bloch cycle, so the effective decay
rate is proportional to the Landau-Zener probability times the Bloch frequency. Note
that both of these parameters can be controlled with the same two experimental knobs
discussed above.
The second complication in mapping non-exponential decay as discussed by Sakurai
and Greenland onto a lattice experiment is that in a true Wannier-Stark ladder there
is no ground state, since energy decreases forever in the positive x direction. This is
analogous to the slightly pedantic statement that no true bound states exist in an atom
in any finite electric field. What happens to Sakurai’s argument here? Well, we can note
a few things. One is that of course there is an overall ground state in our experiment
and any real experiment; no electric field goes on forever. More quantitatively one can
ask what the relevant value is to use for the energy of the decay products which enters
Eq. A.1. I currently think it’s E2 (the energy offset between adjacent sites) rather than
E1 (the energy with respect to the global minimum of the harmonic confinement), but
it’s a question which could use some more thought.
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Finally, it is worth considering orthogonalization to a few other relevant experiments.
For a beautiful but different example of using tunable cold atom systems to study spon-
taneous decay processes, see [164], in which multicomponent lattice-trapped cold atoms
decaying via matter-wave emission are used to study the way in which decay into a
structured vacuum gives rise to non-Markovian behavior. David has spoken to Dominik
about this several times recently; their group also has a PRA with some more detailed
calculations (INSERT REFERENCE). Their focus so far is less on fundamental quantum
corrections to exponential decay and more on a generalization of Purcell enhancement,
which has also been studied in photonic crystals [165]. These results are certainly related
to the proposed decay experiments with both anions and neutral atoms, but perhaps the
corrections to exponential decay we propose to study are in a sense more fundamental
since they do not rely on any structuring of the vacuum beyond the existence of a ground
state. Additionally, our experiments focus on the physics of a single emitter, rather than
an optically-dense assembly of emitters as is the case in the Stonybrook experiment. Se-
bastian Blatt at the Max Planck in Munich is also developing a strontium experiment
which will have capabilities along these lines. My (David’s) overall impression is that
probes of open quantum systems like this are a pretty hot topic right now, so if we can
get a result soon it will fit in well to the discussion; in other words, orthogonalization is
not a huge concern but timeliness may be.
A few open questions
1. What is the correct value to use in Eq. A.1 for the energy of the decay products?
E1? E2?
2. Do we all agree on the Wannier-Stark version of decay?
3. What is the relation to cavity QED phenomena like Purcell enhancement or sup-
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pression of spontaneous processes? Is this topic in a sense more fundamental, since
it does not involve structuring the vacuum? Are coherent vacuum Rabi oscillations
the extreme non-exponential case? (Yes to both, David thinks).
4. What quantitative experimental parameters would we need? First approximation:
plug E2 into Eq. A.1, assume the decay rate is the Bloch frequency times the
Landau-Zener probability, and calculate τL/τ as a function of harmonic trap offset
and lattice depth. (See Cora calculations below).
Further thoughts and notes on experimental feasibil-
ity (mainly by Cora)
Exponential Decay
Prof. Lindroth’s writeup (and this one) refer to a derivation of an exponential decay
rate as given in Sakurai. I (Cora) shall redo it here, since it took me a while to interpret.
We are interested in the time evolution of a decaying state |qi, t0〉 → |qi, t〉, where q is
some arbitrary index. The survival probability P (t) is then just given by the overlap of
the initial state and the time evolved state:
a(t) = 〈qi, t0|qi, t〉 (A.2)
P (t) = |a(t)|2 (A.3)
Since the discrete eigenstates are stationary and therefore do not decay, we don’t
anticipate the decaying states to be associated with them at all. Therefore, we assume
that our state can be written as integration over all continuum states |〉. The time
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evolution of |qi, t〉 can be then written as.
|qi, t〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
d〈|qi, t0〉 exp [−it/~] |〉 (A.4)
and it easily follows that the survival amplitude is
a(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d exp [−it/~] ρ() (A.5)
ρ() = |〈|qi, t0〉|2 (A.6)
where the information about the state is all contained now in the probability density
ρ(). We assume that ρ() has the Breit-Wigner form,
ρBW() =
Γ
2pi
1
(− 0)2 + Γ2/4
(A.7)
which is a Lorentzian probability distribution centered about energy 0 with some
width Γ. This makes intuitive sense to me from a classical damped oscillator model.
(DMW note: reference [156] discusses why this assumption is OK. Basically other peaked
distributions which look kind of like this will give similar results.)
The survival probability for this distribution can be calculated readily by using Math-
ematica and we find that
PBW = exp [−Γt/~] (A.8)
which is the expected exponential decay. From a quick look through, it seems the
main assumptions about this form are:
 The decay state is written as a superposition of continuum states
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 This applies to continuum states of all energies
 We assume the Breit-Wigner distribution.
Non Exponential Decay
According to the Sakurai document, this reasoning breaks down because of the pres-
ence of a ground state |〉 which makes a cutoff in the integration of eq. A.5. This means
that ρ() = 0 for any  < 0. (I’m confused why they use the same character 0, I feel like
the center point of the state should not necessarily be related to the ground state.) As
a consequence, the result can never be an exponential (with some more math discussion
and theorems).
Some points:
 Sakurai says that this is true even without using Breit-Wigner (This is discussed
further in Ref. [156])
 He says “[this] does not shed any light on when the non-exponential behavior sets
in or on how much the surival probability deviates from the exponential form”
 The second part of the Sakurai section seems to be discussing short time deviations
and we haven’t gone through it carefully.
Landau-Zener Probabilities
In our proposed experiment and in Raizen’s experiment the decay process is modeled
as tunneling from a ground band to an excited band which can be roughly thought of
as continuum states. From a band structure perspective, we can model the tunneling to
higher bands as a Landau-Zener transition over an avoided crossing. We have already
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calculated LZ probabilities in Floquet bands for our transport PRL [128], and we are
including a discussion here for clarity. We should add a link to the code.
The simplest Landau-Zener calculation comes from the simple two-level system out-
lined in Fig. A.3.
Figure A.3: General schematic for a Landau-Zener transition. The unperturbed en-
ergies E1 and E2 normally cross energies, but the presence of a perturbation couples
them to new energies E′1 and E2′. The new states have an avoided crossing with gap
∆ at the coupling parameter q∗.
Here q can be any parameter which controls the energy levels, which for us will usually
be quasimomentum. Supposing the initial wavefunction is localized in state E ′2 at qi  q∗,
as q(t) traverses the crossing at q∗, the state can non-adiabatically transition to the upper
branch of E ′2 depending on q˙ and ∆. The key figure of merit is the Landau-Zener velocity
vLZ =
∂
∂q
|E2 − E1|
∂
∂t
|E2 − E1|
≈ ∂q
∂t
(A.9)
The Landau Zener probability of a diabatic transition PD is then
PD = e
−2piΓ (A.10)
Γ =
1
4
∆2/~
∂q
∂t
∂
∂q
|E2 − E1|
(A.11)
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Intuitively, we see that the transition probability decreases for larger gaps ∆, increases
for faster ramps q˙, and increases for larger unperturbed energy slopes. It is important
to note that this Landau Zener calculation is an approximation and can break down (I
forget the exact requirements).
At this point it is useful to consider two cases of a Landau Zener transition which
apply to this experiment in the context of Bloch oscillations.
 Bloch oscillations in static bands - the periodic potential opens gaps between free
particle states.
 Bloch oscillations in floquet bands - the periodic drive opens gaps in the quasienergy
spectrum between hybrid Floquet-Bloch bands.
In each case, it should be clear what the unperturbed and perturbed states should be.
In either case, the parameter q is the momentum of the ensemble. We un-dimensionalize
q in terms in terms of the lattice k-vector such that the size of the first Brillouin zone is
q ∈ [−1, 1], and we express the energy in units of the recoil energy ER. In the context of
Bloch oscillations, this makes q˙ = 2fB where fB is the Bloch oscillation frequency. This
simplifies eq. A.11 to the suggestive form
Γ =
1
4pi
(
∆
hfB
)(
∆
∂
∂q
|E2 − E1|
)
(A.12)
which just says that the gap ∆ needs to be compared to the Bloch oscillation frequency
and the rate of change of the unperturbed states. In the case of the static band picture,
the slope of the unperturbed energies ∂E/∂q = 2q is easily computed from the free
particle dispersion E = q2. An example showing the static case is given in Fig. A.4.
For Landau-Zener transitions between Floquet-Bloch bands, the analysis is summa-
rized in Fig. A.5.
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Figure A.4: Landau Zener transition analysis between static Bloch bands. Here the
unperturbed states are the free particle states (dotted) and the perturbed states are
the bloch bands (solid colored). Here the group velocity at the edge of the zone ∂qE is
simple. For Bloch frequencies less than gap energy, the transition probability is very
small. This presents an experimental challenge for us; given the forces we can easily
apply with our current apparatus, the Bloch frequencies can’t get too much larger
than 50 Hz.
We think that in terms of the Bloch frequency and Landau-Zener probabilities dis-
cussed above, the decay rate should be
R = PDfB, (A.13)
which is to say that the ensemble attempts a tunnel decay every Bloch period at the
avoided crossing. See also Ref. [163]. DMW feels like there might be a factor of 2 here–
doesn’t it attempt to tunnel twice per Bloch period?
In any case, the upshot of these calculations so far is that we probably cannot study
non-exponential decay with ordinary Bloch oscillations, but we probably can do so with
Floquet-Bloch oscillations due to the highly tunable nature of the avoided crossing be-
tween Floquet-Bloch bands. We do not currently anticipate that this will require any
experimental upgrades, although we will need to think carefully about atom number
measurement techniques since the signals are not expected to be gigantic (see Fig. A.2).
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Figure A.5: Landau-Zener analysis for Floquet-Bloch bands. Here the static lattice
depth 3.6 ER, the modulation depth is 5.5%, and the modulation frequency is 56 kHz.
Note that since the drive amplitude can tune the gap, we can easily access a wide
range of Landau-Zener probabilities even at accessible Bloch frequencies (below 50
Hz).
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Appendix B
Direct Digital Synthesis for Fast
Modulation
In this section we shall discuss the workhorse radio-frequency (RF) source for driving the
acoustic-optic modulators controlling the lattice laser beams in our modulated lattice
experiments. The system which we’ve designed utilizes an AD9854 direct digital synthe-
sizer (DDS) from Analog Devices in tandem with the commercially available single-board
computer BeagleBone Black (BBB). The necessity of such a system stems from the high
frequency requirements of the RF power modulation required to amplitude modulate the
lattice beams. While the precise requirements are specified by the exact experimental
sequence, the amplitude modulation frequencies for the experiments discussed in this
thesis need to exceed 1 MHz at a wide range of modulation depths. Our group histori-
cally has used a combination of voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) and voltage variable
attenuators (VVA) to generate the RF to drive our AOMs, but this solution in untenable
for this application as such devices are typically limited to modulation speeds in the few
tens of kilohertz.
The basic architecture is outlined in Figure B.1 with the primary two components of
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MATLAB
User GUI
Beaglebone
Black
PRU DRAM
PRU 1PRU 0
AD9854
DDS
Read/Write
Data 
Command
Data Array
“Slow” I/O
Ext. Triggers
USB
Figure B.1: Schematic of the different working components of the DDS. The user
interacts with the BBB
concern being the BBB and the actual DDS the AD9854. We take advantage of the the
fast physical real time unit (PRU) on the beaglebone black which can write to its digital
output pins with a 5 ns update time. When combined with the parallel programming
port of the DDS which operates on a 300 MHz clock, we can alter the RF from the DDS
with an update write time of around 20 ns which corresponds to a overall update speed
of 50 MHz. This fastest update speed sets the maximum bandwidth on how quickly the
lattice amplitudes can be rewritten. We run both the PRU’s on the BBB (PRU0 and
PRU1) in parallel that run in tandem. PRU0 reads from the PRU DRAM and then feeds
the relevant parameters to be run into PRU1 which actually writes the IO pins to the
DDS. PRU0 also handles the job of monitoring and controlling the triggers to and from
the rest of the experiment. Writing to the DRAM is limited by the operating system
on the BBB and is therefore fixed for an experimental sequence. Since this architecture
writes to the DDS in the time domain, we are fundamentally limited by the size of the
local DRAM on the PRU to 28 KB.
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Primer on Numerical Techniques
This appendix briefly discusses a basic overview of numerical techniques for evolving the
time dependent Schro¨dinger equation.
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Quite often it is of practical importance to numerically time evolve quantum sys-
tems, and while this problem is incredibly rich, some basic numerical tools are useful in
providing qualitative understanding. In this appendix, we discuss some straightforward
techniques to solving the single particle time dependent Schro¨dinger equation given below
Hˆ(τ)ψ(τ) = i
∂ψ(τ)
∂τ
(C.1)
Hˆ(τ)Uˆ(τ) = i
∂Uˆ(τ)
∂τ
, (C.2)
where have also assumed unitary time evolution such that Uˆ†Uˆ = I. Solving this first
order differential equation for ψ(τ) or Uˆ(τ) depends on the time dependence of the
Hermititan generator - the Hamiltonian.
In the case that the Hamiltonian is time independent, the solution is found by
HˆUˆ = i
∂Uˆ
∂τ
(C.3)
Uˆ(τ) = e−iHˆτ , (C.4)
in the usual way. Therefore, knowledge of the Hamiltonian leads immediately to time
evolution as defined by equation C.4, and time evolved states can then be computed
numerically via matrix exponentiation.
If the Hamiltonian is time dependent, such a simplification is not permitted. One
solution is to time evolve the system over small discrete time steps over which the Hamil-
tonian is approximately constant. The accuracy of this trotterization is expressed by the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula
eAeB = eA+B+
1
2
[A,B]+.... (C.5)
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Qualitatively, the time steps ∆τ should be chosen smaller than any relevant time
scale of the time dependent system. But what is the appropriate and efficient way to
discretize time? The rest of this section discusses some approximate ways of evolving in
time.
The most basic numerical approximation of equation C.1 utilizes the forward Euler
method, which implements a first order approximation of time differentiation
Hˆ(τ)Uˆ(τ) = i
∂Uˆ(τ)
∂τ
(C.6)
Hˆ(τ)Uˆ(τ) ≈ iUˆ(τ + ∆τ)− Uˆ(τ)
∆τ
(C.7)
Uˆ(τ + ∆τ) =
(
1− iHˆ(τ)∆τ
)
Uˆ(τ) (C.8)
Uˆj+1 =
(
1− iHˆj∆τ
)
Uˆj, (C.9)
where we have utilized the index j to indicate the discretization of time. Alterna-
tively, by taking ∆τ → −∆τ the backwards Euler method is obtained which evolves
backwards in time. In addition to being correct to only first order, the Euler method is
not unitary (UˆUˆ† 6= 1) and is therefore numerically unstable.
An alternative and better solution is the Crank-Nicolson method which is numer-
ically stable and is frequently used to solve diffusion based partial differential equations.
It averages the forward and backward Euler methods describes previously.
∂u
∂t
= F (u) (C.10)
uj+1 − uj
∆τ
=
1
2
(Fj+1 + Fj) (C.11)
In the context of the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation, the evolution is expressed by
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ψj+1 − ψj
∆τ
= −i1
2
[
Hˆjψj + Hˆj+1ψj+1
]
(C.12)(
Iˆ +
i∆τ
2
Hˆj+1
)
ψj+1 =
(
Iˆ− i∆τ
2
Hˆj
)
ψj (C.13)
ψj+1 =
Iˆ− i∆τ
2
Hˆj
Iˆ + i∆τ
2
Hˆj+1
ψj, (C.14)
where the divided by symbol implies matrix inversion. While inversion operations are
computationally expensive, we shall primarily consider tridiagonal matrices for which the
computation time is reduced.
In the case that Hˆ(t) = Hˆ0, then we see that this technique is indeed unitary. In-
version operations can be costly, but we frequently can produce Hamiltonians which are
tridiagonal. In this case, there are quick matrix solvers for finding the inverse of a tridi-
agonal matrix. In the case that the Hamiltonian is time dependent, the Crank Nicholson
time evolution operator as given above is not unitary. However, unitarity can be restored
by making a midpoint approximation.
Uˆ(τ + ∆τ, τ) =
Iˆ− i∆τ
2
Hˆ(τ + ∆τ
2
)
Iˆ + i∆τ
2
Hˆ(τ + ∆τ
2
)
(C.15)
As another alternative, one may use an exponential midpoint to time evolve. This
is will be unitary by construction, but in general will have a longer computation time.
Uˆ(τ + ∆τ, τ) = exp
[
−i∆τHˆ(τ + ∆τ/2)
]
(C.16)
For one dimensional systems, the Hamiltonians commonly take the following form
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Hψ = i
∂ψ
∂τ
(C.17)
H = p2φ + v(φ, τ) (C.18)
i = [φ, pφ], (C.19)
where it can be seen that pφ and v(φ, τ) are diagonal in the momentum and position
basis respectively. In the position basis, p2φ → −∂2φ, and it is common to implement a
finite difference method such that the kinetic energy operator is tridiagonal.
∂2φψ
∣∣
n
=
ψn+1 − 2ψn + ψn−1
∆φ2
(C.20)
−∂2φ =
1
∆φ2

2 −1 0
−1 . . . . . .
. . . . . . −1
0 −1 2

(C.21)
v(φ, τ) = v (φ, τ) Iˆ (C.22)
Combining equation C.21 with C.15 or C.16, we note the discretization step ∆τ/∆φ2.
Decreasing ∆φ increases the accuracy in H at any time, but numerical stability in time
evolution mandates an even smaller ∆τ . While this specific quantity arises in the position
basis, such a balancing of discretization will manifest generically.
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Basics Scattering Theory
This appendix contains some notes on scattering theory.
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The theory of elastic collisions is well documented in many quantum mechanics text-
books. According to scattering theory, the cross section σ encapsulates all the necessary
information about scattering events. In our case, we shall consider the low energy scat-
tering events by indistinguishable bosons. The lowest energy scattering events are s-wave
scattering, which can be treated analytically.
A general Hamiltonian for two interacting particles with a central potential V (r) is
written below.
Hˆ =
p21
2m1
+
p22
2m2
+ V (|~r1 − ~r2|) (D.1)
=
P 2
2M
+
p2
2µ
+ V (r) (D.2)
(D.3)
where the reduced mass µ = m1m2
m1+m2
. As illustrated in the rewritten Hamiltonian, we
can consider addressing the problem in the center of mass reference frame which con-
siderably simplfies the calculation. In the context of collisional theory, we are interested
in solutions that close to non interacting free particle one. In a cartersian sense, first
consider the plane wave solution to the non-interacting Hamiltonian which can be inter-
pretted physically as the two particles undergoing a head on collision. Such a solution
can be recast in terms of incoming and outgoing spherical waves.
ψ(~r) = ei
~k·~r (D.4)
=
i
2k
∞∑
l=0
il(2l + 1)
[
e−i(kr−
lpi
2
)
r
− e
i(kr− lpi
2
)
r
]
Pl (cos θ) (D.5)
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Far away from the scatterer, for any reasonable interaction, the interaction potential
must drop off and the actual solution must approach that given in equation (D.5). Im-
posing a strict time ordering of an initial incoming wave,we reason that the only possible
net effect is an overall phase shift on each out going spherical plane wave.
ψ(~r) ≈ i
2k
∞∑
l=0
il(2l + 1)
[
e−i(kr−
lpi
2
)
r
− Sl(k)e
i(kr− lpi
2
)
r
]
Pl (cos θ) (D.6)
Sl(k) := e
2iδl(k) (D.7)
To separate the incoming state from the ougoing one, subtract off the incoming plane
wave solution from this total, time independent one.
ψ(~r)− ei~k·~r = 1
2ik
∞∑
l=0
il(2l + 1)
[
(Sl(k)− 1)e
i(kr− lpi
2
)
r
Pl(cos θ)
]
(D.8)
ψ(~r) = ei
~k·r +
( ∞∑
l=0
il(2l + 1)
(Sl(k)− 1)
2ik
e−i
lpi
2 Pl(cos θ)
)
ei
~k·~r
r
(D.9)
= ψ(~r) ≈ ei~k˙~r + f(θ)e
ikr
r
(D.10)
where the il cancelled with the e−i
lpi
2 . As we shall verify later, f(θ) is the differential
cross section, which can be expressed in terms of the partial wave scattring ampltidues
fl(k):
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f(θ) =
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)fl(k)Pl(cos θ) (D.11)
fl(k) =
(Sl(k)− 1)
2ik
(D.12)
=
1
k
eiδl(k) sin δl(k) (D.13)
=
1
k (cot δl(k)− i) (D.14)
The expression in eq. (D.10) has the convenient physical interpretation that the
scattered state is a sphereical wave function modulation by some function.
Probability Flux and Cross Section
Given the expansion as outlined above, it is important to understand the qualitative
aspects of the potential. Consider the particle flux operator:
jˆ = −i ~
m
(ψ∗∇ψ + ψ∇ψ∗) (D.15)
=
~~k
m
+
~~k
m
rˆ
|f(θ)|2
r2
+O(
1
r3
) (D.16)
≈ jˆin + jin |f(θ)|
2
r2
(D.17)
And we see that we can interpret |f(θ)|2 as the fraction of atoms that exit through a
differential solid angle for an incoming particle flux. This allows us to define the differntial
and total cross section:
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dσ
dΩ
:= |f(θ)|2 (D.18)
σtot =
∫
dΩ |f(θ)|2 (D.19)
=
4pi
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1) sin2 δl(k) (D.20)
And we demonstrate that all the relevant scattering information can be encompassed
in terms of the phase shifts δl(k).
Interpretation of Expansion
Remembering that we imposed an initial condition of an incoming cartersian plane
wave ei
~k·~r, we have generated an expression that predicts the scattered waves in terms of
a series expansion of angular momentum. The reason for such an expansion is that we
have transformed the problem into a cartersian one, where the natural expression is in
the angular momentum basis since our potential is central.
If instead we had chosen an initial incoming state to be a spherical wave of angular
momentum l, that scattered state would have been the spherical wave corresponding to
no change in angular momentum. Ie. we woud have picked out a single term in the
expansion. Since the potential is central, angular momentum has to be consereved the
spherical plane waves could not couple to different angular momentum states.
D.0.1 S-wave Scattering Theory
Practically speaking, the lowest order scattering event is the l = 0 s-wave scattering.
At higher angular mometum, a centrifugal barrier (∝ r2) which weakens the effect of the
interaction potential. For short range interactions, the centrifugal barrier can completely
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“wash” out effects of the interaction by preventing scattering events at the relevant
energies from accessing the inside of the centrifugal barrier.
In the presence of long range interactions the centrifugal barrier still weakens the
effect of higher angular momentum collisions, but since we are intersted in the effect of
the presence of the interaction, something more complicated must be done.
Let us for now, only consider the s-wave scattering which does not have a centrifugal
barrier, and we may apply our intuition about 1D quantum mechanics for the radial
schrodinger equation. In this case the cross section reduces to
σs =
8pi
k2
1
cot2 δl + 1
(D.21)
where a factor of two has been introduced because of the indishtinguisability for
indentical bosons. In the case of sufficiently small energies, this can be expanded in
powers of k.
cot(δl(k)) =
1
ka
+
1
2
rsk + ... (D.22)
Then consider the limiting case where k → 0
lim
k→0
σs =
8pia2
1 + k2a2
(D.23)
σs(0) = 8pia
2 (D.24)
Thus we may consider the parameter a as the zero energy scattering length leading
to a classical surface area (modulo a factor of two from indistinguishableness).
Let us now examine two simple examples to demonstrate the existence of such an
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a=1
a=2
a=3
a=4
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0
100
200
300
400
k @a-1D
Σ
0Hk
L@
a
2 D
S-Wave Scattring
Figure D.1: σl(k) for different scattering lengths (rs = 0).r For larger scattering
lengths the absolute cross section is generally higher, but reaches zero more quickly
than lower ones.
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expansion and motivate some intuition about rs and a. ift for two very simple cases
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D.0.2 Example: Hard Core Shell
In this case, the potential is given by:
V (r) =

+∞ r < a
0 r ≥ a
The wavefunction goes to zero inside a and outside the solution is the familar plane
wave. Thus the phase shift is simply
δl(k) = ka (D.25)
and the cross section is
σ(k) =
8pia2
1 + k2a2
(D.26)
D.0.3 Example: Finite Square Well
Consider intead, the finite square well, which demonstrates some key interesting fea-
tures of scattering with attractive interactions.
V (r) =

−V0 r < r0
0 r ≥ r0
[
− ~
2
2µ
∂2r + V (r)
]
U(r) = E(r) (D.27)
rψ(r) = U(r) (D.28)
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The solutions in the two regions are just plane waves.
ψ(r) =

Be−iκr + Aeiκr+ r < r0
e−ikr − Ceikr r ≥ r0
κ =
√
2µ (E + V0)
~2
(D.29)
E =
~2k2
2µ
(D.30)
where we have chosen to normalize the incoming wave to 1, and have sent the coef-
ficient of the outgoing wave to be negative which is in accordnace with our setup of he
definition of Sl(k). The boundary conditions are
U(r0 − ) = U(r0 + ) (D.31)
U ′(r0 − ) = U ′(r0 + ) (D.32)
U(0) = 0 (D.33)
Though the full phase shift can be computed analytically, consider for now the small
momentum expansion:
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k cot(δl(k)) =
1
a
+
1
2
rsk
2 (D.34)
a = −r0
[
1− tan(r0κ0)
r0κ0
]
(D.35)
rs = r0
[
1− r
2
0
3a2
+
1
κ20ar0
]
(D.36)
κ0 =
2mV0
~2
(D.37)
Notice that the scattering length a is negative for r0κ < 4.5. This is a general feature
that attractive potential have negative scattering lengths. In terms of phase shfits, this
corresponds to attractive potential ‘’sucking in” wavefucntion. Also observe that for
reasonable scattering length the effective range r0 is positive.
Bound Energy States
What is happening though when the scattering length crosses zero or diverges? Con-
sider the bound states of energy −E for the finite square well −V0 of size 2r0. The radial
equation is the same as looking for the antisymmetric solutions. This leads to a implicit
equation for bound state energies {Ei}.
tan
[
−
√
(κ0r0)
2 − (κr0)2
]
=
√(
κ0r0
κr0
)2
− 1 (D.38)
κ =
√
2mE
~2
(D.39)
κ0 =
√
2mV0
~2
(D.40)
This can be undimensionaized in terms of the unitless parameter x = κ0r0 and the
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Figure D.2: Resonances in the scattering length ar0 (blue) are observed to be coinci-
dence with the generation of a new bound state with inverse normalized wave number
l = 1κr0 (green). The parameter κ0 =
√
2µV0
~2 describes the strength of the attractive
interaction.
unitless inverse wave number of the bound state l = 1
κr0
tan
[
−
√
x2 − 1
l2
]
=
√
x2l2 − 1 (D.41)
The plot given in figure (D.0.3) illuminates the qualitative origin of the resonant phe-
nomenom. As the interaction paramter κ0r0 is tuned, bound states are generated. When
the most energetic bound state is very weakly bounded, it becomes close to resonance
with the scattering state. The phase shift between the two varies rapidly which causes
the scattering length to diverge.
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Although ths toy model does not acurately represent actual attractive interatomic
interactions it does demonstrate some key qualitative aspects of attractive scattering:
(a) A “weak” attractive potential is characterized by a negative scattering length.
(b) Resonances between weakly bounded and scattering states causes wild fluctuations
in the scattering length.
D.0.4 General Method for Finding a and re
The finite square well is one of the simplest attractive potentials, but is not quite
realistic. Generally speaking, solving the entire Hamiltonian is not possible, and not
even necessary as we mostly care about the lowest order expansion. In this section I
shall consider a general method for determing the coeffcients from an s-wave potential.
The time independent 1D radial schrodinger equation is:
[
∂2
∂r2
+ k2 − 2µ
~2
V (r)
]
U(r) = 0 (D.42)
(D.43)
The expansion goes as:
k cot(δ0(k)) = −1
a
+
1
2
rek
2 (D.44)
re = 2
∫ ∞
0
[
v20 − u20
]
dr (D.45)
Where the functions v0(r) and u0(r) are the solutions to the no potential and no
kinetic energy case respectively. To lowest order we make take the approximate solutions
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when k → 0.
∂2
∂r2
u0(r) =
2µ
~2
V (r)u0(r) (D.46)
lim
r→∞
u0(r) = 1− r
a
(D.47)
∂2
∂r2
v(r) = −k2vk(r) (D.48)
lim
k→0
vk(r) = 1− r
a
(D.49)
:= v0(r) (D.50)
In the large distane limit then both u0(r) and v0(r) become the same function which
expresses the fact that far away fromthe pontetial the solution is the same. The effective
range is given as an expression as the difference of those solutions.
D.0.5 Example: Van Der Waals with Hard Shell
. In this example we shall demonstrate a method to compute the effective range from
approxiate solutions to the time independent schrodinger equation. Consider the Van
Der Waals potential with a hard core shell.
V (r) =

+∞ r < rc
−C6
r6
r ≥ rc
The parameters C6 and rc define the interaction potential. From our persepctive, we
desire instead the scattering length a and effective range re. The functions given above
are:
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ac :=
(
2C6µ
~2
) 1
4
(D.51)
u0(r) =;mess (D.52)
v0(r) = 1− r
a
(D.53)
Evidently, in the case that a > 0 the hard shell approimation is quite good, but in
the case a < 0 the hard core approximation breaks down. For the interaction mentioned
above there is a zero point crossing at:
D.0.6 Ramsauer-Townsend Effect for a < 0
For small energies, the cot expansion can be recast in the following way:
k cot δ =
1
a
+
1
2
rsk
2 +O(k4) (D.54)
tan δ = −ka− 1
2
a2rsk
3 +O(k5) (D.55)
For negative scattering lengths a zero crossing in the phase shift and consequently
the scattering cross section occurs. Assuming thermal equilibrium a temperature can be
set
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k2zero =
|a|
1
2
a2rs
(D.56)
3
2
kBT =
~2k2
2m
(D.57)
kBTzero =
2~2
3|a|rsµ (D.58)
This effect is of particular importance for |2, 2〉 atoms in the magnetic trap which
have a negative scattering length. Using the known scattering length (a = −27.6a0) and
effectives range (rs = 116a0), the equivalent temperature can be computed.
Tzero = 5.15mK, |2, 2〉 scattering (D.59)
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